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She primary purpose of this study is to analyze present farm 
economic conditions in India and to indicate the nature of construc­
tive reforms necessary for a gradual Improvement in the level of liv- 
lag* India is a very old country which for 200 years prior to 19**? 
was under the domination of the British Step Ire. It Is now & self** 
governed country with a population density of 2?5 persons per square 
mile.
In relation to its developed resources, it has too many people 
to support a satisfactory level of living, and the population Is still 
jewing. $he people are generally poor Because of the low production 
per capita and only about 12 per cent of them can read* To attain a 
satisfactory standard of living, It will he necessary to increase the
v
productivity of persons employed in farming, develop alternative oppor­
tunities for employment in non-farm occupations and to inculcate Ideals 
among the masses that will result in & decrease in the number of chil­
dren per family#
Eighty-seven per cent of the people live in rural villages and 
75 P©r cent of the farmers operate less than four acres and these acres 
usually consist of scattered strips. Seventy-five per cent of the cul* 
tivated area In India is operated By tenants with varying degrees of 
rl^its and liabilities, The landlords usually do not live near the 
tenant operated farms and are frequently more Interested in collecting 
the maximum amount of rent than in maintaining the fertility of the soil 






























































































































































4* Hie current lend system should bo revised more in lint 
with ability to pay*
5* da efficient and sound farm credit system is proposed which 
would supply adequate credit on reasonable terms and moderate 
rates of interest.
&. An erosion control program should be mder taken at provincial
and national levels* M s  program would include flood control
and ether anti-erosion measures*
7* A modem forestry program would provide wood for farmers to 
hum instead of dried oattle dung and also lumber for eon* 
struct!on and for furniture factories*
6* It is proposed to establish a national crop and livestock sta*
tisttcal service. Hell able data are at present very scanty*
Dependable data are needed for planning and research work.
9* It is proposed to improve the marketing system for farm pro* 
ducts through market regulations* developing warehouse, cold 
storage and processing facilities, establishing grades and 
standards for quality and encouraging farmers1 cooperative 
marketing associations. Market Information services are 
also to be provided*
10. A program to provide opportunities for non^farm types of em­
ployment and relieving pressure on the land is said to be 
vital. The human and mineral resources of India are second 
only to those of the United states and Russia and provide an 
opportunity for the development of a balanced agricultural end 
Industrial economy.
IX* A reduction In the rate of population Increase 1® considered 
necessary for economic and social progress# It is proposed 
to disseminate knowledge of birth control through the womens1 
sections of health clinics, maternity and child welfare cen­
ters* rural dispensaries and local hoard mid-wives*
In view of prevalent conditions In India, any appreciable improve­
ment la the living conditions of the people In the near future must come 
In large part from the increased productivity of agriculture* Increased 
production in agriculture would increase the purchasing power of rural 
people end espand the home market for industrial goods* fhls would help 
in the development of Industry end employment in the non-agricultural 
occupations* She present unsatisfactory conditions in the agricultural 
economy are the accumulated result of the Interaction of economic* social, 
religions* cultural and political forces of the centuries* Customs* laws* 
and Institutions are difficult to change rapidly even by a revolution* 
the desirable changes by evolution take time and are of more permanent 
value*
xiii
w ®  I
INTROBaOTIOlJ
The expression "Wealth of India” hr Inge Into the mind of many 
people a vision of splendor. This idea Is associated with historical 
reports of traders and explorers from distant countries making voyages 
to India in search of coffee, tea, spices, textile fabrics, and precious 
stones. At one time India was relatively prosperous and advanced In cul­
ture and civilisation. Methods of soil conservation were practiced and 
Bceea vac famous for fine textile fabrics at a time when Europe still 
had a primitive economy not much above the stage of a direct appropria­
tion.
In contrast to being a land of riches, the India of the 19^0*8 
is a land where the bulk ef the population is poor and agricultural pro­
duction Is Insufficient to provide an adequate diet for her population, 
India does hare a wealth of undeveloped resources, both human and mater­
ial, and one of the foremost problems is to increase the volume of pro­
duction per aea in order that the general level of the population may be 
raised to a reasonable standard. Food and manufactured products need to 
be produced in greater abundance.
Mighty-seven per cent of the population of India is rural and the
farmers live in villages of which there are about 700,000. Farms are
small and often in scattered tracts; crop yields are below those of many
other countries, end cultivation is largely done by hand labor without
the aid of modern farm machinery or modern sources of power. In spite of
1
a
the large percentage of the people who are farmers * there is seldom 
enough food In sufficient quantity and of desirable quality for all 
the population*
Prior to World War II, India was largely self-sufficient in it* 
food supply. There was some wheat exported to 0***at Britain and some 
rice imported from Burma or Indo**Ghina, In normal prewar years India 
exported more than it imported, and the Balance of trade was favorable* 
During the war the country exported more than it Bought and as a result, 
amassed large sterling Balances in Great Britain* Since the war, cur­
tailed exports and large imports from the United States and other dollar 
areas have caused a severe drain on the country's exchange resources*
A reduction in the amount of food produced Internally was caused 
By war conditions with subsequent disruptions in the country's agricul­
tural economy, Fertilizers, iron, steel, cement, end other materials 
required By farmers for agricultural production were not available in 
sufficient quantities, The shortage of food in the cities was made more 
acute By the currency inflation which Began in 19^2. Farmers preferred 
to vlthhold part of their grain rather than to sell it for rupees which 
were declining in exchange value. The government organised a grain pro­
curement program But, Because of a war-torn railway system and the hiding 
of grain By millions of small farmers, the results were only partially 
successful.
With the partition of India that occurred at the tim© of the with­
drawal of British power, areas that produced surplus exportable products, 
supplied raw materials for factories and processing plants, and supplied 
food to the deficit areas, were taken away from what now constitutes India
and vara given to the Ada dominion of Pakistan* The toad* between the 
too dominions Is at a standstill because of the various undecided issues. 
The feed situation presents a serious and urgent problem. Agriculture 
la an important segment of the country's economy and much needs to to 
dena to Improve agriculture in order to bring about totter conditions.
The teeming millions need to to supplied with sufficient feed and other 
necessities of life*
The Purpose and Scope of Study
fhe purpose of this study is to analyse the economic problems 
connected with agriculture in order that recommendations of programs 
or lines of action to totter living conditions in India may to made, 
fhe analysis ia general may be divided into four step si (1) a stum* 
easy of the Conditions as they exist at present; (2) a critical analy­
sis and apuraieal of the situation; and (3) the suggestion of policies 
end programs that would be feasible and practical tinder the circumstan­
ces peculiar to India aiid consistent with the ideals of human freedom 
sad general welfare of the country as a whole*
A large number of reports and studies have been examined as a 
basis for policy and plans for reform applicable to India as a nation. 
Seme of the generalisations would not be applicable to every individual 
state or province. The ideas contained In this thesis are not presented 
as final answers to the rural problems of India* They are presented as 
ideas which should be useful to leaders who are responsible for making 
rural policy.
k
India 1® m west country with a diversity of climate, sell, cul­
ture t social customs, ant racial conditions, Despite the diversity of 
physical and aooial conditions, the psychology of the maesde end the 
eesmsi&ity of interests have much in common. As pointed out by the loyal 
Commission on Agriculture, the oeyoholegy of the masses "enable ms to 
make fairly scientific generalisations, that with minor exceptions would 
apply to the whole country, or at least a major part of it*
Statistical data are primarily avail able for the area known as 
British India prior to August 19^7*2 and there is very little reliable 
statistical information with respect to the Indian states.
Sources of Data and Methods of St tidy
The data used in this study were obtained from official and non* 
official sources* The official sources include the Census Beports, Agri­
cultural Statistics, and the reports of the Director of Statistics and 
Commercial Intelligence* Non-official reports include the published work 
of Indian and forei^i economists and miscellaneous articles. In many 
eases the tabulated data hare been summarized in order to reduce a large 
macs of figures to manageable proportions*
In addition to the references found in the Hill Memorial Library, 
extensive use was made of materials found In the Library of Congress,
^Royal Commission on Agriculture in India (Londoni His Majesty's 
Stationery Office, 1928), p.
^British India did not include states ruled by Indian prince®, 
but the new Dominion of Pakistan was included under British India*
$
the Office of Foreign Agricultural Halations of the United Spates He* 
partmeat of Agriculture, the Indian Embassy Library at Washington, D.O., 
and other libraries. The author was in Washington during August and 
the first half of September, 19^» for the purpose of obtaining iafojma- 
tie© from the library source* end from conferences with a number of 
people who hare official responsibilities that afford them an opportunity 
to make observations on the Indian economy.
la this study, considerable use has been made of inductive, deduc­
tive, and comparative methods of reasoning. The inductive method is par­
ticularly useful In analyzing the causes and effects of diverse economic 
phenomena. A number of Indian and foreign scholars, observers, and econ­
omists have published articles, tracts, and books on Indian economic situ­
ations (see Bibliography). These studies and data relating to particular 
phenomena are helpful In forming ideas as to the causes of existing con­
ditions. The inductive method was used in forming judgments as a basis 
for conclusions.
The deductive method is useful in formulating criteria for policy 
recommendations on the basis of available facts on India and other coun­
tries. It was employed also in analysing the effects of programs and 
policies in selected countries and reaching conclusions on the basis of 
historical experience. With respect to some matters, the available data 
were inadequate and some reliance is given to apriori reasoning* Apriori 
reasoning is a form of logic designating that which can b© known by reason 
alone. It i® not a scientific method and should b© used sparingly in 
economic studies. There are certain feelings and emotions which are not 
measurable in terms of a statistical table. What people do or do not do
6
doe® not guarantee that they will follow the same course a t any other 
time under different circumstances. The facts under actual drow ns tan*, 
ces may he different from the anticipations 'based on normal conditions* 
Therefore, the deductions at a given time shall have to he modified in 
the light of the actual experience and observations made a® time passe®. 
Then facts fail to project the future In a satisfactory manner, it is 
net advisable to ignore the Issue, hut to use apriori reasoning for 
arriving at generalised conclusions.
The comparative method is a useful tool for use in analysing 
the policies and program® In other countries under somewhat Identical 
conditions. The results and their applicability have been considered 
under conditions prevalent in India. Theories of a tentative nature 
are thereby formulated, advanced or otherwise modified, If necessary, 
in the light of prevailing circumstances under particular conditions.
CHAPMl I I
TK3S PHYSICAL FSAT0KES AHD MURAL MSSOURCES OF INDIA
Tbis shady is soncsrned with the isgirovetymt of sso&omle aoadi* 
tious la toil* «&& thsrefor* properly hollas with a s w m y  of ttas jdjp* 
sicel resources, A knowledge of resources provides perspective fa t  a 
better ma&irstsadi&g of economic problems. fhe influence of physical 
factor* on the economic life of a country lo isgiortani, since to a 
largo etc tent the physical resources determine the products of the ossa- 
try* ffea occupation of the people, and their distribution within the 
eoumtcy, India forms a geographic unit by itself, end being separated 
by nature from the rest of the world, it has come to be regarded as a 
forgoes of strategical Importance In both peace and war*
Use Location and Sis# of India
India occupies an important position in South Asia# It extends 
south and north froa latitude 8 ' to latitude 381 and the extreme points 
on the west and east are si touted, respectively, at longitude 701 and at 
longitude 101*. She greatest distance across India from east to west 
and from north to south is about 2,000 miles* India has $,6o(r miles of 
land border and a® equally long sea coast. The western world usually 
thinks of India as essentially a tropical country> However, the entire 
country is located north of the Equator, and roughly half of it Is situ** 
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India, prior to the division that occurred In 19**7* tod m  area 
of approximately 1,617*291 square miles. The division resulted in a 
less of territory amounting to approximately 370*311 square miles.^ Th© 
present area of India covers shout 1,246,880 square miles. ̂  In total 
land area, India and Pakistan are nineteen times the else of Great Bri­
tain, and three-fifths the slse of the Uni ted States* Before Being par­
ti tioned, India was approximately as large as the whole of Europe, 
excluding White Russia* The present Republic of India is *K) per cent 
as large as the United States, but before partition it was 60 per cent 
as large.
The Republic of India now has nine provinces, 14 Chief Commission­
ers1 Provinces, 29 centrally administered areas, six integrated states 
unions, and three single unit states of Kashmir, Hyderabad, and %sore*
The 5k9 princely states formerly scattered over the entire country were 
left as Independent units when India was granted independence by the 
British. Due to the statesmanship of the political leaders and to the 
generosity of the princes, the princely states no longer exist. The 
integration of the princely states with the nation lias been accomplished 
and India has achieved geographical, political, and economic unity through 
a ^bloodless revolution.** Only three of the 5**9 aid Indian states, namely, 
Kashmir, Hyderabad, and Mysore still retain their original boundaries, 
while all the others have either merged with the provinces in which they
Ipaklstan Affairs. "Independence Anniversary Issue, 9 August 15, 
19^9. Pakistan Embassy, Washington, D. 0.
^Government of India Information Services. Unpublished Release, 
HIndia Today,** (Washington, D. C., 1948—49).
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were situated or have been given equal statue with the provinces, ll've 
extension of the federal legislative authority over the states* and their 
financial integration with th© central government aided the process of 
unionisation.
The Himalayan mountain range, with its snow clad peaks penetrat­
ing far into the sky* ferns the northern boundary and separatee India 
from Tibet and China, fhe Himalayas, by causing precipitation during 
the monsoon season* have an indirect influence on the economy of a major 
part of the rural areas. The monsoon rains are important to crops di­
rectly, and also supply the rivers that flow toward the interior of the 
country with water for irrigation in the arid districts* On the north­
west, the mndtakneh and Suleiman rouges separate the country from Afghan­
istan and Persia. The Kbyber and Bolen passes have had an Indirect 
influence on the history and culture of the country, by making possible 
the infiltration into the country of first the Aryans and later the 
Mohammedans. The few passes in the Himalayan range, together with the 
Kbyber and Belan passes, are important gateways to the neighboring coun­
tries of Tibet, Chinese Turtdstan, Afghanistan, and Persia.
Prom the standpoint of international commerce and trade, India4« 
location Is very favorable. Standing almost at the center of the ©astern 
hemisphere and being located at the northern edge of the Indian Ocean, 
the country controls the sea trade routes between the old and the new 
world# Because the vast coast line of India is largely devoid of indenta­
tions, there are only a few flrst-clas® harbors. The principal ?)orts of 
India are Calcutta, Bombay, Karachi (Pakistan), Madras* and Vie&gap&ttam,
n
In order to mate© good the lose of the Karachi port to that area, the 
Government of India is planning to build another port at Kandla on the 
Kathiawar oo&st*
Saturn* Changes In the Boundaries of India
Vhaaa the British withdrew from India In August 19^7 ■ the Bmylre 
was partitioned into the dominions of India and Pakistan* «fce partition 
w*e the reeult of a Joint detle&en of the Congress and the Moslem league* 
fhe Indian Sationel Congress wanted Pakistan to he a part of India, hut 
the event# following the Cabinet Mission1® proposals in May 19^6, and 
the eswrs# of other events compelled the Congress to tusgept the partition 
p la n *
As a result of the partition plan, the provinces of Sind and Baltic 
elds tan. the northwestern frontier, and the western half of the Punjab 
are in Vest Pakistan} the eastern pert of Bengal and the district of 
Sylbet of Assam province are in Bast Pakistan (Figure 2>* $he two areas 
were deter mined on the basis of the Islamic faith of the majority of the 
population end are located on the east and west side of India about 1500 
miles opart, fhe area of best Pakistan is 306,000 square miles and that 
of Bast Pakistan 5h,000 square miles*
fhe temporary boundaries were fixed by the enforcement of the Rad- 
cliff# Award by both the governments in the absence of agreement on a 
solution by the Boundary Com lesion for Punjab and Bengal.3 fhe temporary
3$ir Cyril Ra&cliffe was the Chairman of both of the Commissions 
and gave his award as a result of the divergence of opinion among the 
members of the Commissions.
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boundaries, although accepted by ‘both the governments, have not been 
designated as international boundaries and so far have been regarded as 
approximate. The boundary lines which demarcate the Indo-*P®fcistaa herder 
ere also temporary. The present boundary lines are neither natural nor 
antecedent} they run through deserts and villages, along river and canal 
hanks, and in some places along the earth embankments of cultivators’ 
tiny fields, tinder the circumstances, boundary disputes are certain to 
arise and, in fact, have arisen already in case of Sylhet-Assam boundary 
over Patharia Mil Reserve Forest and Kuaiysra River,
Hatural Regions
India has such marked differences in physical and social conditions 
within its own boundaries, that it is sometimes referred to as a continent, 
There are vide differences in soils, climate, races, religions, dress and 
languages. Physically the country is divided Into three large regions!
(1) The Vlndhya and Sab-Pura legion
(2) The I ndo-Gauge tic Plain, and
(3) The Northern Region,
1. The Tixidhya and SaVPura Region is an elevated plateau flanked 
on each side by the Sastern and Western Ghats, which slope gently Into the 
Bay of Bengal, This plateau hag an average elevation of 1500 feet and is 
cut into a few deep valleys by seven great rivers which flow into the Ara­
bian Sea or the Bay of Bengal,
2. The In&e-Gengetic Plain stretches from the valley of the River 
Brahampytra in the east and. separatee the great folded mountain system lo­
cated in the extreme north from the peninsular plateau. This vast
Ik
extending from the Arabian See to the B«ar of Bengal, has m  area of ap­
proximately 300*000 secure miles. Shis territory is larger in area than 
that of the Suited Kingdom and Germany combined, She soli is composed 
of » i w  Silt aad alluvium of considerable depth and it Is the richest 
aad the most $j$o?tent natural division of India* hie area produces a 
large share of India’s agricultural products* especially jute, cotton, 
rice, sugar eaae, and wheat, aad contains some of the largest aad most 
is^ortaat el ties.
3* northern Region. this region is formed by the Himalayan 
mountain range which extends over 1,250 miles. This mountain range exer­
cises a dominating influence on the weather and the vegetation of the 
country. It acts as a climatic harrier for the odd and dry winds from 
Tibet and it serves as a striking harrier for the moisture laden monsoon 
winds which blew in from the Indian Ocean and the Bay of Bengal, The 
region Is the perennial source of the great rivers, whoso waters moisten 
the parched land of northern India,
River Systems in India
There are three main river systems in India, Two of these systems 
are in the Indc-Gaage tie plain and one in the Deccan Fla teen,
She Indus River System which drains the western ports of Xxtde* 
Gangs tie plain is composed of five other tributaries; namely, Sutlej,
Seas, Rvai, Cfcen&b, and Jhelwm, The Province of Punjab (five waters) 
derives its name from the fact that it has five rivers, They are spread 
over the province like the stretched fingers of one’s hand, The terri­
tory between any two rivers is Irrigated by canals branching out from 
the rivers.
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The second system draining the eastern part of the In&o-Oangetie 
Plain is the Ganges Hirer with its tributaries* These tributaries are 
Jasma, Gogra, Raptl, Gandak, and Bri^mmrmtra. these rivers are fed by 
noun tain snows and therefore are not entirely dependent upon rain*
Though their height fluctuates seasonally, they are never dry and yield 
a supply of water whieh sen be used for Irrigation*
the third system of rivers* originating in the hills of the Beeson 
plateau are fed by the Monsoon rains only, and during dry seasons some of 
then become almost dry* Of these rivers, the most important are the 
Narbada and Tapati, whieh empty into the Arabian Sea, and the Mahana&i 
Oodovari, Ktstaa and Gauvery, all of whieh find their way to the east 
coast. Hines these plateau rivers do not lend themselves to irrigation 
by oanals, the chief method of storing irrigation water in this region Is 
by a system of reservoirs. These reservoirs are usually called Htanks" 
and range from primitive earth-dammed ponds to huge masonry dams, to  
example of the latter is the Oaucvery-Mettur reservoir covering 60 miles*
Relation of Physical Feature a to Trade Routes
The main internal forms of transportation and travel in India 
consist of public highways, railroads and river boats* The railways 
a~d hi^»;ays are more intensive In the flat, fertile, allwlal plains 
of northern India, where construction encounters fewer difficulties 
and volume of business is higher than In the mountainous areas. In the 
southern half of India the rou^h and uneven topography has placed great 
impediments in the way of construction of both roads and railways. Roads 
in this region are few and are found in sections where construction
eem&ltioas ere relatively favorable* Tim railway system in parts of 
the peninsula has % n& made p®siiW# with much engineering skill*
In general, th« rivers of India are not navigable* The Ganges, 
with its tributaries, end Hiver Brahmaputra furnish thotLseii.de of miles 
of waterways, which are of considerable eeenomte importsuaee. fhe pexdn* 
solar rivers are net quite so useful as waterways because they ere too 
impetuous in tines of flood and have too little water at other times*
She ©e»*hear& offers facilities for water cejscrani cation among 
the eo&stel regions. Although the member of good harbors is not nuner* 
sue* the sea is the nest important trade route connecting India with 
ether parte of the world* She sea routes, however, ere not the only 
trade rentes for the country's foreign trade* Considerable trade is 
carried on with Bepal, Tibet, Chinese Turkist&a, Burma, Afghanistan, 
sad Persia by land routes through the mountain parses* The develop­
ment of the Trsns*Fersiaa Line and the Baghdad Hallway provide possibil­
ities for a great increase of India's future foreign trade over land 
routes* Since Pakistan is located between India and other Middle-Hast 
countries, the trade routes by land are blocked at the present time and 
can be revived and further developed only If Pakistan abandons her antag­
onistic attitude and becomes more friendly and cooperative with India*
Climate and Rainfall
The climate of India depends primarily on the prevailing winds, 
Winds blowing from a land area are generally dry while those from the 
sea are usually damp. Latitude, altitude, and. proximity to the sea are 
also climatic factors# India is such a vast country that the various 
regions differ widely from one another In respect to these factors,
X?
resulting la sharp contrast la climatic condition*. the whole of the 
peninaula la situated within the tropics and has a rather warm climate* 
and Ike variations la temperature between summer m i winter are small*
The whole of northern India, including the Indo-Oaagetlo plain, is lo­
cated north of the tropic of Cancer* and here the climatic condition* 
are more varied* One to the wide variation from region to region* the 
climate in general any he described technically as continental*
She severity of heat and cold end the humidity in the air vary 
greatly in different provinces and in different seasons* In the north- 
western part* comprising the provinces of Punjab, Worth Western Frontier 
Province and parts of Sindh and Baluchistan, we find hitter cold In winter 
aad extreme heat in stunner! the temperature ranges from 30°F in January to 
125°? in Kay and June* In Bengal and Assam Both winters and summers are 
mild* Sindh, Punjab and Hajputama are exceedingly dry, while Assam and 
Bengal are always saturated with moisture. As a result of these factors, 
climatic conditions ranging from tropical to that associated with temper- 
ate se&es are found in India* Bat on the whole the climate may he dee* 
crlbed a* semi-tropical* Except in the hills and mo tan tains, where It 
snows, the growth ef plants continues unhampered throughout the year*
India is a prominent part of the monsoon region of Asia* The 
term "monsoonn cooes from an Arabic word ■Mansim' which means a kind of 
seasonal wind* The monsoon is a kind of large scale sea brsese laden 
with water vapor, which blow* during a particular time in the year* The 
southwest or summer monsoon blows over thousands of miles of warm ocean 
water before it reaches India, end causes rain during the first part of 
June. Zt brings about 90 per cent of the annual rainfall* The rainfall
is sob evenly distributed ©iftde 1»h® monsoon sheds little rain when blow­
ing ertip the hot plains end pews down in torrents when they are cheeked 
by aoun tains. Sindh# therefore, gets only a few lashes of rainfall (ap­
proximately 6.3 Inches) whereas Bombay received more than 60 Inches.
By the end of September the southwest monsoon winds begin to re­
treat « end by the beginning of January, the northeast monsoon from the 
land usually blows steadily over all of India# the lay of Bengal, and 
the Arabian Sea* The northeastern wind la of great economic importance 
to Madras end part of the 0antral provinces, as it supplies water to rain- 
fed tanks, and helps the sowing of rabl crops. Very little rain falls In 
northern India during the winter; however, occasional showers due to local 
storms are received. The southeastern peninsula has only a small rainfall 
between October and December*
Hegions Requiring Irrigation
As shown in Table I and XI, the amount of rain foil varies from 
region to region as well as within the same region. Slot only are there 
great variations over a period ^f time, but in a year of normal rainfall 
the rains stay come too early or too late in the season and thus create 
famine conditions.
The amount of rainfall and its distribution are vital factors in 
Indian agriculture. Historically# the dependence of agriculture on rain­
fall is witnessed by the frequent famines which took millions of human 
lives during the nineteenth century. It has been estimated that over JZ
kBillion starved to death in India during the nineteenth century famine®.
Pfanllal B. JTafcrati and 3. J. Anjarla. J## fadtMi Baral Mzlfiffl. 
The Indian Society of Agricultural S’oonomica. Bomhnyi TTora & Co. Pub­
lisher*, Ltd.. W ,  p. 19.
fable 1. Hormal Rainfall, Variation from Year to Year for Political Divisions of India
Hormal Humber of year a tfaea mine 
Political Division rainfall ware win. noMyal f . V t S t U X m  tttt, BtffUS]L_______________<inohaa) lgii-ao 1921-ao 19̂ -a_120=22 lfflr38 1971-19
Madras (Beocen) 24. 5 5 6 6 -20.** - 3*19 -10.6
Bombay (Koukan) 108.6 5 5 3 -20.9 - 6.6 - 9*6
Sindh 6.5 6 5 5 -55. 4 -49.2 -30*3
United Province8 (Vest) 37-5 6 2 5 -21.4 —23*8 ~14. 3
Punjab (Southwest) 9-5 5 5 5 -29.2 -12*6 -15*8
Bersr 32.3 5 6 1 -20.2 -10.2 —14.2
northwest frontier Province 16*8 5 6 6 -15.5 -14*3 -14*9
Hyderabad ( South) 30.4 5 7 3 - 2 M -14.8 -13*5
Rsjputana (West) 11.9 5 6 5 -41.1 -13*4 -10.9
Central India (West) 38*4 & 8 * ~2?*9 -14*6 -ll.?
Sources Compiled from the statistical abstracts for British Indie* fables on normal and actual rainfall 
according to chief political divisions. Quoted by Hamrati and Anjaria in Inral Prohleae o f  I n d ia .  
X8.
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Table IX. Annual formal Raiafall, Annual Bonsai Temperature, and Bela-
















Tespur 72.54 83.I 66.8 89
Gaahati 62.88 84.6 65.9 89Assam Sibasgarh 96.27 81.5 65.8 94Dibrugarh 106.50 BO. 8 64.9 91Shillong 84.65 70.01 52.3 74Cherapunji 409.90 68.5 57.2 81
Barisal 79.72 85.9 70.3 85Chittagong 98.23 84.8 69.4 86
Bengal Pabna 59.95 89.O 66.4 91Jalp&lgurl 122. 42 89.0 66,1 66
Calcutta 61.81 86.8 70.5 83Darjeeling 121.00 58.8 47.4 85
Cuttack 5900 91.2 72.5 79Orissa Puri 53.38 86.3 74.5 83Samhalpur 66,54 90*8 69*9 70
Benares 39-87 89.6 66, ? 72
Agra 27.32 90.4 67.8 60
United Kanpur 36.06 90.1 66.2 66
Provinces Lucknow 38.05 89.7 65.6 69Jhansi 37.57 91.2 69.5 58
Ambala 30*19 87.6 62*7 72Ludhiana 29.05 87.9 63.9 65Punjab Lahore 19.69 90.2 61.? 67Multan 6.73 91.9 65.6 59Bawalbindi 34. 29 89.1 57.7 65Delhi 27.52 88,7 67.5 59
Hysore 29.63 86.4 65.8 77f^SO*0 Baaglore 36.57 84.5 64.2 78
Travaacore Trivandrum 63.63 84.1 75.2 82
west India Jamnagar 19.28 89.6 66,3 67states Rajkot 26.5k 93.0 66.0 66
Central India Indore 32.79 88.1 63.7 62
states
Sources Memoirs of Indian Meierologicnl Department, Vol. XXIX, pp. 15-16.
Hotes The means of maximum and minimum temperatures have been determined 
fro® all of the available information sine© 18?8. In the great ma­
jority of eases the normal® are derived from the data of 33 years 
period ~ 1878-1910.
The toll taken by tbs great 19^ Bengal famine Is estimated at 
tw® Kill ion. To make farming a success it Is imperative that artificial 
irrigation he provided in the northwestern dry parts and others for nee 
daring the period of low rainfall* This is true even in the regions of 
high rainfall, such as Assam, Bengal, and Bombay* In the drier regions 
of Punjab and Rajputana no crops eould he raised successfully without 
reliable systems of irrigation* More rainfall is received on the west 
coast of the peninsula than in Deccan end Southern India* because the 
Western 6-hate act as a harrier to the passage of vapor-hearing winds* 
Rainfall is abundant on the mountains and in the forest areas (Cher a- 
punji 469 inches) but is scarce in the desert and the central plains 
(Delhi 2?.52 inches)*
Climate in Relation to Population and Production
The relation of the monsoonal seasons to economic conditions is 
important In a country in which a majority of people are dependent upon 
agricultural production. Since only about 26 per cent of the land Is 
under artificial irrigation,-* agricultural production In India Is depen­
dent largely upon rains, which bring prosperity or famine according to 
their abundance or scarcity. The success or failure of crops in India 
is determined by the amount, distribution, and time of occurrence of the 
aonseon rains* In some countries, the abundance or scarcity of rainfall 
may increase or diminish crop yields, hut in India it is of greater
^Statistical Summary, (tatsus, 19^1 (Delhii Manager of Publica­
tions) , p* 11*
consequence. Tee wmh vain m y cause aa ouch destruction of crops 
through floods, aa too little rain. When crop a fail, manufacturing, 
commerce, and trade are short of raw materiel a and the ability of 
farmers to buy la low* This starts further secondary and tertiary 
effects and the whole economy is adversely affected* She prosperity 
of the country is dependent to a large extent upon the monsoons, and 
the natural water supply is the chief factor in determining the density 
of population in different parts of India.
Population is dense in regions of abundant rainfall such as Bengal 
(800 persons per square mile), and is sparse in regions of scanty rain­
fall like Baluchistan (8 persons per square mile), fertile soils, and 
high density of population are conducive to small farms. "One factor
determining the else and distribution of holdings has been the rainfall 
*6s e e
The monsoons, besides affecting the social organisation of the 
people, has also affected their character end outlook* "An attendant 
rainfall resulting in an easy solution of the bread-problem has made
people ease-loving, conservative, and disposed to religious speculation,
'Y
while its uncertainty has made them fantastic‘as in western frontiers* 
Climate not only affects the productivity of land, but also the 
physique and character of the people. A hot and moist climate tends to 
cause fatigue after even moderate exertion, a general ill-defined con­
dition of debility, and a disinclination to hard work. Various kinds of
%. ealvert, £Uft SB&. BUfeUaUaa 9& ikxlenltaral lalAlMia. Aa & &  
Punjab (Lahorei The Board of liconomlc Inquiry, Punjab), p, 13.
^Rabindranath Chatterjee. Indian Iaflnomlc.fi (Calcutta I. Ohatterj© 
and Company, 19**7). P* 11*
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of tropical disea*#* also reader the body weak, and reduce the eprn of 
haw e  life, **©» cumulative effect of all this on the people I® to pro** 
dose & leek of energy and strength needed to develop the 'beat In then** 
selves and the resource* of the country*
We here already seen that the most. striking characteristics of 
Indian climate is its great diversity. "These climatic differences have 
net failed to produce a great diversity In the language, habits, drees, 
manners* occupation and outlook* The diversity of Indian climate* com­
bined with the natural fertility of soil, enables the country to produce 
almost every kind of animal and vegetable life, ranging from heavily 
coated Kashmir Mil sheep to the camel of Sindh, and the elephant and
tiger of Bengal; from the wheat, fruit and fir trees of the north to the
rice and coconuts of the hot low-lying swamps and coastal regions*
Great Soil Groups
The India of today is quite different from India in the ancient 
geological ages* "Geologists say that in the earliest period, the com** 
try was represented by the southern peninsula and was connected with Africa 
*ar land; while over the areas where now exist the regions of Punjab and 
Bajputa&a, the tides of a wide and shallow sea ebbed and flowed.
The major soil groups of the world show a close relationship of 
climate, vegetation, and parent material. Of these, climate and
Spramathanath Banerjea, A ISBfiZ Qt Indian lisonpmtc.a. Fifth edition
(London: MacMillan and Company, Ltd*, 19̂ 0), p. 17.
9chatterjee, g&. clt., p. 10. 
l^Baaer jea, J2Ut«» pp. 6-9*
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11vegetation are prime footer** Since India1 e climate and vegetation 
tj^es ore diverse* the soil groups also show a difference from place to 
place and region to region* The soils of arid and semi-arid prase lands, 
for example, present striking contrasts to those of the tropical rain 
feraets.
the sells of India may he broadly classified under four heads:
(l) the<j&liarlal soils, (2) the red soils, (3) the black cotton soils, 
and W  the loterlte sells,
flie Alluvial Sells
She alluvial soils are by far the most important and, from the 
standpoint of agriculture, are very fertile. They cover the greater 
port of northern India between the foot of the Himalayas and the north" 
era slopes of Vindhya and extend 1b a narrow fringe round the coast line 
of the peninsula. They increase in vldth at the deltas of the great 
rivers and tee table land of central India. They oooupy the greater 
part of Sindh, northern parts of H&jputana, the Punjab, Belht, United 
Provinces, Bihar, Bengal and half of Assam. The whole of the Indo- 
Oengetle plain Is contained in this area of 300,000 square miles. The 
sells are derived mainly from the Himalayas and ore deficient in phos­
phorus, nitrogen and humus, but not in potash and lime. They consist 
of heavy rich loams, are very fertile, and produce, under irrigation, 
splendid crops of rice, wheat, sugarcane, et cetera.
Due to Its high fertility, this area supports a dense population. 
Unlike the rolling mountainous country of the peninsula, the alluvial
p. Glinka, The Oreot ffqll Groups of the World and de­
velopment (Ann Arbor: MIcM@b5)T Translation by C, f , Marbut. P. 11.
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traet is a vast, level plain. fhs subsoil water is m m  the surface, 
sad it Is, therefore, within the means of the average cultivator of the 
land ts lift this water sad ass it for irrigations! purposes by sinking 
percolation walls. Wells, therefor*, are numerous* The tun provinces 
of the Suited Provinces and the Punjab possess 10 million of the Ik mil* 
Hon wells in the whole of British India.
Whig traet is traversed By all the greet perennial rivers whose 
sources lie in either the snow end glaciers of Himalayas or the Western 
ffhatis which have an assured supply of rainfall, Whose conditions, there­
fore, lead themselves to the construction of canals, for distributing 
water to the fullest maximum extent possible in the area. It is no 
wonder, then, that within the tract are found all the great canal sys­
tems of India,
The Bed Soils
These soils cover the whole of peninsular India outside the area 
of Deccan trap. They comprise the whole of Madras, Mysore, and Southeast 
Bombay and extend through the east of ^derated and the Central Provinces 
to Orissa and Ohota Eagpur. The red soils area extends northward and in* 
eludes the greater part of Santhal Pargana, and the Mrbhnm district of 
Bengal, Mirsapur, Jhansi, as well as the Hamirpur districts of United 
Provinces and Bundhelkhand states of Central India* As they extend over 
these widely dispersed tracts, the red soils vary in consistency and fer­
tility, They vary from the poor, thin, gravelly, sandy or stony, and 
light colored soils of the arid uplands, where only a poor crop of bajra, 
azi inferior spiked millet (Peimisetxirn-iyphoideuitt) can he grown, to the 
rich, deep, bright red, and dark brown or black eolcfed f e r t i le  so ils  o f
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the lover levels or tot ton, which with intensive irrigation * raise a 
great diversity of excellent crops.
The rivers that traverse this region originate from the western 
Ghats hare deep channels with a small supply of water* these conditions# 
coupled with a broken and uneven topography, rend It impossible to con­
struct a good system ef canals at reasonable eosi# tot this topography 
is admirably suited for the storage of local rainfall in tanks which 
constitute the only source of irrigation water in red soil areas* These 
soils lack nitrogen and phosphorous, tot lime and potas generally are 
quite sufficient*
The Black Qotton Soils
The name "black soils" is given to these soils because of their 
characteristic black color. They were formed by the decomposition of 
lavas and are exceedingly compact and tenacious. The area extends over 
the greater part of Bombay province, the whole of Kathiawar and Berar, 
the western parts of Central Provinoes, and Central India and Hyderabad* 
The soils are capable of retaining a high moisture content, are rloe in 
chesdcal properties, and are sticky when wet. With good rains these 
soils produce magnificent crops of cotton and Jowar (Andropogsn Sorghum). 
They have a high percentage of potassium, lime, and magnesium, tot nitro­
gen content Is low, as Is common with all Indian soils in general*
The black soils crack very deeply in summer a® a result of having 
a high clay content aad are generally unsuitable for artificial irriga­
tion. Therefore, practically no canals or tanks are found in this region 
snd the area watered by wells is negligible*
2?
La ter It© Soils
The term HIaterlteB was first used in 1807 by Buchanan to de** 
scribe the brick colored earth whieh is suitable for air dried bricks.1® 
The la ter it© soils are e&tgr to work when wet, but they become hard and 
tough after exposure to air. These soils are a residual product of 
weathering of a clayey rock, red in color on the summits of basaltic 
hills* This parent rock is red in color and rich in iron oxides and 
hydroxide of aluminum. The color of soil is not a trustworthy guide 
for identification, as some laterites are red, while others are not.
These soils are found in regions which are subjected to alternate heavy 
precipation and dry hot periods* The plantation districts of South 
India, Bengal, and Assam come within this category* The distinguishing 
feature of these soils is their acidity, and the main agricultural prob­
lem is the correction or neutralisation of this acidity. Tea is the most 
important crop grown on these soils, because It can withstand some acidity. 
The soils wary in quality* On the higher levels they are thin and gravelly 
and, therefore, retain very little moisture. In the lower areas and in the 
valleys, they are dark heavy loams! in contrast to the higher lands, they 
readily retain moisture and produce good orops, especially rice. Both 
tyoes of laterite soils are deficient in potash, phosphoric acid, and lime, 
but generally they are higher in humus content then other types of soils.
s. T. ErlshanaswMjy, Rural Problem. J* Madras. (Madras * Superin­
tendent, Government Press, 19**7)♦ p. 8.
Sail Erosion in India
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Soil erosion is the loosening of the soil from Its bed and its 
transportati n from on® place to another by the action of wind or water 
in mot on. The problem of soil erosion is as old as agriculture itself. 
It first originated when man turned the soil to ;prow food# It presented 
itself in varying degrees at different times depending upon th© extent 
land was used intelligently. "There has always teen erosion; it is when 
man steps in and destroys the balance that it becomes highly destructive. 
According to G. V. Jacks, "Erosion is a beneficient process* without 
which the world would have died long ago. The same process, accelerated 
by bosaan mismanagement* has become one of the most vicious and destruc­
tive forces that have ever been released by man."̂ *' Man-induced erosion 
is talcing place nore or less all over the world inhabited by civilized 
man. Europe is the continent least affected, while in Asia, Africa* and 
America there is a large amount of erosion caused by water run-off after 
rains.
Some archaeologists and geographers believe that por­
tions of the Sahara, the Central Aslan deserts, and parts 
of Palestine, ’Mesopotamia, and the Gobi onoe teemed with 
human life. It is said that 500 cities once flourished 
In what are now the dry, depopulated plains of Asia Minor.
Tepe Gawara* whose ruins were recently discovered in nor­
thern Mesopotamia, is thought to be the oldest town in 
the world of which remains still exist. This was a well 
planned c'ty as early as 3,7 0 B.C. and must lave repre­
sented ages of prior development. The capital of the
^ solls and Men. United States Department of Agriculture, Year­
book of Agriculture, 193^, p* 581.
V. Jacks and R. 0. Y/hyte, Tanlohlng frflndp (Hew Yorks Double­
day Doran and Company, Inc., I939, p. 3*
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rich kingdom ef the Queen of Sheba is ‘believed to tare 
been found under shifting sands. Parts of the west 
coast of South America, whore the oldest known civili­
sations in the Western Hemisphere existed are treeless 
and barren,*5
Besides other contributory onuses, such m  war and pestilence* 
the abuse or neglect of proper end intelligent land utilisation, result* 
lag in the erosion of the soil by wind and water are certainly reepon* 
sible for the crumbling of these ancient civilization®.
The sources of * trouble spots” In India are the catchment areas 
of the rivers in the hills and the mountain®. The recent unwise defor­
estation and overgrazing has been responsible for much of the erosion 
that sears the foot hills of the Himalaya®. l*or India a® a whole, long 
and continuous farming without proper protective measure®, ha® resulted 
in widespread loss of the fertile top soil*
The most potent and common causes of erosion in India are defores­
tation Add overgrazing. Over the large tract® of the country, natural 
grass land® have disappeared and village oattle are dependent upon brush 
and tree growth for their day-to-day existence. Erosion is serious in 
the Punjab Slvalik ranges skirting the Himalayas, where grazing has ac­
companied or followed the wood cutter and further denuded the soil of 
its protective covering. The damage caused by erosion is not localized* 
but the gullies formed on the steep slope® serve a® channels for water 
whieh collects In torrents during the monsoon rfiin®. As these torrents 
spread out on the plains, they fill the drains with silt and sometimes 
cover fertile lands with coarse sand. This kind, of damage is on the
So 11® and Hen, clt., p. 5S3*
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increase in the subaountaineus districts of the Punjab and the United 
Provinces. In the Ohited Provinces erosion is serious in the drainage 
area of Jara&a River, which la a fast flowing river through hilly mid 
badly gullied country* In Stawah district alone there are 120,000
idacres of completely barren and gullied land along the banks of rivers*
With respect to the seriousness of the erosion In India, Sir f*
Tijayaraghavaeharya says.
Spectacular evidence of this loss is afforded by 
Waited Provinces, where villages once surrounded by 
valuable fertile fields now lie in the network of the
ravines, carved out of the soft raud of Juana by uneon-
trolled drainage. Less striking but even more serious 
leases of soil have taken place by the action of floods 
in Chaab&l and other rivers flowing through Central 
India, Gwalior, and Central Provinces. A great deal of 
soil belonging legitimately to these territories is now 
at the bottom of the Bay of Bengal* This loss is not 
confined to these tracts only, but is taking place all 
over India, except perhaps in the rice fields where 
ridging has conserved the soil. Reckless felling of 
tTfes >y the cultivators has intensified the evil by 
producing floods where none existed before. The loss 
o& a single acre of even moderately sloping land 1ms 
been from 50 to 150 tons per annum*
Besides the effect of erosion on agricultural lands, the damage to high­
ways, railways, dams, reservoirs, canal systems, ports, et cetera, Is 
enormous.
from an economic and social standpoint, the Implications of soil 
erosion are important. A process which destroys the essential producti­
vity of soil exercises an adverse effect on the economy* She adverse 
effects are reflected in the lower farm returns due to progressive de­
terioration of soil productivity. In extreme oases, if the process goes
l6gj. Vljayaraghvateharyn, She Land and Its Pro.bIem&. Oxford Pamph­
lets on Indian Affairs (Bombay: Oxford University Press, 19^3)* P- 23*
#
on unchecked, it may lead to subjnar ginailty and eventually to ahandon*- 
meat of farms*
Forestry and Grazing
Forests are scattered all over the length and breadth of India
from the Himalayan snows to Cape Cameroon; from the arid forests of
Sa&utaaa to the dense jungles of Assam. The forests contain a large
variety of types of forest vegetation* governed by variations in climate*
soil, elevation, said other local factors* there are about 2,000 species
of timber trees, which are classified Into softwood* hardwood, and medium* 
17wood trees. It has been estimated that 20 percent of India* s land but* 
face is covered with forest land, Including both private and government 
forests. Of this, the percentage of commercial forests is about 12 per 
cent. 18
The forests are meager for the country as a whole, and their dis­
tribution is cults unequal among the different provinces* Assam's shore 
of the forest land is the highest* being Al per cent of the total area* 
Central provinces and Berar, 23 per cent; Bengal, 16 per cent; and the 
Baited Provinces, 13 per cent. Sindh* which at present, is a part of 
Pakistan, is the lowest having only 2 per c e n t .
17HaJ«i Kwita 9m , Protection la India (Oalouttaj Visnre-Bhnrti
Bookshop, 192b). P* 27.
188tr Herbert Howard, £&&£ ̂  EsZUk E&liSZ S $t M A &  (»w 
Delhi3 Government of India Press, 19^), pp. 18-20.
^^Babindraiiath Chatter jee, Indian £lQonomioB (Calcutta: H. Chat*
terjee and Company), p. 16.
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Forest Divisions
The forests are divided lato four ©lasses!
(a) She protective fore ate * necessary fo r the prevention of floods, 
erosion or desioation.
(b) Timber fores to * principally for timber supply and revenue*
(e) Kin or forests * mainly to supply local needs*
(d) Pasture forests * for grazing purposes under special rules and regur 
lations*
Pasture forests are not strictly forests, hut are placed under the 
management of the Forest Department for convenience.
P»r administrative purposes the forests are classified into pro­
tected forests and reserved forests* She local villagers have access to 
the pro tee ted forests for gracing, fuel, and fodder cutting under the 
supervision of the forest officer. The reserve forests are for growing 
timber and are strictly controlled ty forest officers* The protected 
forests are unimportant except in Punjab. The important forests hearing 
deodar, teak, fir, bamboo, and pine trees are all situated In areas with 
high rainfall and high altitudes* The pasture or gracing forests are 
found at lover levels In valleys and foothills near agricultural communi­
ties* These forests furnish grazing to the cattle for the cultivators 
a»d also supply wood for fuel purposes*
In the plains and in drier oarta, especially in canal colonies, 
there are irrigated forest plantations maintained mainly for fuel-wood 
and timber for building and agricultural purposes* These plantations 
are not usually open to grazing by the cultivators*
Indian agriculture is composed principally of small subsistence 
units and there are usually no farm woodlots. Some trees of economic
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value are planted tgr the cultivators along the boundary lines of their 
holdings or at ether suitable places to supply their own needs or for 
increasing their small incomes through the sal© of the surplus wood, 
if any*
Son© sisal 1 hut neglected woodlots may he found in the village 
eoz&aoa lands* The timber on these woodlots is sold to contractors at 
a time when funds are required for some common use or purpose* In softs 
eases the shareholders in common lands are given the privilege and right 
to acquire & certain quantity of wood or timber,
The reserve forests are managed scientifically by forest Depart* 
aunts of the respective provinces or states. The condition of protected 
forests is on the whole fairly satisfactory, hut much more needs to he 
done. There is little cooperation from the public in general, due to 
the need for closer contact between forest administration and the public* 
The irrigated forest plantations need extension hut the lack of 
irrigation water Is a limiting factor* Research to find drou^it rests* 
taut, quicte*growing trees suitable for particular regions may solve the 
problem of extension of these plantations. The management of farm lots 
and the woodlots on village common lands is generally very poor, and, 
therefore, the benefits being obtained from these woodlots are far below 
what they can be under better management*
The varied type of Indian forests in mountains as well as in the 
plains offer great possibilities for starting subsidiary industries, such 
as, manufacture of charcoal, extraction of turpentine, lac culture, silk 
worm rearing, dyeing and tanning materials, basket, rope and mat making, 
and similar other occupations. If properly organised, these industries
3̂
can provide part-time employment to the farmers and supplement their 
agricultural income.
Mineral Deposits in India
The mineral resources of India aro distributed widely (see map 
on page 35)* Coal, the most important mineral product is chiefly found 
in Bengal, Bihar, Ohota l?agpur, Assam and Central Province. Less impor* 
tant coal deposits are located in Orissa, Central India and Kashmir.
India ranks eighth among all tli© coal-producing countries.
The chief iron mines are founc in Barakar in Bengal, Singhbhum in 
Chota ITagpur, hnyarbhum m d  Keonjhar States in Orissa, certain districts 
of Central Provinces, the eastern half of central India, and several 
parts of Bombay and Mysore. It Is also found in smaller quantities in 
parts of Punjab, United Provinces, Kashmir©, and Bajputea*. Some rich 
deposits of iron ore have been discovered recently In Orissa. Iron and 
coal comb ned ere of major importance in the economy of the country. 
Petroleum is chiefly found in Assam along the Burma border, although 
some new discoveries have been made In Bombay Province. The petroleum 
resources of Punjab and Baluchistan were lost to Pakistan as a result of 
India9s partition.
Copper is found chiefly In Chota Napur, the Central Province, Raj- 
putana, Southern India, the Northern Shan States, and at various other 
places along the Himalayan range. Manganese occurs in great abundance. 
India alternates with Russia a® the first manganese producing country of 
the world. Some deposit* occur ii Madras, Central India, Chota Ilagpur, 








India exports. The main source of production Is la Hasartbngh and &aya 
districts of Bihar. It alee occurs in the Bellore district of Madras, 
in f̂ yeore, and some parte of R&Jpniana.
A large number of miscellaneous ores are found. Among these are 
ehroaite, hematite, gypsum, reek salt, stealite, fullers1 earth, tungsten, 
teutorite, apatite, antimony, et cetera. Common stone, red sand stone, 
and marble occur In R&jputana and the Central India States. Their chief 
value is for building and ornamental purposes*
The most important of the precious metals Is gold, which Is f ̂und 
In large quantities in l̂ rscre end Hyderabad. It occurs in two forms{ one 
in free state with quarts veins, and the other in the sulphide minerals 
and Conner bearing lodes. In the latter form, it is found In Sikkim 
State and Jubbulpore districts of Central Provinces* Small quantities 
of gold are also obtained by the indigenous process of washing the sedi­
ments of river beds by a class of people known as'Wiarryas*' Silver is 
mined as a by-product with gold and lead,
The most Important precious stones are diamonds, rubles, and sap­
phires* Diamonds occur chiefly in Madras, in the Central Provinces and 
in Central India* Baby mining In India is not important at present, but 
it is a flourishing industry in Brrper Burma, which before 1935 vae a part 
of India* Kashmir is famous for sapphire, but the mines are almost exhaus­
ted.
Location and Potential of Hydroelectric Power
Throughout the year, India has a dependable water supply in her 
rivers which creates vast potential for hydroelectric power. In com­
parison with other countries, India rank® high in writer power resources,
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feat they at© practically unutilised. Th© only Important hydro©lootrie 
project completed is the ttamdi hydroelectric scheme in Northern India* 
India* with hear 27 million '.kilowatts of electric energy* closely fal­
lens the United States with 26 ail lion kilowatts, out of which only 
half a million kilowatts, have heen so far developed. It is less than 
a fiftieth part of the total power available; whereas the United States 
France, and Japan have exploited a third; Germany, over a half and 
Svltserland three-fourths of national water power resources.2̂ * "India
promisee to he one of the leading countries of the world in regard to
22the development of hydroelectric power.”
the future of industrial development of the country depends to a 
considerable extent upon the supply of cheap power* The Government has 
embarked upon a hige industrialisation program with a view to the maxi­
m a  utilisation of India*s resources. A completed survey reveals hydro­
electric power as the cheapest source of energy for industrialisation*
As a first step, the Government is working on several hydroelectric 
schemes, some of which are multi-purpose like the T.V.A. A list of these 
projects is given in fable HJ. When completed (within five to ten years) 
these projects will provide millions of kilowatts of electric energy and 
help Irrigate millions of acres of land which will stimulate the develop­
ment of agriculture, industry, and small scale industries throughout the 
rural districts.
^Gpas, pa* cit., p. 32.
^Hanvati end Anjoria, q&. olt., p. 23,
22lndlan Year look IftjKMfl.. Bombay: Times of India Press, p. 378.
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Project 230,000 6,000 k5, 000
Volar Nadi 390,000 16,500 96,000
Vosi Project 11,000,000 1,800,000 3 ,000,000
Soyna %droeleetrie 
Sehaa* 2,500,000 250,000 -(1)
Vfcakra Baa 3,500,000 160,000 fc.500,000
Tungabhadra Project -(1) 139.000 600,000
Ranpadsagsr 15,600,000 120,000 2,350,000
Jog Power Project 600,000 12,000 -(1)
Blmdra 1,550,000 12,680 180,000
5,300,000 350,000 1,000,000
Plprl or Riband 8 ,870,000 230,000 M o o , 000
2,200,000 66,000 800,000
Dancdar Talley 4,700.000 300,000 760,000
Score*: India Today- Issued by Government of India Information Services,
▼ashingtoa, D. C.t pp* 5-6»
(X) - Information is not available*
Votes* Construction has already begun on four projects, namely: Daaodar 
▼alloy, Bbafcra, Rihand, and Kosi.
OHAPTBH III
EOTsiam jssmapwsrrT, trwtspohmxok $rtmm jot mu®
Industry la India
Although India Is mainly an agricultural country, It is noted for 
the skill of Its people In weevlug cottons* woolens and silks* end in 
working In me tale, ivory and vrô d. The development of factory indue- 
trlee in resent years has profoundly affected Indian life. Nearly every­
where the old craftsmanship is dying, but erroloyiaent in factories does 
sot absorb the people unemployed due to the modern met ode of mass pro­
duction. Fevertheless, India is adopting the factory system rapidly and 
there will be an opportunity for new development In speeding up the pace 
of industrialisation.
India wa« not directly affected by the Suropean Industrial Revolu­
tion for a very long tine. The use of the factory system, power cad 
machines which led to a great increase in production per man was not 
adopted In India and the Indian craftsmen continued to work as their 
forefathers had worked. Itor a long time the hand industries struggled 
for existence, but could not stand the oometltion of foreign mamf&cburore.
Modem Indus try to be successful meeds a largo amount of capital, 
skill, and techical knowledge which was generally lacv;in,'-; a^onr Indians* 
These eondlti na changed as ti e went on and in spite of various difficul­
ties in the way of an industrial growth, great advances Iw© been made in 
recent years# T-gfror&nee and apathy are gradually disappearing bofore a 
new energy and a new spirit of enterprise# Modern India is taking more
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and more to techaieal aad industrial education and capital is overcoming 
its proverbial shyness*
India did not begin to develop industrially until about 1900, due 
primarily to the lack of balance in the Indian economic life* Moreover, 
this was an age of laisgec-faire which had helped Great Britain to keep 
India as the supplier of raw materials and exporter of food stuffs for 
the heme c um try and an importer of finished and manufactured goods*
The picture Is changing now with the dawn of independence and the Na­
tional Government is planning for the eeonomic development of the country 
in accordance with the recommendations of the National Planning Committee*
Kinds of Manufacturing in India
The manufactured products of India may be classified under two 
categories —  those produced by small-scale oottage industries mostly 
with hand labor, and those manufactured on mass scale in the industrial 
plants* Both exist side by side even at the present state of develop­
ment* Although data on the value of production in cottage Industries 
are not available, the total value is a substantial stun. Eleven per 
cent of the people are employed in industries, but only 1 per cent are 
supported by large scale industriesi and 10 per cent are engaged in 
small production units*
Table IV gives the list of more important kinds, and number, of 
production plants in India* In order of importance, cotton ginning, 
pressing and weaving factories top the list with a total of 2,945*
Rlee mills occupy second position with 1,3$0* Jute, tea, tobacco, and 
engineering factories also occupy places nf eminence in the list of 
co’mtry’s industries. From the list can be soon also the variety of
products turned out by &dlaa Indus trio a. The iron and steel Industry has 
■been fostered by state encouragement. This Was accompanied by the develop** 
aent of auxiliary industries like foundries for the manufacture of struc­
tural steel and the state-owned railway wagon building industry*
fable IT* Sfctaher of Factories In India, I935
Kind of establishment Number
Qettoa - ginning and ballsy 2,5^
Gotten - spinning and weaving 396Jste nills lOfc
Jute nresses 1C&
Bilk nille kQ*fy
Veelen sills 15Engineering 888
Foundries 70























Miscellaneous 1 M 1fetal 9*261
Sources Banerjee, sBf &!&•» PP* 107̂ 108.
i*2
Bit cotton textile industry produces about @5 per cent of the 
country1* requirements of ordinary cloth, and some of it is exported 
to the neighboring toon trie e for earning foreign exchange* The ejpan*- 
sloa of the eager industry in India began with the grant of pro tee ti on 
to the industry in 1932-33* The output of sugar which was only 300,000 
tons in 1933*33 i* now over >ae nillion tone a year, fhq paper industry 
van granted protection in 1925 and production of fine writing paper has 
increased rapidly. The oemeat industry is one which has grown without 
state aid or protection. Steel, sugar, paper and cement are the major 
industries which have established themselves in the last two decades* 
the comparatively new industries are paints, soap, matches, and chemicals, 
is obvious lacuna in the country1 s production is the alkalies, particularly 
soda ash, which is a limiting factor In the expansion of the soap and glass 
industries.
Production in 26 of the industries including production of minerals 
is given im fable Y. Great progress has been made in industrial develop­
ment in recent years. Thirty years ago India imported the hulk of her 
requirements of cement, matches, soap, and refined sugar. Today, she is 
ahle to supply practically the whole market in these commodities.
The extraction of minerals form quite a large part of the total 
industrial production of India. The approximate value of Imp or tan t mine­
rals is given in Table VI and amounts to Ha. 1,183,632,310. The total value 
of Industrial production as estimated by Thomas and Sunftarsarma An 1935~3^ 
was,Rs. k,005,000,000. The value of minerals mined, therefore, approximated, 
25 per cent of all the industrial goods produced in the country.
T, Industrial Fredeetion of India, 1948
.. Bfiki'.1;.,~.T...... , __ _______________
Gotten textile yam Founds l,Wwt,3*>2,ooo
Cloth Yards .̂337,502.000
Woolen manufacture Founds 23,668,07^
Rayon vesoring Yards m, 000,000
Cement Tons 1,516.226
Soger - Tons 1,000,000
h|tf end boards Tons 99,765Tea Founds 550,000,000
Coffee Tons l?,ooo
Hides end d d w Pieces 21,918,300
Ceramics Tons 23,000-- eBHEBlvt Tons 13,893*





Iron easting Tons 272,k5k






Se-d-manufactured metals Tons 26,511
Sovee: foAla Today (1946) t Processed Release of Government of l&dla
Information Services, Washington, B. 0,, p. 7,
• 1945 figure.
Before the end of the last century, it vas commonly 'believed that 
India*9 mineral deposits were too poor to he worked profitably • However, 
recent investi ations show that India is rich in mineral resources. 7.
Ball in his introduction to the KjblohoMcl 9mXSta 9& IMl&> as <P*ot®d by 
Bauer jea, quotes the statement of Megasthenes that "India lias underground 
numerous veins of all sorts of metals..»• Were India wholly Isolated from 
the rest of the world, or were her mineral inroductivity protected from com** 
petition, there cannot he the least doubt that she would he able* from 
within her boundaries, to supply very nearly all the requirements, in so
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k* Salt















India Press 19**6), p* 763*
6 4 ?  Hanrati and Anjarl, la&Ja, &»&! grotlama. p. 22. 
Sot*: 6 & 7 ralated to year 1936.
♦One Rupee is equal to 21 cents.
far as the mineral world is concerned, of a highly civilised commaaity- 
The total production and value of important minerals In India is shown 
in Table Vt*
Mining and metallurgy were highly developed In ancient India*
Alum, alkaline compounds, hlu© vitriol, lead, "brass, borate, nitre, Iron, 
and steel were manufactured la India In Indigenous form many years ago* 
These products by the old indigenous method have not "been able to stand 
the competition of modem industry and therefor© their production has de­
clined.
Coal and steel are the most important mineral Industries. Coal 
and petroleum together are the most important fuels produced. The prin­
cipal coal fields are located a long distance from seaports and indus­
trial ©enters. However, coal could he turned Into electrical energy and
*hr. Ball, BeqnoBrifp. Geography. p, 15, Rioted "toy Bonerjea, pit.
p .  1 1 .
1*5
this electrical energy tMld in  turn be transmitted at lover costs to 
the places where power is needed* Goal and petroleum production in 
India constitutes slightly over 1 and 2 per cent, respectively, of the 
total production of the world. On the other h I n d i a ' s  production 
of iron and steel is insignificant in comparison with other iron and 
steel producing countries* India's coal resources are estimated at 60 
billion tons, which at the present rate of mining will last 2,000 years* 
Iron ore deposits discovered are estimated at 20 billion tons and the 
iron content of the ore is the hi^iest in the world. However, only 
about thr^ million tons of iron ore are produced each year* Annual 
steel production is about 125 million tons, ranking seventh in the 
world*
A large amber of other ores are also mined, among these are 
llmenite, chromite, gypsum, rock salt, stealite, fullers1 earth, vargtes, 
ochres, tungsten ore, asbestos, feldspa, garnet sand, teuton!to, apatite, 
taatalite, and antimony ore. large deposits of thorium, necessary for 
the development of atomic energy, have been discovered in Travancore 
State in the Sduth* Manganese occurs In such abundance in the Central 
Province that India alternates with Russia as the first manganese producing 
Country.^ She bauxite deposits, much of which Is of high grade, are esti~ 
mated at 250 million tons. This makes India the greatest potential sup* 
plier of this metal.** The country has been a large supplier of gold,
%a£anl Santa Das, Production In India (Oalcuttas ?i*swa Bhar&tl 
Bookshop), up* 33*35» and p* 11*
^Information based on Government of India Information Series, 
Washington, ft* C. Processed Bel ease, India Today*
**W. S. Thompgon, Pownlatlnn and ?eace In Pacific (Chicago* IJniver- 
s i t y  Press, 19^6)» p* 237*
k6
silver, diamonds, and rubies to the western world*** %  producing 
three-fifths of the world total, India is the leading mica producing 
country in the world.^ The country's chief weaknesses are small gup- 
plies of oil, and lack of materials for a heavy chemical industry.
Principal Industrial Centers
She concentration of Industries in different cities and local i- 
ties is shown on a map of the economic resources of India (page 35).
The large scale industries in India are situated either close to raw 
materials or in centers where transport facilities are good*
The cotton ginning and pressing factories are mainly situated In 
the cotton halt in the Deccan trap, notably in Bombay, Broach, Dharwar, 
lerar and parts of the Punjab and several Indian states. The largest 
number of textile mills are situated in Bombay and Ahmedah&d* Bengal 
has a virtual monopoly of the Jute Industry and almost all the Jute 
mills are in Calcutta. Silk mills and filatures are found chiefly in 
Bombay, Mysore, Kashmir, Punjab, and Bengali the woolen mills are located 
in Its!ted Provinces, Bombay, Mysore, and Punjab, flour mills are found 
in Punjab and Bombay! sugar factories are concentrated in the United Pro­
vinces and Bihar* Bice mills are most numerous in the rice provinces of 
Madras and Bengal.
The famous Tata iron end steel works are at Jamshedpur near Cal­
cutta and coal mines are situated at Jharia and ftanlganj, Small scale
^The World A^man^ for 1 9 ^ . (Hew Yorks World Telegram 19^).
p . 487*
^Hgmvati and Anjoria, gjs. clt., p. 22*
Iron and brass factories now exist in all provinces. Paper mills are 
located where the raw material, £•&•, varieties of grasses like sabai 
«“* M&1&§£> »*•© easily available. They are, therefore, met with in 
Bengal and subaountainous districts of the Punjab and the Uni ted Pro* 
vinces. The leather industry ie mostly concentrated at Kanpur in 
Baited Provinces and in Bombay and Madras. Oils and oilseed industries 
are concentrated at or near the ports, but recently a few factories for 
the manufacture of vegetable ghee (hydrogenated vegetable oils) have 
been built in Punjab, United Provinces and Bihar. The manufacture of 
cement is carried out mainly in Kathiawar at Probandar, Bundi in B&j- 
putana and at K&tri in Central Provinces. There are two fairly large* 
sized cement factories * one at Chandigarh and another at Dalmiar-Da&ri 
in the last Punjab. The metal industry mainly consists of the manufac­
ture of brass and copper vessels and pots which are necessary articles 
of the Indian household. The chief centers of metal manufacture are 
Hurshidabad, Srinagar, Banaraa, MirKapur, Mora&abad, Mysore, and Jagad- 
hri. The lock factories of Calcutta, Aligarh, and Hathr&s have a good 
reputation. Jairly large scale production of aluminum is carried on in 
Bengal. Glass manufacture is done mostly by indigenous methods and very 
little of modern technique is used. The industry has a great disadvantage 
of being located in north and northwestern parts of the country far re- 
moved from coal mines, since coal is required for smelting purposes. The 
bangle industry Is located at Hoshangabad in United Provinces. The once 
flourishing chemical industries have been st&roped out by foreign competi­
tion. Some progress has been made in the manufacture of acid®, particul­
arly sulphuric acid. These plants are situated in Delhi, Amritsar, Bombay 
and other industrial centers.
m
Treads In Bevelopmeni
India has been noted for its art and craft from ancient times.
She industrial produets were manufactured by rather crude methods for 
many centuries. Until recent years, Indian industries were worked by 
hand labor with the minimum of mechanical power and equipment. These 
methods could not stand the competition of mass production which made 
labor acre productive and saved material by the use of ‘by-products.
With the increase of imports and of factories internally, the number 
of laborers required declined. Some of the displaced labor was absorbed 
by the new manufactured plants; others turned to land for subsistence.
This led some of the leaders, including Mahatma Gandhi, to think that 
salvation of India lay in the encouragement of small scale cottage in - 
due tries and the restriction of large scale production. There are still 
some individuals who strongly believe that nature destined India to be an 
agricultural country and doubt whether industrial development would raise 
the level of living. Others say that Indians In general lock the natural 
aptitude for the operation of machines and the industrial organization.
The weight of these arguments must be examined to learn whether or 
not industrialisation in the nodem sense is possible In India. India 
does possess some advantages for the development of agriculture, but one 
great unfavorable factor is rainfall and its uncertainty. Wen If the 
conditions were specially favorable for agricultural expansion, it does 
not follow that the conditions for industrial expansion are lacking. On 
the other hand, the natural advantages as an agricultural country are also 
favorable for a balanced economy. This is clearly shown in United States 
where agricultural production has greatly helped the development of
manufacturing &sdu»lfi«t by empplylag plentiful raw materials* Agrt* 
culture and manufacture should not tie made to connote with each other 
hut should supplement one another* A correct balance meeds to he struck 
between the two) none should he made to flourish at the ©oat of the other* 
In regard to the argument that social and economic conditions 
which favored the growth of industries In Europe and America are not pre­
sent in India, it nay be said that the rested Interests who propounded 
this theory and created those conditions are no longer in India* Indians 
hare proved their worth in all lines of work and professions and do not 
leek anything, provided they are given a chance* Such a chance was denied 
then during the British period* The "cake of custom*1 is no longer thick 
end teu^i in India and the people are willing to accept any work which is 
remunerative, and even the privileged olasses have begem to realise the 
dignity of labor*
The last and the most controversial point is the fear of large 
seals unemployment which will be caused by supplementing labor through 
the use of labor saving machines* The main point of consideration here 
is that in the present machine age of mass scale production* a country 
cannot remain aloof from the rest of the world. Ho country can really 
be self-sufficient In everything in our present stage of international 
economy. In order to make progress and to compete in the international 
trade, the zaost efficient methods for cheap production shall have to be 
adopted* The machinery will supplant hand labor and there m y  be some 
pinch of unemployment during the transitional period! but eventually the 
displaced persons will be reabsorbed due to the further expansion of in­
dustrial and other manufacture.
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There are, indeed, greet possibilities of industrial development 
ia India. With the country's immense potential reconvene In tm  maters 
ials, India should not only We qble to supply hot own needs, 'but should 
also furnish other countries with manufactured products. She large 
quantities of raw products exported at present can he turned into manu­
factured products which earn he exported to the respective countries 
rather than the raw materials* To attain this end, however, India needs 
large amounts of capital, trained personnel, shilled labor and the adop­
tion of improved methods of work. As a result of Government interest 
and encouragement, the future trends will he in the direction of more 
and mere industrial production In all types of manufacture, as shown in 
Table T.
The stress and strain of the last war has proved that Indian po­
tential resources, If properly tapped, are capable of development end 
she has a great industrial productive capacity. Industries,provide 
employment in India to less than 11 per cent of the total workers and 
only about 1.5 per cent are supported by the organised industries, the 
remaining 9.5 per cent being the share of the cottage or the rural small
7seals Industries.
The value of India*s Industrial production is estimated, to be
nabout half the value of its agricultural production. This means that 
only 11 per cent of the population is producing half the value of goods
7b . V* Narayanswany and P. S. liar a slmhan, The Biconomiqs of Ipfli&p 
AaaH mil turn (Madras: Boohhouse and Sons, £td., 19^)» p* 15*
8B«kdP. Bam, Jr., QateOA In. MtU-ten Mid, InflUin Union. (Memphis, 
Tennessee: National Cotton Council), p. 71*
and services produced at least V  about 75 per cent of the population*
In other words, the industrial workers are more than three times more 
productive than the agricultural workers* This indicates the necessity 
for shifting the surplus population from land to industry* which would 
he of mutual benefit to both agriculture and Industry through their bal­
anced development. It should raise the standard of living by increasing 
the purchasing power of the people and making more goods and services 
available. This should he undertaken, as obviously tlier© is great oppor­
tunity for expanding indue trial production.
Imports and Exports
It hen been detailed in previous pages that India manufactures, 
through her organised end cottage industries, a variety of products 
from artistic articles of taste, delicacy and luxury to the heavy Indus­
trial good* The manufactured articles are mostly consumed inside the 
country and ealy a very small proportion is exported (Table VIII), In 
fact* the manufactured preduets form an important item among the imports.
Imports
The largest class of imports besides food stuffs, is that of 
articles wholly or partly manufactured. At present, the main Items of 
manufactured articles Imported are canned and preserved foods, dairy 
and other animal products, machinery .md equipment, vehicles, other 
capital goods, including engineering goods of various kinds, and chemi­
cals (Table VII), I/uxury goods which formerly were important items of 
ianort, have been reduced to the minimum and are now no longer signifi­
cant. The manufactured products are the corispicious items in the list
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Sable VII* Principal Articles of Imports Into India %rlt3n Value,
19^49
Artielee of iamort . _
Value of imports 
(Thousand dollars.)..
Machinery *£ all Malt 248,800




Chemicals, drug* and nsedicines 69,000
fetal 915,600
Source: India Kewe Bulletin. Government of India Information Services,
Washington, D. G., June 13, 19**9«
of imparts, aa few raw materials are imported. Manufactures valued at 
885 million dollars constituted 59 pe* cent of imports in 19^8~^9» 
the manufactures imported, capital goods cost 2b3 million dollars or 
27*4 per cent of the total figure of 885 million dollars. The total 
imports amounted to $1,55** million In the same year*^
Manufactures form a considerable part of the total imports for 
which a high price is usually required to be paid. It was only in recent 
years that some raw jute and cotton had to be imported from Pakistan for 
feeding the Indian mills* The import of manufactured products from abroad 
and export of raw materials works to a great disadvantage for the country. 
More has to be paid for the manufactured articlest whereas less is received
9lndla Hews bulletin, dated Juno 20, 19^9- Washington, D, 0.,
pp. 1-2.
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for the raw materials* As a result, larger and larger quantities of 
raw products bore to he sent out to bey the ms&ufaotured ones needed 
fear the country* fhe country does not only suffer a monetary loss 
hut by larger exports of the raw materials, the real wealth of the 
country is alto exhausted. Therefore, no time should he lost for d#» 
▼eloping the country industrially, wMeh would aid in earning a favor­
able balance of trade even In hard currency areas.
At previously pointed out, there are only very inconsiderable 
quantities of imports of raw imports in the country* Some raw high 
quality cigarette tobacco and eettea to the value of S.3 million and 
Jt.8 million dollars, respectively, are also imported from the United 
States* Bee materials worth 381 million and food worth 2?0 million dol-
10lars form 2A per cent and 17 per cent, respectively, of the total Imports* 
Exports
There are only two important manufactured products in the whole 
list of exports* They are jute manufactures and cotton piece goods*
The number is increased to five, if ground-nut, linseed and linseed oils 
are considered as manufactured products and added to the two aforemen­
tioned products* Table Till lists the kinds of manufactured products ess* 
ported from India*
India has potential resources of agricultural and mineral raw pro­
ducts* These resources are both undeveloped and underdeveloped* Some 
of these products are used in the country by the manufacturing industries ; 
those in excess of local requirements are exported. Both the agricultural
10n>ia.
&





Countries to which mainly 
exported
Jute manufac­
ture Tons 957*000 *►59*0
United Kingdom, Australia 
and other dollar areas
Cotton piece 
goods T&rds 309,300 101*2
United States, Middle Bast 
and Hear Hast countries
Groundnut oil Tons *►2,100 22*1 United Kingdom and soft cur­
rency aTeas In Europe
Linseed ell Tons 11,*K)0 57*5 United Kingdom and Italy
Castor oil Tons 18,200 9*7 United Kingdom
Total value 6*^,5
Sources India - j&g&si li. ISfifi Jfctt £&&&£ i£. 2S£E» Washington, D.C.,
Embassy of India, 19**9, p * IT Statistics*
and minoral raw materials form an Important list of export commodities, 
a# shown in Table XX* The total quantities of raw products reach sev­
eral million tons, but still the value amounts to about 623 millions of 
11dollars* which is a little leas than half the whole value of experts* 
The most striking feature of Indian export trade is the preponderance of 
agricultural products* Before partition, cotton headed the list of ag­
ricultural products for export, but the extensive, irrigated lands of canal 
colonies Rowing American cotton are no longer part of India and cotton 
must be imported. The value of all exports in 19*$ amounted to $1,272*7 
million,^ the value of manufactured exports for the aaa© period was
11 India Hot* Boll*tin, Jflft. alt.
12lMia, Afflesai 1Z, lajtB to Awaiat 15. lg£, Washington, B. C., 
Embassy of India, 19^9, p* III*
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vChief oemtries of 
esport
Jute, m 235,000 75.3 Baited States, United 
Kingdom, and Brasil
Gotten, ram 9 M 0 0 SO. 9 United States, United 
Kingdom
Gotten easts 3 M 0 G 16.3 United States, United
Kingdom
Beam, raw* 16,50^ Hot
known
United Kingdom and 
Germany
Bides and skins (rear) 17,000 16,7 United States, United
Kingdom
Bides and skins (tanned) 13,700 3 M United States United 
Kingdom
Seeds 158,800 31# 2 Prance, Australia
Lae 27,500 29*0 United States, United 
Kingdom
Hlea 17,800 18.5 United States, United 
Kingdom
Manganese ore 330,100 6.6 United States, United 
Kingdom
Tea 159,000 169.0 United States, United 
Kingdom
Source: India, sit., p. 
♦Only for half year 19^8.
IV.
6 9̂*5 million dollars. Although there are only five manufactured products 
exported and their quantities are not large, they form 51 :;>er cent of the 
value of total exports. 2ven If oils are eccduded, Jute and cotton goods 
total 560.2 million dollars and constitute per cent of the total value
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of exgm»%«. Jute manufactures alone form a substantial part - 36 par 
cent of the total export value. This single product is tho major source 
of earning the foreign exchange 90 badly needed for the development of 
the country* Moreover, it Is crystal clear how much the country is 
losing by exporting a large number of raw products In huge quantities 
but bringing very little income to the country. This brings home the 
necessity of developing the Industry and exporting the manufactured goods 
rather than the raw materials for earning a favorable balance of trade.
The sain Items of export from India are agricultural products and 
mineral rear materials. The countries which buy them are the United States 
of America, Britain, Trance, Russia and Middle Bast, The main Items of 
laport late India are food grains from the United States, Australia and 
Canada, and capital goods from the United States. The total exports in 
1947-^*8 mere valued at 1 ,23^.23 million dollars (Be* A,llO million) end 
imports at 1,135 million dollars (Rs. 3,780 million). Thus, there was 
an overall favorable balance of trade of about 99 million dollars. How­
ever, as far as the United States was concerned, India's was an unfavor­
able trade balance. Exports to India from the United States amounted to 
$**01,068,000, but the value of imports from India to the United States 
were S253.763.000 showing a deficit of 3 0 5 ,0 0 0 .  This deficit is 
being replaced by withdrawals from the Sterling Balances which accumu­
lated In the country's favor due to large purchases during the war. But 
these balances are dwindling down because of heavy withdrawals, and alter­
native sources for improving the trade with the United States of America 
are to be found. The situation is expected to icnrove considerably by 
1951 when India hopes to be self-sufficient in food grains. Thereafter, 
the imports will be mainly of capital goods.
5?
India*s oversea trade in involved m  annual movement of 20 
Billion tons of c&rgs end 200, 000 passenger a • the export in 19**$ re~ 
corded a substantial rise in value and amounted to $1,272*7 million 
dollars eospared with million dollars in 19^7 and 75^*5 million
dollars in l$b6, dome o f this increase is no doubt attributable to high 
prices, but it should ho noted that tHe figures before August 15, 19**7 
related to undivided India, while later they are for India as it is 
today. The commodities which shoved a substantial increase In 19^S 
are: Jute manufactures, gotton piece goods, seeds, lac, mica, ground­
nut oil, linseed, and castor oil# Most of these items are manufactured 
preduets sad the future trends are expected to be in the direction of 
greater Increase in the manufactured products against the previous 
trends of Increased exports of raw products.
Imports rose from 86b million dollars in I<)k6~k7 to 1,197 mil­
lion in  19**7~**8 «ad 1,55^ million in 19**8~*!9 , The hi^ i figure for 19̂ *6- 
J*9 was mainly due to the issue of open general license as a deflationary 
measure,^3 It is anticipated that imports in the near future Vould tend 
somewhat to decline.
Public Heads
A good system of transportation is of paramount importance for do­
mestic as veil as foreign Connerce and trade. They are equally important 
for the concentration and dispersion of the goods and services needed to
^statistical Information based on Embassy of India, Washington, 
B.C. Releases entitled, la&jfe SftteiEl i l M  JUUfo teasA M , U &
August 1 9 ^ ; and India Hews Bulletin dated June 29, 19^9» ct cetera.
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keep production gciag on uninterrupted. They have been aptly compared 
to the arteries in a human body. Just as the latter form en integral 
part of the circulation system of a living body for the w^jply of blood, 
the highways and the railways promote the national prosperity by making 
good distribution possible* India has a network of good reads and rail* 
ways. (See map on page 59)•
Amount of heads and Comparison with Other Countries
The of roads in India as compared with a few of the impor­
tant countries of the world is shown in Table X*



















India 31®-8 1,217 181,406 57,675 239,081China (includ­
ing Tibet and
Mangolia 4-59-0 4,457 78,940 m a*
U.S.A. (1940) 132.0 3,02? 1 ,000*000 2 ,009,000 3,009,000United King­
dom 46.0 89 160,120 19.170 179.290
Prance (1939) 41.8 213 “ m 405,028
Sources Our Roads. Modern India Series Ho. 11, Publication Division,
Government of India, p. 57-
India has almost three tines as many miles of roads as China, but 
her road development in relation to s tie other countries is very poor* 
The mileage of a ll roads per 100,000 of population is 85 in India as 
against 2,500 in the United States. India line nearly 240,000 miles of 
roads in an approximate area of 1,210,000 square miles. This means
MAIN ROADS
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that the com try hat approximately 0*2 miles of road per square mile*
The corresponding figure for the United Kingdom is 2*02 and for the
ikUnited States 1*01. In other words. Breat Britain has 10 times, 
and the United States time times, sore roads than India possesses*
This shoes how badly the country needs more and more roads*
States of Public Roads and Highways
There are fire classes of roads and highways s (1) the Rational 
Highways, (2) Provincial or State Highways, (3 ) Major District Roads,
(*0 Minor District Roads and (5) Tillage Roads. This classification 
was adopted only a couple of years ago under the Nagpur Flan of Road 
Development* As the name Implies, the National Highways would add con­
siderably to the previously designated Grand Trunk Roads and will connect 
capitals cf provinces, states, ports, and foreign highways to constitute 
the main arteries of communication In the country* These roads will be 
roads of strategic importance and would play an Important role both in 
peace and war. The state or provincial highways will be the main trunk 
roads of a state or a province and will connect the capitals with all 
the district headquarters. Major district roads will connect areas of 
production with Important marketing centers and link them with state or 
provincial highways. They will also connect the district headquarters 
with other district headquarters* Minor district roads and village roads 
would meet the requirements of the rural population and connect the vil­
lages with the district or provincial roads*
*^Our Roads, mi* clt*, 0• 11.
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At present the H&tional or the OraM Trunk roads are main tained 
la excellent condition. They are either hitmen surfaced reads or the 
macadamised roads (pared by brolcsn stone)* The trunk roads run through 
the entire length and breadth of the country, Before partition* the 
Rational Highway System was Comprised of four trunk roads with & mile* 
age of 10,000. These are all-weather surface reads and are open to 
traffics throughout the year.
The Provincial loads are mostly metalled roads and are tarred* 
hut in some eases they may he unmetalled* The metalled roads are gen­
erally maintained in satisfactory conditions and may or may not he 
moterable throughout the year.
The District Roads generally serve the areas of production and 
marketing and connect them with the highways or the railways. With few 
exceptions they are all dirt roads and are administered by the District 
Boards. They are only fair weather roads and are motorabl© when there 
are no rains.
The Village Hoads connect villages and groups of villages with 
one another and with the nearest road* highway, railway or river ferry. 
There is no legal body to maintain them and their condition* therefore* 
is generally highly unsatisfactory. Some of these roads are no better 
than tracks and during rains turn into mud, slush,and pools of dirty 
water with many ruts until they become totally impassable.
By definition a good road in India would be an all-weather bitu­
men surfaced or coal-tarred, all-weather road mo tor able and open to 
traffic throughout the year under all conditions and circumstances. It 
may or may not be a two-lane road. The National Highways and the
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provincial or state highways fall under this category, Both of these 
classes of roads are principal roads and hove been shown in the map on 
page 59* -is the total mileage under such roads is 18,000 miles out of 
the total road mileage of 2*t0f000, the percentage of good motorable 
roads Is as lew as 7 .2 per cent. The result Is that the bullock cart 
continues to he the chief mode of conveyance in the rural economy of 
India. The Increased use of fast moving vehicles or motor trucks would 
directly depend iqpoa the future expansion of good highways.
Seed for Road Development and 1*uture Plans
Bad roads cause not only personal inconvenience hut they affect 
vitally the econo ay of the country. The nation has planned the moral 
and material development of the country by way of harnessing rivers, 
modernising apiculture and expanding industries. The success of these 
plans to a considerable degree depends on the development of the internal 
transportation system, especially roads. India has only one**fifth and 
one*tenth of the road mileage (even if the unmotorable mileage Is in* 
eluded), as compared with the United States and Great Britain, respec­
tively. Dr. John Mathai, Minister for transport, in his address to 
Indian Roads Congress, pointed out, "If the manifold resources and teem­
ing manpower of our country is to be utilised for the benefit of the 
common they must be harnessed to the chariot of production and move 
along the lines of ecsmranlcatlons particularly road communication®."^
A plan is underway to construct h0Q,000 miles of road at a cost 
of A,500 Rupees ($1,3^3*2 million). The new plan provides for 23,000
15 Our Koadg, £2. QjJk* » pp. 5*6.
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Biles of national hi^sways* 6,000 miles of provincial or state highways,
160,000 miles of District Board roads and 150,000 miles of village roads.
At present, there are 296,438 miles of road of which only 95.054 miles
are paved* The density is 0*18 miles per square mile of country and 76
miles per 100,000 of population.^ India needs more roads for further
development of her mineral and other resources which are not being fully
utilised as they are not well connected with the centers of production,
and for transporting agricultural produce from the remotest corners for
marketing In the towns and cities* The two main and most Important ve*-
hides of transport are the bullock cart and the motor truck* According
to a rough estimate, there were 870,000 carts before the war and they
carried one hundred million tons of goods per year* Although there is
no evidence on record, the number of motor vehicles Is presumed to be
increasing* The number in 1944*45 stood at 142,172. In relation to
road mileage, India has only one motor vehicle for every two miles of
road In comparison to 14 vehicles In Great Britain and 10 in the United
17States for every mile of road*
The five-year development plan envisages construction of 7.000
miles of metalled roads, 3,000 miles of concrete trackways and improve#
18 1meat of 20,000 miles of existing road*
*information based on Government of India Information Services 
Release, India Today*
^Ocur Hoads. Modern India Series Do. 11, Ministry of Inf or mat ion 
and Broadcasting, Government of India, pp* 51*55*
^Government of India Information Services Release, India. Wash­
ington, D. C., 1949, p* 32*
The Rallvctf System
The construction of railroad was begun during the time of the 
governor- general ship of Lord Balhausie when the first railway line was 
constructed between Bombay and Thana in 1653* But most of the develop** 
meat oame during the last decades of the nineteenth and the beginning of 
the present centuries. At present, there is a net**work of railroad eye** 
tss as shown in the map on page 59* In the beginning the railroads were 
constructed mainly from the standpoint of urban needs with special refer** 
ones to military refnirements and the movement of the staples of export 
and import trade. The result has been that the needs of the internal 
trade in rural areas have been neglected and the villagers are still 
largely denied the blessings of modem life, and the people in the out 
of the way places are e nservative and do not like any change in their 
mode of living and customs*
There are three classes of railroads* the main lines which* simi­
lar to the grand trunk roads, traverse the oouatry from one side to another* 
They are* therefore, sometimes known as the trunk lines* The second class 
Is the breach lines and third, the chord lines* These both are subsidiary 
lines and link mp and feed the trunk lines. All the main lines and most 
of the branch lines are of the standard gauge which is 5 feet 6 Inches.
This is the broadest in the world shared only by a single country (Spain), 
There is also a subsidiary neb-work of meter gauge lines both in the north 
and the south. There are a few light railways of 2 feet 6 inches gauge* 
confined largely to the hill-tracts, where the cost o f construction of 
railways is high.
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On April 1, 19**© tharm were 33»98** mil©a of railroad® in India, 
all of which, with the exception of 1,152 miles, were owned by the State, 
hallways fora the backbone of Indian transport system# Although India 
ranks fourth among tea nations of the world in re spool to railraod mile­
age, there is ample room for further development. India before parti­
tion had about 23 miles of line for every 1,000 squire miles of land, 
which is only 2? per cent as much railway as the United States. In 
terms of density of population, India is still poorly equipped with 
about 1 mile of line for every 1,000 persona, fhe importance of rail­
ways in the country’s economy may be judged from the fact that one in 
every *+00 persons in India is a railroM man and one in every 100 of 
India’s 338 million looks to the railroad for his living. In all, rail­
ways employ one million men and provide for 80 per cent of the goods and 
70 pear cent of the passenger traffic within the country# In the last 
official year (1948) the system carried over one billion passengers, an 
increase of 12*+ per cent over the last pre-war year and representing 
33*644 million passenger miles and hauled 73*5 million tons of goods 
with a ton mileage of 22 billion - an increase of 11 per cent over the 
last pre-war year. $he capital assets in the railroad industry are 
about $2,100,000,000, the gross earning for which, in 1947-48, was
Woo.ooo.ooo.19
The position as compared with ether countries is not very satisfac­
tory. Prepartitioned India had about 41,000 miles of railroads; JSurope,
^Information based on Government of India Information Services, 
Washington, D. C., M M
which Is of equal sise* excluding Sussia# has approximately 190*000 
miles of railways -‘̂ •5- times that of India* It is, therefore, con­
sidered quite within the reach of the country to hare this railroad 
mileage at leaat doubled.^0
There are still r&et areas in India which need to he opened out. 
Greater care should he exercised in the future in the matter of rail­
road construction to see that thj» roads and railway systems do not be­
come competitive systems, hut complement one another* The railroads 
and the higlvays should not he constructed to run parallel to each 
other# hut rather should run perpendicular to each other in order to
he of maximum benefit to the community as a whole*
Importance of Hirer Commerce
The rivers of India are much less important at present than 
formerly, owing to the growth of railways and the use of river water for 
irrigation. The largest system of river transport is found in Ganges
and Brahaaputra. Except for the Calcutta and Bast Canals and the Buck­
ingham Canals of Madras, the canals are little used for navigation. 
Because of the vested Interests at that time in the railways the Irri­
gation canals were not intentionally designed for navigational purposes 
and were meant solely for irrigation.
20P. 8. Lotanathan, Industrialization ift India (Bombay! Oxford 
Press, 19*3>. P* 19.
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Coastal Trade
The long sea coast offers facilities for transportation between 
the different ooastal regions of the country* The coastal traffic has 
been carried out from very ancient times* At present, the coastal ship­
ping is not of great significance and has been neglected* The water 
transport on the whole is much more economical than land haulage by rail 
or road, but sonefcfcw this has been neglected so far* There is a great 
need and scope for its development which will give a great impetus to 
commerce and trade* At present (I9b8) the coastal shipping tonnage is 
nearly 300,000 (including British tonnage)* the whole of which was buJlt 
overseas* The government of India Is aware of this need and is consider­
ing the question of developing the ship-building industry so that it can 
build within the next five years a minimum of 50*000 gross tons per annum.
Aviation
Twenty-four air routes are in use. There are about 20 good air­
ports in use and another 30 are under construction. Passenger traffic 
only is of any considerable importance, and air service for freight use 
is not yet developed significantly. The international airports are those 
at Bombay, Calcutta and Delhi*
Telephone, Telegram nnd H&dio Communications
The other means of communication, namely: radio, post and tele­
graph, telephone, and wireless transmission are all on their way to expan­
sion* A pisn is underway for the modernization end the extension of the
telegraph system. A modern telephone manufacturing concern was organ* 
ised which started work in January 19^9 and is assembling 300 telephones 
a week. The factory will start the manufacture of telephones by about 
the middle of 1951 • %  19^8, there were only 110,000 telephones or a
telephone density of 0*03 per oent.̂ - Only large manufacture concerns* 
big business establishments and the heads of provincial and state depart* 
sisats have telephone connections. The farms in India so far have not 
been connected with telephones.
The Government has prepared a scheme for the wireless link up of 
the country's inroortant cities.
Broadcasting in India was started two decades ago in about the 
year 1929*30, and has made rapid progress* Each of the major provinces 
and the states union !t&8 at least one broadcasting station. There were 
only 300,000 radio sets in 19**8 , but the number is increasing with great 
rapidity, and broadcasting is expected to nlay a major role In the educa­
tion and extension work among the rural masses in the future, besides 
providing recreation.
^•^ndla Today. Mimeographed Information Release by the Embassy of 
India, Washington, D* G.v p. 12.
CSIPTEB It
KSFOLmON AED LIVING CONDITIONS IN XHSU 
i w m t  of Population In India
It fans been estimate that the population of India* including 
Pakistan, in 1951 will ho 3I16,000.^ The population of India exclud­
ing Pakistan In. 19^® was octimated at 337 million people, The coBibined 
population of India and Pakistan is surpassed only by China* India has 
so as densely populated areas comparable with those of China, Java and 
Japan. Relative to the present stage of development of resources in 
India, the problem of population Is serious. During the last half cen­
tury, the population of undivided India increased 57 per eent, which is 
considered to be the largest population increase of any country of the 
world. 3
The first estimate of the population of India was made about the 
end of the seventeenth oentury. The total population at that time was 
estimated at 100 millions and it remained fairly stationary for about 
two centuries. The first census was taken in 18?2 and at that time the 
population was 206 sill lion people. It has grown steadily since 18?2, 
reaching 359 million in 1931 end 3^9 million In 19*tl (Table XI), There
     —
■̂Baljifc Singh* Population and flood Planning ip India (Bombay! 
Hind Kitabs Ltd., 1 9 W ,  p.2.
Înflla Today, op. fiU/, p. 7.
^Baljlt Singh, ££. S&l* * P- 2.
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Sable XI. Amount and Growth of Population in India,* I88l*»194li/
Census year ____  PjBUttlation
. ..... Jet.. . . .fer.cmt
(Humber) (Humber)
1881 250,125.000
1891 2791548,000 22,471,000 9.0
1901 283,827,000 4,728,000 1.5
19U 302,995.000 16,169,000 6.8
1921 305,674,000 2,679.000 0.9
1931 338,119.000 32,445,000 10.6
l W . # 388,800,000 50,681,000 15.0
1951*/ 477,348,000 *»
Source: (1) 3. Chandrasekhar, Indians Potmlation. Hew TcrkJ John Bay
Company, p. 14,
(2) Baljii Singh, m iL ffffM gAaSBftM la M i a  (Bombay*
Hind Kitabs Ltd., 194?), P- 2.
*Xelated to India as it stood before partition on August 15, 194?. The 
1948 population of India excluding Pakistan was estimated at 337#000,000,
was an increase in population of about 138 million during the sixty year 
period from 1881 to 1941. This population increase Is only a little less 
than the to tel population of the United States.
The data show that during the last }mlf century the increase has 
not been uniform. On the contrary, the data show a rhythmical movement.
The population checks were in l&Tge part due to pernicious famines and 
the visitations of epidemics, ouch as plague and influenza. It is prob­
able that vlth better conditions of health measures and better provisions 
against famines the population movements will be mor© regular in the future.
There has been an increase of more tha. 50 million in the 1931-41 
decade. This is considered to be more than the present population of any 
Buronean country except Germany and itussle. The total production of the 
Union of South Africa equals Just two years' increase in India's
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population, while countries life® Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Horv/ay, Soot* 
land, and Svitserland da not haw® a® many people as are added to the 
Indian population in the course of a single year„ ̂  Over a period of $0 
yeare (1901*1951)* the yearly increase has teen little more than 1 per 
cent. This is comparable to the population increase in iharope for the 
period from 1850 to the outbreak of World War I.
The comparison of the population growth of India with that of the 
United States Is inter®stin#:. The United States had an extremely high 
rate of growth froa the firet census in 1790 to the outbreak of the 
first World War* In the thirty-year period from 1790 to 1820, the popu* 
lation grew by about 150 per cent. The rate of population increase was 
maintained at the same rate until 1850* For the next thirty years, that 
iev from 1850 to 1880, the rate fell to about 116 per cent; during the 
period 1880 to 1910 it fell to about 80 per cent. However, the population 
increase for the 30-year neriod 1911 to 19^0 was about k3 per cent,^ This 
is in vivid contrast to the trends in India, where the overall rate ha® 
been on the increase over a period of time. "If the birth rate of the 
United States should eontinue to decline, as it has during most of the 
present century, by the year 1975 there would be no babies born at all*” 
But the situation does not seem to be so critical, as Fairchild's conclu­
sion would ap ear to be.
^Baljlt Singh, pa* clt* ■ P*
^Kenry Pratt Fairchild, People (Hew York* Henry Holt and, Company, 
1939), ?* 1*
The population of the United States increased by 16 per cent during 
the decade 1920-30, which is comparable with 15 per cent rate of increase 
of India during the decade of 1931-hl. because of greater population fig­
ures in India, the rate of increase at 15 per cent added 50 mill ion to Its 
number, while 16 per cent rate of inere&ss in the United States added only 
17 Billion persons*^ The Obi ted States may still afford to absorb a large 
population, hat India is already overcrowded in relation to its resources 
end cannot afford to add saeh a large number of persons every decade indefi­
nitely without reducing the already lew sabsistent levels of living.
It is a matter of common observation that when population density of
living beings reaches a high nark, the further rate of growth is retarded.
Iron this we nay femulate a general principle that if undisturbed end
uninterfered V  outside forces and artificial methods and means "when
papulation is danse rate of inerease is slowed." Professor Baymond Pearl
collected data from acre than a dozen countries in support of the above
conclusion. Be also presented data from experiments with lower organisms
such as yeast and arrived at the same result* The human population follows
the same cycle of growth and curve of the same characteristic forme as In
the case of yeast.^ The general characteristic of the "logistic curve?
a name given to this type of increase by Verbal at is shown on the follow*
9lag page:
Twarren S* Thompson and P. X* Whelpton, Population SfcgMa 1& Mm
$tates (Bow York: MsOraw-Hlll Book Company, 1933)» P* 2*
^Raymond Pearl, "The Biology of Population Growth," Proceedings 





(hft enrve gives evidence that when or where the population is dense* 
the rate of inerease declines. Tor the year 1928* the sparsely populated 
states ef the United States averaged 22.3 births per thousand people against 
15*3 per thousand in the densely populated states* Similarly, the densely 
populated cities with 50,000 to 100*000 people had in 1939» 20,6 births 
per thousand* whereas in cities having one million or more people the aver­
age birth rate was 1^.1 per thousand,110 Therefore, India with a hi^i den­
sity of 275 persons per square mile Is following a normal trend of a 
leg!stie curve hut is adding a fairly large number of persons every decade.
Density of Population
The density of population is a rough measure of the distribution of
people. This concept is closely associated with physics, where density
means the mass in a unit of volume, Tor population, the nearest measurable
parallel to volume Is the surface on which the people live. Density Is,
11therefore* the relation of persons to area. It is an average which is
1CW  Irving Burch *£ jfc., Huaac BfMdlng aa& Survival (Hew York! 
Penguin Book, Inc,, 19^7)* p. 7̂ ,
llwalter L. Wilcox, 8tnAl„ In American Beaogranhg (Ithaca: Cornell
University ?re*e, 1940), pp. 105-106.
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subject to all the dangers besetting the essqploymnt of averages* *%)t 
withstanding Its drawbacks, density of population is an impox*t&i\t static 
tioal motion with which to the crowding In various parts of the
world*1,12 It some tines may he misleading since it does not take into con* 
sideration the resources and possibilities of economic development of the 
country concerned*
la 1931* the mean density of the population of India was 213 per­
sona per square mile. In 1941 the density of population was 246 persons 
per square mile, as coshered with a population density of 44*2 per square 
alls 1b ta* United States in Jtf'Wt
The density of population in a particular area depends on many fae* 
tors, the most important of which are the amount and distribution of rain* 
fall, sources of artificial irrigation, topographic and soil fertility 
conditions, and the state of civilisation* fable XII shows that the popu* 
lation in India is densest in regions where the requirements of life are 
satisfied with the greatest ease* The greatest density is found in the 
state of Co chin which has 953 persons per square mile, followed by Tr&van- 
aneore with 792- Among the former British provinces, the greatest density 
le to be found in Bengal, where in 1941 there were 779 persons per square 
mile* The next densest region is the Inde-Qaagetlc plain of the United 
Provinces with 518 per square mile. Seme of the rural rice growing area® 
of Bengal have as many as 1200 persons per square mile*
The lowest density is in the state of Kashmir which lias only 1*9 P©r 
square mile* Among the provinces, Sindh, which is at present a part of
12IM&*, v* i®8*
13chnndrasekhar, cjt., p. 33-
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Table XII. A m  in Square Milos, Population and Density per Square Milo, 




square miles 1931' : 1941 .. 1 m i,..: loSf
Kumhsr Millions fiMJunm, aUft
As Baa 54.951 8.6 10.2 157 186
Bengal 77.442 5<M 60.3 627 779Bihar 69.745 32.3 36.3 464 521Bombay 76,443 17^9 20.8 235 272Central Provinces 98,575 150 16.8 156 170Madras 126,116 44.2 **9,3 350 391
s.v.y.p. 14,263 2.4 3*0 179 213
Orissa 32,198 8,0 8.7 24p 271
Punjab 99.089 23.5 28.4 238 287Sindh 48,136 3,8 4.5 81 94
Baited Provinces 106,24? 48.4 55.0 456 518
Hyderabad 82,313 14.4 I6.3 175 198
Mysore 29,458 6,5 7*3 224 249Kashmir 82,258 3.6 4,0 44 49
Baroda 8,176 2.4 2.8 299 345
Gwalior 26,367 3.5 4.0 135 154
Travancore 7,662 5*0 6.0 665 792
Cochin 1.493 1.2 1.4 807 953
Source: S. Chaadarsekhar, India*s Ponulation. p. 34.
Pakistan, had only 81 persons to a square mile, Baluchistan, a dry and 
rugged terrain, alto at present a part of Pakistan, has only 9 persons 
per square mile. The Chagai district of Baluchistan has a population 
density of only one person per square mile.
The highly uneven distribution of population is also shown in 
Table XIII, At one extreme, one finds 57 per cent of the area support­
ing only 17 per cent of the population, while on the other, about 30 per 
cent of the population is concentrated in an area carrying 6.4 per cent 
of the total. The sections having a high density are the most favored 
regions of the country. These regions have high and dependable rainfall,
Table XXIX, tensity si Psyalabion for India, Bengal, United Provinces, 
Bihar and Orissa, and Travancore State
8  .........— .,-,IW»>«r p w  r o w  m ils,. ...... .....***<» » ^>a«r 1«1 1 US8 - TOO V....1QQ *430 t fcfo *  600 1 600 & ore?
5 Area P o o , sArea P-OD* tArea ...PftDjL.iAr.sa.. ?Oi;. lire* _ _ gMU.
. .Per. £ .......
57*1? 17*5 22*1 23*b 8.3 15*3 5*5 14.3 6.4 29.5
B en g al 15*2 1,0 5*5 2.2 6.2 3*9 18, 15.4 42.7 70.1
U n ite d
P ro v in c e s 1A.9 3*1 13*7 6,3 16*3 13*9 30*9 35-5 24.2 41.2
B ite r  and  
O ris s a 20*5 6.0 31-3 13*3 20.9 20*5 8.1 11.0 19.2 44.2
frsvaneore
State 1^*7 2.1 25.6 7*2 12.2 7 .0 Wft 47.5 83.0
S o u rce: S yaa ChanA, In d ie 1 e TeegdJg Bllllona. p. 91.
fertile soil eat ether conditions favorable for intensive agriculture*
The mequal distribution of population in the country suggests the 
possibilities of inter-provineial and intra^provincial migration as a me as** 
are for relieving the pressure of population in the most congested areas* 
With the completion of the multi-purpose hydroelectric projects, which will 
bring millions of acres of new lend under cultivation and develop industry 
on ea extensive scale, there will he a fairly good scope for the redistri­
bution of population within the country from one area to another, The 
government-planned program of such shifts encouraged by the supply of 
credit and other facilities for the people to move from one place and get 
settled in another, will certainly relieve pressure in the densest areas 
to a fairly large extent. The government has not so far realised the im­
portance of such a program for fear of opposition from the provincial
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minded people ef certain areas. the present lav in certain oases dis­
courages such shifts of population. She residents from one province to 
another and, in a large number of eaaoat from one district to another 
in the same province even are debarred from acquiring landed or angr other 
type of immovable property, this lav needs to be amended or repealed 
under the promt conditions in the new constitution of independent India* 
The sooner it is realised ty the top leaders and the public in general, 
the better it would be for the country as a whole.
Comparison of Huabers and Density With 
Selected Countries
She complex problem of population of India, as well as the impor­
tance of this problem, may be Judged by viewing her position with respect 
to ether countries of the world. Table XIV gives the population and area 
of idie different parts of the world* In absolute numbers India is sur­
passed only by China but the land area of China is more than double that 
of India* therefore, India, even with a smaller total population, has a 
higher populati on density than China. In India about IB per cent of the 
world’s population is concentrated on 3 per cent of the world’s area* 
feeding India means almost feeding one-fifth of the world’s population. 
Seme of the areas of the world - especially the Hew World and Australia - 
sore very thinly populated compared with countries like India and China.
£he continent of America as a whole contains a little more than 30 per 
cent of the earth’s surfaces, bat only 12.6 per cent of the world's popu­
lation. Other thinly popul ted areas of the world are Canada with 7*2 
per cent of the world's area and only half of on® per cent of the world's 
•population; South Meric a with 13 * 5 per cent of the area and A per cent
of the people? and Australia with 5*8 per cent of the area and 0*3 pet 
cent of the world* s population. In so for as the United States is con- 
Gtlfiid, the proportions of area and population with re sped t to the world1® 
total are equal. She United States occupies almost 6 per cent of the 
world's area and has 6 per eent of its population.















338.998 4,096 17*93 3,00Africa 158,000 30,000 7.28 22.59Union of South Africa 9.590 1,224 0.44 .92America 273,400 40,610 12.60 30.58
Berth Aaetlea 143,178 19.662 6.60 14.80
Canada 11.507 9,569 0.53 7.20United States of 
America 131,669 7,839 6.07 5.90
South America 88,500 17.968 4.08 13*53China 450,000 11,103 20.74 8.36
Burma 16,824 605 0*77 0,46
Japan 73.114 382 3*37 0.29Soviet Russia 170,467 21,175 7.86 15,94
Europe (excluding 
Russia) 402,000 5,385 18.52 4.05
Germany 79.375 586 3.66 0,44
frame* 41,183 551 1.90 0.41
Spain 25,878 505 1,19 O.38
Italy 43,864 310 2,02 0,23
United Kingdom 46,046 244 2.12 0*18
Oceania 10,800 8,550 0.50 6.44
Australia 6,630 7,704 0.30 5. BO
Sources Compiled from Table 2 of the Statistical Yearbook of the League 
of Bations, 1942-44, as quoted by Baljit Singh in Population and 
Pood Planning in India, p. 1.
The comparison of the inMii density of India with some of the other 
old countries - especially In Surope (Table XV) ~ shows that some of these 
countries are ®oi6 densely populated than India* ûropeasi ccon tries
even with a higher mean density enjoy a much higher standard of living 
than India* T M  8 is due Chiefly to the highly industrial econo ray of 
those countries.
Table Xf. Average Density of Population of Selected Countries Per Square 
Mile
Number of! Humber of
Country Tear persons * Country Tear persons
per Sq. : per sq.Pile »--- —    —  - ------T— mile
India* 1941 24? Czechoslovakia 1937 280*9
Ingland and Vales 1944 727.6 Switzerland 1944 273.6
Belgium 1944 707.6 Hungary 1943 264* 2
He ther lands 1944 581.5 Ceylon 1944 247.7
Japan 1940 495*0 Denmark 1945 244.2
Germany 1944 388.1 Northern Ireland 1944 241.1
Italy 1944 385.3
Sources Suooary of International Vital Statistics 1937-44, pp. 70-73. 
•Present density is estimated at 275 persons per square mile,
Birth and Death Bate
The population in  a country depends upon i t s  b ir th  and death rates. 
The rate of increase or decrease is determined by the difference between 
the taro rates. An excess of births over deaths has the e ffe c t o f increas­
ing the rate of growth, and conversely, the excess o f deaths over b ir th s
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would indicate a decrease in total population. The net result of the 
two would depict the volume of population within a specified period,
But, according to ?airehil&» in a country like India "the else of pepu* 
lation governed By Biological forces is always determined By external 
conditions and never By intrinsic rate of potential increase. «JA IhBSB 
external conditions may Be famines, epidemics, diseases, abundance or 
scarcity of good food and drinking water, sanitary or insanitary condi­
tions, and even inpaired vitality, Table XH shows the Birth and death 
rates, and infant mortality per thousand* The Birth rate has remained 
stable at a hi eh level, although very recently it has Begun to exhibit 
a tendency to fall* This is due to the restriction of child marriage 
and a general awakening among middle class people to the need of having 
smaller families* The Birth rate in 1936 was 36 per thousand, which 
from then onward showed a progressive decline. In 19 6̂, the Birth rate 
ef India was estimated at about 28 per thousand.
Ag already mentioned, the increase or decrease of population depends 
not only upon Birth rate, But also upon the death rate. However, due to 
Better sanitary conditions, hospitalisation, Better health facilities end 
general awakening among the masses, the death rate has Been on the decline 
during the recent years* The all-time lowest death rate occurred in 19^6 
when it was estimated at 17*5 persons ner thousand. The infant mortality 
is very hi^i. ABout one-fifth of the babies Born die within the first 
twelve months. The extent of human suffering due to the high rate of death 
is great.
Fairchild, SQL* d t ., p. 185.
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1885-1890 36 26 mm «w»1890-1901 3k 31 1911-1915 204
1901-1911 38 34 1916.1920 219
1911-1921 37 34 1921-1925 185
1921-1931 35 26 1926*1930 178
1931-1935 35 24 1931-1935 1711936 36 23 1936 162
1937 35 22 1937 162
1938 3* 193s 167
1939 34 22 1939 1561990 3h 22 1940 160
1941 33 21.8 *# cm
1942 32.1 21.3 *» m
1943 29.3 23.6 • -1944 25.9 24.1 - c*
1945 27.3 21.5 - e*
1946 27*9 17-5 w» Me
Sources 1885-19^, Chondsrasekhar, gp,. oit., pp. 59* 61.
19^1-19^, United Nations’ Statistical Bulletin, Sept., 19̂ *7* 
pp. 10, 16.
j&aigraiion is another factor which reflects else of population. 
Emigration, however, if of minor significance for a country like India, 
where the people do not generally want to move out of their homes. More* 
over, most of the countries have closed their doors against the imraigra* 
tion of Indians.
Table XVII gives a comparison of India's birth and death rates with 
some other countries. India5s birth, death, and Infant mortality rate© are 
the highest in the world. The infant mortality rate is two to three times 
that of moat other countries. Of the countries listed in Table XVII, the
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Fatherlands with 45 the lowest mortality rate, whereas, India has 
the highest with 171 per thousand. Japan with a birth rate of 31.6 and 
a death rata of 18A  is second only to India, which has a birth rata of 
34*3 par* thousand and a death rata of 23 per thousand persona*
Table XTII. Average Birth and Death Rates, 1931-35
CBsumtey
Birth rate per 
th o u san d  ef
nouulatlon____




per thousand ef 
livebirths
HEDIA 34.3 23.8 i n
United States 17*3 10,9 59
U n ite d  Kingdom 15.5 12.2 65
Sweden 14.1 11.6 51
1o rv a y 15.3 10*3 97
Germany 15*9 11*0 76
France 16*5 15-7 73
Italy 23*8 14*0 105
letherlands 21*2 8.9 **5
Japan 31.6 18.1 121*
SemwaV Chandrasekhar, on. clb*. tro &-6l *
The Rural Urban Ratio of India
From tines immemorial the village has been the unit of communal 
life in India* Historically, the Indian village was a self-contained 
economic and social unit* In more recent years, the old ties of the 
"*tay at home1* population are breaking and people no longer tend to con­
centrate in villages to the extent that they did before. Honetholes*, 
the ^ajoriV people do live in villages. Relative to the total
S3
population * the urban population 1® small* fhe urban population 1® only 
12 per cent of the tetalt*^ tut In absolute numbers the total urban popu­
lation equals 50 million people or three million more than the total popu­
lation of a highly industrialised country - Great Britain*
fable XVIII give® the distribution of rural and urban population 
from 18?2 to 1941. Urban population is slightly greater percentage of 
the total population in 1941 a® compared with 1872. la 1872, nearly nine 
per oent of the population was urban and, in 1941, the percentage was 
nearly 13 uer cent.
fable XVIII# Rural-Urban Percentage of Population in India











Sources Chandrasekhar, £&. oit.. p. 29*
It is noteworthy that in spite of industrial development, urbanisa­
tion has made but little progress in India. The proportion of rural popu­
lation to total is still as hl^h as 8? per cent in India as compared with 
46 per cent in Canada, 49 per cent in northern Ireland, and 51 per cent in 
Prance.^
^india and Pakistan Yearbook, 1948, p. 25. 
l̂ Hsawrati and Anjaria, elt.. p. 29-
m
India's rural^urban distribution with respect to some other 
countries nay ha viewed la Table XIX, A somewhat similar distribution 
of population existed in Russia In 1926 at which time 83.4 par cent of 
the population was rural. But In recent years she has provided modem 
conveniences in the countryside.
Table XIX* Raral-TTrbsn Percentage of Population in Selected Countries
Country Tear liateetIMS. . ...183Rural 'Often. Bural Urban
Sfî i 19*17 87.20 12.78 90.59 9*41
rnmsU 1926 83.40 16.60 86.50 13.50
halted States 19*» *0.3 56-5 70.5 29*5Sweden 1935 67-7 32.3 84.9 15*1
Japan 1925 3 3-5 , 66.5 «• mItaly 1936 29-3 70.7 46.2 53.8
Germany 1933 *0.5 56-3 70.9 29-1Trance 1936 53-1 46.9 65.2 34.8
Bngland and
Wales 1930 22.7 77.3 32.1 67.9
1930 58.3 41.7 84.1 15.9JtttnlU 193* 54.9 45.1 80,2 19.8
Source: Chandrasekhar, gpi. cit., p, 30,
The amber of towns and cities in India is 2703 with an average 
population of 10,365 persons.
^Chandrasekhar, or>. dt. ■ p. 31* & tovm according to India Census
is classified as one having a population of 5»000 persons or more and hav­
ing definite urban character!sties.
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At a uniform rat® of 15 pox* cent a decade» the population of 
India may, within tbs next half century ha more than doubled, If left 
unchecked (Table XX). She population experts are much concerned and 
alarmed with the prwaemt Turessure of population and the possibility 
of still further increases in the present numbers* Such an inerease 
would stake acre difficult the existing enormous job of feeding and 
Maintaining an already burdensome population. As an alternative, India 
Might seek ways and means of cheeking this growth of population. India1 a 
population problem in one sentence is "too many people on too little land.1
fable XX. The Expected Future Population of India Calculated at an 









♦Estimated population of India (excluding Pakistan).
Implication of Increases in Population
Malthas, from his two basic concepts - "food is necessary for the 
existence of man" and "power and inclination of man to reproduce his kind 
Is far greater than his power to produce food," - deduced that the inter-, 
action of the two would create tertlfic pressure of population. His
36
gloomy prophesies have been ’bailed in the eastern, world and he Is criti- 
deed as having greatly underestimated man's ability to produce food and 
greatly overestimated not man's ability, but his inclination to reproduce 
his kind* The theory, however, Is still applicable to Asiatic countries, 
especially India,
The magnitude of population in India is responsible for the stag* 
goring food demand, the rapidity with which It increases renders all cal­
culations of India's food requirements inaccurate except for a brief 
period of time, fhe rapid growth of population in recent years is the 
result of the interaction of various social, economic, political and re­
ligious factors# fhe most important of these are the prevalence of peace 
and tranquillity for about a century, increase in numbers in order to 
secure greater legislative representation and other political rights and 
improvements in health conditions* One economic factor of significance 
has been the relative increase in prosperity in some areas as a result 
of various irrigational, colonisation, reclamation and drainage schemes, 
which have resulted in the increased acreage tinder irrigation, the Punjab 
Irrigation Works, for example, turned the deserts into high productive land. 
The standard of living attained by the colonists was not maintained even 
for half a century. The population of the Lyallpur district, richest in 
the whole of India, had a population of 30,136 in 1691* This increased 
to 1,151,351 by 1931« Sir Malcom Darling has aptly expressed M s  view 
that "In this country every material hies sin was ultimately neutralised 
>y an increase of population."*-®
1%. L. Dwrllng, Jjj, EaUai? 1& groaaerlty aoi. Pelat (london: 
Oxford TfeiTcr*ity ?*•*., 1992), pp. £73-71*.
Beside* tfee cBcvhi ameliorative and progressive measure©, there 
ere certain lope* teat sociological factors responsible for the tremen­
dous increase of population* These are the universality of marriage, 
higher proportion of the married women to the total number in the produo 
Hte group* Ifoe Coaqjerrtively early age of puberty and childbearing, t o  
noranee of the existence m  well ae the absence of the cheep and reliable 
contraceptives, and the important part played by certain social lnetito 
tions like the Hindu Joint family system. Under the psychological tm *  
tors any he listed the abject poverty, ignorance and the low standard of 
living of the masses without any provision for recreation except the sexual 
union. Seligtoue injunctions encourage marriage and la*ge families. The 
Hindu must hare at least one son to do the funeral rites, lest M e  soulabe 
left wandering in secluded place a, and a Mohajmne&an must give M s  daughter 
in Borriags os soon as possible after puberty*
In the past the Increase in population has been cheeked by positive 
checks, that is, famine and disease. Srom very ancient times in |hdla, 
great famines and pestilence periodically brought death to large numbers 
of people*
$00 Many Deaths and Too Many Births
In general, both the death rate and birth rate in India is high, 
with the consequent result that survival rate is very low relative to the 
total number of births*
In India h high death rate is portly responsible for hampering the 
economic development of the country. This is especially true because the 
death rate is quite high among the youth as well. Table XXI show© the
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survival ©f persons la a ©f 1,000 at different ages for* India
Sagland. A cursory glance over the table reveals m  unsatisfactory 
survival rate In India as compared with Bn&lond. Hot only the average 
eafcieeteaey ©f life is lev, bat in the very first year about 250 babies 
eat of 1,000 bora die, followed Tqt 150 the next year, At the age of 20, 
when a person is mature enough to contribute to the economic activity of 
the ©wmtyy, About half a thousand are wiped out. Between the ages of 25 
and 50, which represent the most active part of one's life, there are on 
the average only 56© persons out of 1,000 bom to shoulder the whole 
burden.
fable XU, Survival at Different Ages out of 1,000 Babies Born,, India 
and England
A«e IndiaMales females Hales females
1 751 768 928 945
5 602 628 901 920
10 565 593 890 911
15 541 568 883 904
20 512 528 872 894
25 478 *79 838 881
30 439 427 844 868
35 375 375 829 853
bo 3*6 318 809 837
45 294 264 784 817
50 243 215 750 790
60 142 132 636 702
70 70 66 634 '531




























































































While no dear conclusions are possible, the indication# are that 
India cannot afford to allow the unrestriebed multiplication of human 
species* Seme writers are of the opinion that population condition© of 
I&oia are* in the main ,only a symptom of social and cultural backwardness* 
She author is strongly of the opinion that this school of thought should 
face reelitiee end realise that the pushing forward of a vigorous program 
of seeled and intellectual reformation would act as a palliative and would 
net **c£apl&hvery much in the long run* With tetter nutrition* better 
medieel facilities* and with wider diffusion of knowledge infantile and 
female maternal mortality would decline and would result in a more natural 
rate of Increase of population* This incidently shows the urgency of popu­
lation planning in any comprehensive scheme of economic planning* This is 
especially se in India* whore as already has been remarked "every material 
blessing Is neutralised by an increase of population*" "To have a healthy 
prosperous and strong democracy a nation must have a favorable relation­
ship between the number of people and resources* Where such a relation** 
Chip exists* the country is more democratic. * • its people enjoy greater 
social and political equality, there is more individual freedom of con­
duct* traditional and legal restraints are fewer, military burdens ere 
lighter end there is greater latitude for religious beliefs and practice.
Obviously, there is a vital need of checking India1© population*
She ideal should really be "fewer people for India*H Stationary or de­
clining population is, end has been, termed as race suicide, but in our
^Kauricc Davie, World Immigrations 193^* p* $» quoted by 
Burch. Hendel, jg&. cit*, p* 33*
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ease instead of being suicide, it would be a measure of redemption and 
regeneration* Judged from any point of view, a cheek on the growth of 
population of India le an argent practical necessity*
$00 Many People for the Pro swat Resource Development
Generally speaking, there are two different kinds of overpopulâ - 
tion, neatly* the absolute and the relative* the absolute overpopulation 
Is said te exist in a country when, under the best form of government and 
economic organisation that human ingenuity can devise for the best utili­
sation of available resources, the means are unable to produce enough 
wealth to r the adequate sustenance of its inhabitants.
Relative overpopulation may be defined as the condition when the 
■cans available at a given time and under existing conditions are incap­
able of producing enough wealth necessary for the maintenance of a reas­
onable standard of living,
The writer is fully convinced that India Is overpopt&ated relatively 
as well as in absolute numbers, end this view has already been supported 
by facts and figures by different authors both Indian and foreign*
Mr, Subhash Chandra* Bese, In his presidential address to the 
Indian Rational Congress at Haripura, committed himself to the view 
that "we cannot afford to have our population mounting up by 30 million 
(now 50 Billion) in a single decade* * • and it is necessary to restrict 
our population until we are able to feed, clothe and educate those who 
already exist*" The Census Commissioner in the A]J_ SfiafiM BflKagl>
1G?1, remarked that "the Increase of population Is, from most points of 
view, a cause of alarm rather than for satisfaction. a large
^Gyan Chaad, olt*, p. 296-297*
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number of authorities whs csaa be quoted, inolu&lag Mahatma Gandhi (who 
did not agree that India vat overpopulated la numbers hut supported ano 
Joined hands with the advocates of birth control) view with alarm the 
tremendous Increase of population In India* Chandrasekhar In hie con- 
eluding ohapter on Population remarks that* •
She crux of Indian population problem with its Inescap­
able primary corollary la sues of food and agriculture le the 
Incredible poverty of the people* With all her latent end 
potential wealth in natural resources - Inferior only to 
those of the United States and the Soviet Union - India 
today is among the poorest countries In the world* Her 
gross national dividend barely amounts to $19*00 per capital 
per year or 5 cents per head per day* For 60 per cent of 
her total populatim of more than **00 million the average 
gross dividend is not more than two cents per head per day*
Thus, the average Indian's income, it must he repeated, is 
font enough either to feed two men in every three of the 
population, or give them all two in place of every three 
meals they need, on condition they all consent to go naked, 
live out of doors all the year round, have no amusement or 
recreation and want nothing else hut food, and that the 
lowest, the coarsest and the least nutritious. ̂ 3
Such an \msatisfactory state of affairs with stark poverty, star­
vation, nakedness, and malnutrition faces the whole country, which Is 
supposed to he worse than some of the other war devastated countries*
s
The fact that India ferns too many people on too little land is alee 
borne out by the facts shown in Table XXII, which gives relative popula­
tion densities of various countries in terms of land acres per Inhabitant 
and relative coefficient of starvation. Professor Fast has calculated that 
under contemporary agricultural conditions it requires 3*2 acres of land 
to feed one average Individual for one year at an American standard of 
living. This ratio will be less in countries where intensive farming Is
23Chandrasekhar, alt.. p. 98-99.
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Table XII!* l«Utiv» Population Densities of Various Countries
Country
P*|M*»





Indie 351.4 288,1 0.65 3.8310.3 300.0 28.9 0.08Argentina U.8 210.0 18.5 0.13
Hew Zealand 1.3 18.8 12.2 0.20Hassla 165.7 700.0 4.2 0.59Halted States 125.0 413.2 3-3 0.7?Australia 6.6 21.1 3.2 0.?8
fiflmajriiIIWPK 3.5 7-9 2.2 1.12Spain 28.7 56.0 1-97 1.26Yugoslavia 13.7 27.1 1.94 1.28Romania 18.0 33.3 1.85 1.35
Sttgsxgr 8.6 15-0 1.73 1.44Sweden 6.2 9.5 1.54 1.62
Poland 32.1 9 .2 1.53 I.63
Trance 6I.9 54.7 1.30 1.92Italy 41.8 53*3 1.27 I.96Germany 65*3 73.4 1.12 2.25China 444.4 341.1 0.76 3*25Jtagjaad and Vales 40.0 25.3 0.63 3-97Japan 66.3 23.9 0.36 6*94
18.6 7.8 0.55 4.53
B o m i  0* V* Wilcox, ss* cit> * p# 29*
^Relative coefficients of saturation hare been computed by dividing the 
number of acre# per person Into 2.5* which is the minimum number of aoree 
required to support a man*
followed under the pressure of population. He arrives at the conclusion 
after giving due consideration to the increase In productivity that the 
saturated limit for the world1 • population would be attained when there 
is one person for each 2*5 acres of cultivable land*^
^O* W. Wilcox, Hatlons Qm live M  Home (Hew York! W. W. Horton 
said Company, Inc*, 1935)• P» 17-
The base saturation is reached when the relative coefficient ap­
proaches 1*0* Over and above thit point over-*s&turati on starts* A gl&aee 
at Table XXXI shows that only the newly settled countries have their basic 
needs of agricultural land for maintaining a desirable standard of health 
end living, while India, China, Japan, and Egypt in the Bast and some of 
the European countries like England, Belgium, Greece, Netherlands,and Aus- 
trim hare long passed the saturation point, and their native so lie cannot 
afford to give them good sustenance. The position of India is very pre- 
earl one in respect to other highly industrialised Suropean countries 
which can profitably exchange their manufactured goods for food products 
and ether raw materials from abroad, for example, Great Britain Imports 
four-fifths of the foodstuffs and fruit consumed In the conn try, one-half 
of the meat, eggs and dairy products, and one-third of the vegetables*^
On the other hand, India, in 19A5-b6, imported food grains amounting to
800,000,000 rupees ($273 million) in foreign exchange against the total 
earnings of 2,700,000,000 rupees.2̂* She, having no Industrialised goods* 
has to exchange these food grains with raw materials and agricultural 
produets at a great disadvantage. Moreover, this foreign exchange could 
be better spent on the import of capital goods, equipment, and machinery 
for executing the development plane* In the words of Warren S. Thompson
. . .  in India, the population has already grown to the
point that any future increase can only be regarded with
misgivings. It is creating problems of population press­
ure which are causing much anxiety to many of those In 
responsible positions because they believe India Is 
against Malthusian dilemma. 2?
^Wilcox, fill-. p* 177
^Indian Information. Independence Number, 19**®* P* 29*
^Thompson, Plenty $£ Pflonlq* op. clt., p. 95.
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TSm very graft* pressure m  land Is the meet unsatisfactory feature 
of the situation. The people who depend on agriculture earmot Increase 
in number* in a country already densely populated at the rate that may 
he quite praeticahle for a people that mainly depend %$on mnufactures. 
This land is limited and not elastic* Production can inoreaee only hy 
intensive cultivation and occupation of inferior lands after reclamation, 
which requires time. This Increase of production does not generally keep 
paoe with the rate of Increase of population* On the contrary, the mamnr 
fasteners sen expand hy building additional stories In air or on smaller 
amromts of land as long as they can find new markets*
Overpopulation in the Malthusian sense Is said to hssre taken 
place In a country where population expands more rapidly than the supply 
of food. The equilibrium under these circumstances Is restored through 
positive cheeks, namely, deaths due to starvation, pestilence, epidemic 
and war* The attainment of Malthmslan saturation of population depends 
on the conjunction of two basic conditions* The first Is that the number 
of people continually Increases, and the other Is that the means of exist* 
cnee are not subject to expansion. So, the extreme form of Malthusianism 
Could he avoided either hy keeping the population from reaching the satur­
ation point, or the means of existence ahead of expansion of the popula­
tion. There is a limit to which the productivity of land can he increased 
under the present scientific knowledge and technological conditions, first 
because the area of.cultivable lsrnd is limited and second because the art 
of farming has seemed on the whole incapable of rising rnieh above a cer­
tain dead level of efficiency* The only logical alternative left is to 
check on numbers.
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Quite a largd araaber of Indian economists# eminent public leaders, 
Mghly placed administrators, and population expert* can be cited m  
authorities who have shown that India it overpopulated and it tuff ©ring 
from largo numbers* Sana of than Hava already been referred to and only 
a few aero will suffice* Sir Herbert Emerson, Governor of the Punjab, 
while opening the All India Board of Agriculture at Labors on December 
6# 1957* emphasised the necessity of intensifying agricultural research 
in view of the rapid cumulative growth of population. Stir. B. G. Khar* 
Prosier of Bombay in t o opening address at the All India Population 
and family TQrgieae Conference said* "There are very few countries where 
the question of population threatens to become a« acute as in India* 
nr. H. I. Hotter jaa In RftflA warning ̂  *Wr aandred Million* a?pre- 
heads for India a population deficiency of 12 per cent of the population 
during a year of normal harvests* P. K. Wattal calculates that during 
the period 1913-1^ to 1935-36. while population increased at the rate of 
one per cent per annum, crop production showed an average increase of 
0.65 per cent per annum. ̂  This suggests that agricultural production in 
India has not kept pace with the growth of population. During the pre­
war years, rise had an annual deficit of 25 million tons which previously 
were covered by rice imports from Burma* ̂
Apart from the loss of equilibrium between food and population, the 
total percentage of cultivated land to cultivable area in the most densely
^Ogran Chand, IaAlfr.'j teeming EjJJJAaftg, fi&. ail-, p. 267-
29aafcindTanath Chatterjle, Indian Economicg (Calcutta: H. Chat­
ter jie and Co. , 19^7) *■ p* 36*
3°lndla. 15 August 19^8 to 15 August 19̂ 9* Mimeographed Bulletin. 
Washington, B.'O.s Embassy of India, 19**9, ?• 20.
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populated parts of InAo^&aagetic valley has reached the phenomenal fig* 
ores of 75 to 75 P«* cent# 3* fhis discrepancy between the relative 
growth of population end the extent of arable land is likely to increase* 
so far as India is concerned. In spite of low standard of living, farther 
scope of agricultural development by means of extension of cultivation, in 
almost all the Oriental countries, including India, is extremely limited. 
She Importance of agricultural production as the most important factor for 
g*$po?tlng the population is shown by the following excerpt by Warren 8U 
Thompson*
It is obvious that there oennot be more people in 
any given area then agriculture of that area can sup­
port« plus those who can be supported by agricultural 
Imports, chiefly foods and fibers secured in the ex» 
change of products with other areas* for the world as 
a whole, agricultural production Is so clearly a limit­
ing factor in population growth under present conditions ** 
that it seams almost superfluous to call attention to it.*'
India is not highly industrialised and she has no surplus manufactured
products with which to buy her deficit food needs* She has to pay heavily
for these food imports in exchange for other essential commodities of agri~
cultural and mineral origin*
Arnold hup ton in his book Barov India summarises his chapter on
population in one sentence* RIhe people have engaged In a desperate*
hopeless, foolish, futile, ignorant and oareless struggle to Increase
their number at the rate of about 5 million a year or 250 million in
^Chatter Jce, ££• clt*, p. 37,
3%arren S, Thompson, Population Problems (Hew York! M-raw-Klll 
Book Company* 1935)* P* 53*
50 years, and nature outraged fey this absurd assault has struck them 
down and killed *,000,000 every year on the average*1®
In every country very large numbers of births are always regarded 
ae undesirable fey all* and birth control measures, therefore, need to be 
Intensified, in order to reduce genuinely all undesirable births* She 
Swedish Population Commission has shown and openly declared that "birth 
control is not merely necessary In special cases on account of heredi­
tary* medical, hygienic, economic or other reasons, but that it is norm­
ally to fee recommended in all non-sterile marriages - in order to space out 
the births and to limit the number of children, The same point is em­
phasised fey Harold Cox as an obedience to the simple law of arithmetic 
when he remarks that "It is an arithmetic necessity that rate of any 
population must be reduced as the volume of thdt population increases* ”35 
Haturally each and every country shall have to decide, sooner or later, 
between the low birth rate and high, death rate. The western nations have 
already decided that a high death rate is a sign of national degradation 
are continuously striving for fewer births with the lowest possible 
death rate* Modern and Hew India mast decide also and there is no time 
to fee lest in facing realities* There is no use in blindly obeying the 
animal instincts sanctioned by religious dô gaas and refusing to reduce 
the birth rate and resigning themselves to the cruel alternative of 
high death rate relentlessly imposed by arithmetic and nature.
33lmold Lupton, Haa:nr India (London! George Allen and Unwin Ltd, 
1922), p. 1*2.
3^<hmnar J*rdall, Emulation - * Problem £g£ Bemo.oe.acy- (Cambridge! 
Harvard tJnivernifcy Pr.*e, 1940), p. 191.
S^Harold Cox, The Problem af Population (Hew York! ffl.P. Putnam’, 
Sons, 1923). P- W3*
Standard of Living
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The average Indian is not well-educated or well-informed? he is 
an orthodox type of religious follower* la addition to the woeful lack 
of education, there is a religious philosophy which makes him a fatal** 
1st* H© hell eves in the doctrine of karma and transmigration of soul, 
according to which the deeds of the previous life determine the course 
and position in the present life. So he resigns himself to the will of 
God and finds himself helpless against the too strong hands of Fate* A® 
a result, the masses find themselves In a peculiar position and do not 
sake an earnest and concerted effort to improve their lot*
The old Hindu philosophy of frowning upon the material pleasure® 
and gratification of bodily desires still persists* To have the fewest 
wants is considered god-like. These conditions are not conducive to the 
maximum economic activity*
Status and custom also have a great influence on the action® and 
relations of individuals in India* A whole course of one’s life is; 
determined by the status of family In which one happens to have been 
born. Although this influence is weakening every day, it is still fairly 
strong* Free and open competition with equal opportunities for all would 
eliminate the privileged classes? at the present time the trends are 
definitely moving in this direction in India,
Health Is of paramount importance for any economic activity and 
upon it depends the working capacity and the efficiency of the workers - 
both agricultural end industrial*
Farming is carried on in the countryside - far flung from the 
modem towns and cities* The towns and cities have almost a monopoly
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on modern amenities, the burden of which falle mostly on the meaner 
resources of the rural people* In India, the countryside 1ms very few 
dispensaries, public health facilities, or other modern amenities*
These villages have been little touched by modem influences. The other 
reason for the present unsatisfactory health conditions is the prevail** 
lug tropical and subtropical conditions favorable to the breeding of 
disease carriers llho mosquitoes, fleeces of various kinds, rats, et 
cetera* fha situation becomes worse when the >f»ct is taken into con­
sideration that about 40 per cent of the population is definitely under- 
nourished with lew vitality and is easy prey for diseases.
The feed is poor in quality and quantity* The average consumption 
it 1500 to 2000 calories rather than the minimum of 3000 calories recom­
mended by experts. The food lacks not only caloric value but also pro­
teins and vitamins due to the low intake of vegetables, fruits, animal 
foods# and daisy products*
The per capita income in India is as low as 25 dollars in contrast 
to 589 dollars enjoyed by people of the United States^ The average gross 
income of an agriculturist was estimated to be 42 rupees, $12*60 dollars 
a y e a r  *37 l a  general, low per capita income, poor resources and low 
vitality is responsible for the unsatisfactory Viealth of the people in 
general, and the rural masses in particular.
^Twentieth Century fund, News Brief. Ho* 11 (New Yorks Twentieth 
Century Yund, 1950)*
^Report of Central Banking inquiry Committee, quoted by Chandra^ 
sekhar, g& £&&#, pp • 5>54.
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To show where India »tends In comparison with some of the advanced 
countries, tee brief reespituXation of birth and death rates and the life 
expectancy with the United States end the United Kingdom may he of some 
Interest* Table XXXIX above teat the birth rate* and the infantile* 
maternal, end general death rates are all very higjh, while life expec­
tancy la tee lowest at Qompared with the United Kingdom and the United 
States. Malnutrition and under-nutrition are mainly responsible for the 
high infant and maternal mortality rates and high incidence of morbidity 
in India. There seems to be a close relationship between the per capita 
income and the health of the people* The poor health as depleted in the 
high death rate and low expectancy of life Is the result of the interac­
tion of the above two factors* The improvement in one would reflect In 
the other with desirable results*
Table x n il. Birth and Death Bates and Longevity of Life in India, 





- .._____________________________________Infantile Maternal General
Mean expec­
tation of 
..U f a  f...
India 48.0 162 24.5 33.O 2?
United Kingdom 14*9 58 4,0 12-4 63
United States 17.0 54 8 5 11.2 62
Seureez Baorati and An jar la, sjjt,. * p« 36*
It has been previously noted that food production has not kept pace 
with the Increase of population. This has resulted in a lack of sufficient 
food for the peoples that which was available was of very poor <&uallty, 
consisting mostly of grains, and deficient in proteins end vitamins.
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®he results of an «* tensive atiady, conducted Tagr Six* John Megaw 
*111 the help of 600 doctor#, on the standard of Indian nourishment 
are found in Viable XXIV# Vhe inquiry shows a considerable variation 
in tb* standards of nourishasat in different parti of India* In the, 
category, **wy 'badly nourished,* Madras, Central Province# and Bengal, 
followed ty Exited Province* and Punjab, seem to be in the worst eojtdi** 
tion. ffeste, far the aeet part# are the "swarming areas" with rapidly 
increasing papulation and heavy pressure on fertile Indo^Cangetic. plain 
and the delta areas*
fable XXXV# Standards of Nourishment in India
1 say. aeresUverage * ____ ............... .
Province JPopula- seultiva* {number t Well Badly Very
2 tioa 2 ted per : per 2 nour- nour* badly
2 i family s family : ished ished nour#-
 __     - _ J_______ *,. ..1_______   JL-._______   ̂ JLML
Asa## 22,522 6.9 5*8 53 38 9U M  P m l i M a 52.055 9.6 5 A ko 39 21Oastval Prorinees 83,351 16.5 5*0 50 18 32
278,377 6*3 5*0 36 18 m
ta*il 93.921 5*0 5*5 22 b? 31
Bite. 35.7 W 5*7 5*8 k2 **0 18
ftajab 108,813 17-3 6.2 **2 38 20
Boria, 68.700 13.8 5*2 **5 11
Arerag. for whole
of fail# * B A 5 A 39 k l 20
Source: Sir John Megav, "in Enquiry into Certain Publle Health Aspects
of Village Life in India," Jfca AfljaUft, h s tim * April, 193̂ , 
Londons Sast and best Ltd., 193^* P* 10*
In India, a* a whole, 39 per cent of the people were adeq.uately 
nourished, **1 per cent poorly fed, and 20 per cent were very badly nour­
ished. Sixty«*flve per cent of the persons bom die before attaining the 
age of thirty, of whioh ̂ 5 per cent disappear before the tenth year.
This 1ft a colossal, lose of human Ilf® and therefore highly
deplorable*
The importance of public health It one of the main factors affect- 
tag rural prosperity and welfare. The losses in terms of valuable human 
lives, and in terms of rupees and annas are enormous* A resolution Of 
the All-India Conference of Medical Research Workers passed in 1924 shows 
the ma&iltnde of this complicated problem, m e  Resolution runs as follows:
The conference believes that the average number of 
deaths resulting every year from proven title disease Is
about five to six millions, that the average number of
days lost to labor by each person in India, from prevent- 
Ihle disease, is not less then a fortnight to three weeks 
in eaeh year* that the percentage loss of efficiency of 
the average person in India from preventlbl© malnutrition
and disease is not less than twenty per cent and that the
percentage of infants born in India who reach a wage earn­
ing age is about 50, whereas it is quite possible to raise 
this percentage to 80 or 90*3®
The Conference believed that these were conservative estimates rather than 
exaggeration and further estimate that the wastage of life end efficiency 
resulting from proventible disease eosts India several hundred of croreg* 
of rupees, apart from the human suffering which affects millions of per­
sons. The Conference further recognised that it was possible to prevent
a great proportion of this loss at a cost which will be small in compari­
son with expenditure* The problem is really a complicated one, and in­
volves not only medical research, but also problems in public health, 
medical relief, end medical education*
3sRoyal Commission on Agriculture in India, Report, p* î8l* 
♦One orore Is equal to 10 million*
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The number of landless laborers is another good index of the 
growing pressure of population* ®he increasing pressure of population 
and the growing indebtedness* In combination. with other socio-economic 
factors, are responsible for the inorease of landless laborers in the 
rural areas* %  and large* this class is comprised of the former land 
owners, who had to part with their land in favor of the money-lending 
elass for the increased burden of indebtedness* They could neither rent 
a suitable plot of land to carry on farming nor did they have sufficient 
capital or equipment to carry on their traditional occupation because of 
the been competition among those bidding for land* Their number Increased 
by a little less than double in the course of four decades - 18*7 million 
in 1891 to 33 million in 1931* Between 1911 and 1931 the number of labor* 
ers per thousand cultivators rose from 35^ to During the past
seventeen years period, from I93I to 19^8 * the number of persons follow** 
lag agricultural labor as their principal occupation and their dependents 
or persons following agricultural labor as a subsidiary occupation Is es­
timated to hnve increased from 28 million to about 3^ million, while the 
cropped area has remained almost the same***0 This Increase in the numbers 
of agricultural proletariat is viewed by some public leaders as a grave 
danger to the economic stability of the rural areas*
This is brought about and accentuated not only by the pressure of 
population, but also by the decay of industries * mostly village and small
39gaavati and Anjaria, £&• cl *, p. 31*
i*°Dtma, Head P. Jr., Patton In Pakistan and. Indian Union (Memphis, 
Term*: National Cotton Council, 19*>9)t p. 81*
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Industries, Am no regular industrial census data for the country as a 
whole are available, It Is very difficult to adduce absolutely* authentic 
facta, tut local sad regional inquiries in various parts of the country 
support the conclusion that the impression is well-founded.
Those laborers work at very low wages and remain unemployed for 
the most pert of Hie year due to the seasonal nature of Indian agricul­
ture and the lack of alternative avenues of employment In the rural 
areas, They receive living wages only at the time of harvesting and sow­
ing seasons» while at other times, their remuneration Is surprisingly low 
end they have to live at lew levels as "they get only two-thirds of the 
income necessary for subsistence even on a low s t a n d a r d . Sometimes 
these laborers are heavily in debt and work as serf-l&borera on the lands 
ef their creditors getting subsistence food and scant clothing only. They 
have very little* if any, Chance of repaying the principal and besoming 
free asm.
Present State of Education and 
Rural School System
The progress of literacy in India has been very slow as is evident 
la Table XXV. This progress is viewed as slow because there has been only 
an increase In literacy of 0.63 per cent to 7*3 per cent in population 
over a period of 60 years. There has been a steady increase In percentage 
of literacy end. during the last decade the increase from 6.9 to 12.0 was 
remarkable. This 12 per cent figure conceals the proportion between male 
and female literacy. The literacy in the cos© of men is 19*5 per cent,
^Thirumalae, quoted by Hanvati and Anjaria pit*. pp. 31-32.
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efcile it id only 5*2 pay eeat for women. The overall increase baa bean 
70 per cent, the maid increase being 60 per cent and female 130 per cent; 
undivided Punjab leads the country with Ibo per cenb*^









Percentage Per cent 
of literacy increase
1681 195 6*6 3*5 S*
1091 213 9** 9*8 *.6 1.11901 221 3-7 11.7 5.3 0.71911 232 5*0 12.6 0*1
19a 23* 0.8 lb. 8 6.3 0,91931 257 10.0 17.9 6*9 0*6
19*1 ?96 _ 15.1, 12*0 1/
f*3 ** •a .
Soeree$ S. 7. Krlshaaagwajgy. ffaral Problems ip Madras (Madras: Govern­
ment Printing Press, 19W)* P O ® 7
♦Tor British India eseluding Burma.
i/a. total literacy figures are not available, but it is eta ted in the 
©ensue of 19*0. that 12 per cent of the population is literate* and 
there has been an increase of 70 per cent over 1931 census figures.
In the rural areas, especially in villages where no regular pri* 
mary schools are located, there is some arrangement for imparting some 
kind of education to boys and girls to enable them to read the religious 
scriptures of their re spec tire religions, The teaching is done by the 
priests» id addition'to their religious duties* add they are generally 
paid in kind or cash by the parents of the children receiving the reli­
gious instructions. The instructions do not generally tetee more than one 
or two years, depending upon the desire of the narente concerned, this
^Indian Pakistan Yearbook. I9bB. o&. clt., p. 26,
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kind of education was important in the [met, but the system is now giving 
way to modern education ihrou^i the regular school system.
The rural school system primarily consists of the primary and the 
middle schools. The middle schools are located in important villages 
and most of the high schools are in towns and cities. As shown in Table 
X30T1 the number of primary schools in British India during the year 1939* 
ho was 189*751* that of students attending these schools was 12,^03,37^ 
composed of 9»37*K7**0 males and 3,028,53^ females# In rural areas the 
number of primary schools was 1?2,127 with an enrollment of 9***86r124, 
of which 8,500,912 were males and only 967,212 or 10 per cent were 
females***3 This comes to one primary school for every 3*8 villages.
This number is too small to educate the large number of boys and girls 
of school age# In the absence of transportation arrangements, the younger 
children canot walk three or four miles during extremely hot or cold 
weather or during the monsoon season. It Is also unsafe for the children 
to walk alone along railroads, highways and canal banks. The natural re­
sult of this unsatisfactory arrangements is that the attendance is very 
irregular end instruction work surfers considerably. In the absence of 
figures for the number of Children of primary school age It is difficult 
to Interpret the eltuati it as to the extent that these schools arfe ful­
filling the need of the country for education, but talcing into considera­
tion the population of the country, it may be safely concluded that the
Ĉhandrasekhar, £a# alt#, p. Vk




tPers— legs Bomber of students * Proportion* 
Jof rural t tvaral and urban) t of girl t.
Number of rural :Perceatage 
 Sftftffrta * of ruralTotal s Urban : Sural * school tot Total: Boys * Girls*students :Total t Boys * Girls*girl students
(Omandi) (thovacds)
Primary 189.751 17.624 172,127 90.7 12,403 9,375 3,028 2k.b 9,466 8.501 967 10*1
MtidlW 10.503 2.372 8.131 77.4 1,403 1,208 195 13-9 996 968 a 2*8
High*!/ 3.711 2,222 1.409 40.1 1,256 1,126 129 10.3 376 372 4 1.0
Source: Compiled from discussion, Chandrasekhar, on. clt., pp.
Xf Middle schools generally are extensions of the primary schools and have both middle and primary classes* 
(First grade to eighth standard)*
2J Sigh schools are extensions of middle sehool and generally hare classes from fifth to tenth standard* Seme 
high schools may even hare primary classes attached to them.
number of children (12,5 million) attending the primary schools seems 
to ha very small. Shis is not all, according to the official estimates, 
75 per cant of the children are withdrawn from the primary schools after 
a year or so, mainly due to poverty and In order to help parents on the 
farm and because the education is neither free nor compulsory*
There were 10,503 middle schools in 1939-^0 attended hy 1,^03,313 
students, of which 1,208*305 were males and 195,228, or about l*t per cent, 
were females. In rural areas there were only 8,131 middle schools with 
995*7^1 students out of which 27,775 0T 2*8 per cent, were females. It 
aeaas only one out of nine primary students attended the middle school.
The total number of high schools in the provinces was 3*711 out of which 
l,i*89, or bo per cent only, were in the countryside.
The weak link in the education, besides its inadequacy, is the 
lack of Interest for education among the females in the country as a 
whole, but more so in t  .e rural area* In the latter ease only 10 per cent
of the girls out of the total enrollment receive education at the primary
stage, about three per cent at the middle standard, and only 1 per cent 
at the high school level. This is highly unsatisfactory. The present 
12 per cent of literacy is too low for making the people feel their res­
ponsibility as a free nation, and contributing a maximum towards the ad­
vancement of the country. It needs to be increased on a ;iass scale all 
over the country.
Education is the light which s ows the way to progress and prosper­
ity by leading people from darkness. ’’Man Is a beast without education,11
^Education in India. 1928-20 (Delhi# Manager of Public tions, 131),
p. 28.
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says an Indian proverb* stressing the importance of education. Ignorance
and superstitions p r m i l * and no material progress in any sphere of life
is possible la an atmosphere of ignorance. In a democratic society we
cannot accept a way of things whereby the poor, ignorant and inexperienced
maintain the stock of our population. ©tie aoyal Commission on Agriculture
Stressing the Importance of education and the need for it* wrote* "tfe &e»»
sire to emphasise our considered opinion that illiteracy presents the most
fereidahle single obstacle to rural development in the widest sense.
Illiteracy and ignorance act as a leaven to start the vicious circle of
three d*s - debt, disease, and death.
About one-third of the world*s illiterates according to Chandra*
LAsekh&r, are inhabitants of India, which is a dark spot in the history 
of two hundred years of alien rule of the British in India.
Commission on Agriculture in India, Report, p. 559* 
^Chandrasekhar, cit., p. 41.
C K A P M  V
f m t emromoNs, AtmictmTOHAL m tm m tttm as®
KARJOSTIlia IS HDIA
Seven out of ten people, or 7® per cent, of the population in
India are directly dependent on agriculture* If the villager* indirectly
connected vith agriculture were included, the dependence figure would he
90 per cent.^ At present, in the United States the farm people number
less than a quarter of the total. Agriculture provides much of the raw
sate rial for India1 s main manufacturing industries and SO per cent of
her experts. India has been able to pay for her imports chiefly by ex-
2porting commodities produced by its peasantry, The national income in
India is eetia&ted to he eospesed as followed
Agriculture........,5** per cent
Industry• * * • • • * 2 3  per cent 
Other activities....#21 per cent
In the Ohlted States, agriculture forms about 10.5 per cent of the
national Income.**
In general, the power of the people to buy domestic and foreign
goods depends upon the prosperity of agriculture. Both public finance
ijatalftl E. Patel, Indian Aggionitural aeonoialcs (Bombays Tara- 
porevala and Sons, 1937J. P* 8.
^Itld.. p. 9.
^Read P. Dann, Jr., Patton In Paid, a tan and Indian Union (Mwtphls; 
Tennessee: national Cotton Council, 19^9), p* 87*
**United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics. fara Income (Washington. D. C.: United States Department of 
Agriculture, January, 1950), p. 9*
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and private finance are vitally affected by the agricultural conditions. 
Revenue from land is the major source of income to the provincial ©xch©- 
q**©r. Th© yields of other sources of Central and Provincial revenues, 
such as excise and stamp duties, court fees and local taxes, also depend 
indirectly to some extent on agricultural -production. The federal reve­
nues are affected “by a decrease in railway receipts, custom duties, and 
in various other ways directly and indirectly.
Agricultural Regions of India
Vhitbeck and Pinch have listed six agricultural divisions grouped 
on broad lines.^ (See map on page 113).
(1) Himalaya mountain front* This is mostly a forested region In 
which areas of cultivated lands and pastures are interspersed among the 
forested slopes. The tiny fields terraced along the contours grow some 
corn, wheat, and other products for local consumption only.
(2) The northwestern region* Tide region is comprised of the pro­
vinces of Pun job, Sindh and Rorth West frontier in Pakistan, and part® of 
^ajputaaa. The rainfall is normally from 5 to 10 inches, and the climate 
generally it hot in sruaner and cold in winter. Artificial irrigation by 
canals ard wells is the rule and wheat, cotton, sugarcane, and millets 
are the major crops.
(3) The Tanges Delta and flood plains of Brahatmmtra: This is & 
“broad expanse of very fertile land of about 3»0TQ square miles, with a 
very dense population of 1,200 to 1,500 persons per square mile. It i® 
a mixed farming area, although ric© is the most important crop. Other 
important crops are sugarcane and corn in Tangos flood plain and jut© in
5r. H. Uhitbecfc and V. 0. Jinch, Bconomlc PoogEaphy (Hew Yorks 
KcOraw-Hlll Rook Company, Inc., 19^1), \rp* 5^3-^.
U3
V  . THE DRY k N O R T  H W E S T
sTHE\X\> \ \ \ \\NX E C C A N W
Qt P H Y S I C A L  R E G I O N S  J \
miles
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the 6el la area* On the high lands of the Brahamputra valley in Assam 
Province are very extensive tea plantations* Wheat and barley are $pom  
in the drier climate of the northwestern part of this region*
(4) The Deccan plateau! The region has an uneven topography and 
drier climate, with some irrigation from veils and tanks. The black 
cotton sells are situated In this plateau* Here millets and wheat are 
the food staples and ootton is the principal cash crop*
(5) ®he rainy treat coastt Coconuts grow abundantly on sandy coas­
tal strips, and rice is the main crop on alluvial soils. The ftumicl ell**’ 
■ate and the temperature conditions are very suitable for the production 
of spioes and bananas*
(6) The eastern ooastal region: Rice is the dominant crop on all 
alluvial lands in the deltas of the several streams flowing from the up­
lands . Topographical conditions are favorable for the construction of 
"teaks11 or reservoirs to impound water during the rainy season* These 
tanks can be used to supplement irrigation of rloe and other crops when 
there are no rains.
The flowers, fruits and vegetables of the temperate regions of the 
world flourish in winter on the plains of northern India. In spring and 
summer many tropical products appear in abundance, both in the northern 
as well as the southern parts* India can grow successfully any truck, 
vegetable or field crop, including forest trees and other plants of eco­
nomic importance found in any part of the world* Therefore, India offers 
a great advantage for introducing new exotic varieties and types from all 
parts of the world*
Si*e of I m
1X5
In general, farms in the western sense do not exist In India. A 
farmer's bolding consists of the open* unfenced and scattered non-oontl- 
^aons plots corresponding very closely to the former strip system of 
England and other European countries, before the enclosure movement* 
Apart from the tenure system, which will be discussed later, another 
important factor affecting the character and return from farming Is the 
else of bolding or what may he called the "size of cultivation*" The 
masher of cultivated acres p r cultivator was computed in the census of 
1921 to vary from 2*5 acres in United Provinces to 3 acres in Bengal, 5 
acres im Madras, 6*5 acres in Central Provinces, 9 acres In Punjab and 
12 acres in Bombay. ̂  The average sise holding in wV*at till recently 
was known as British India has been estimated at 5*5 acres; 75 per cent 
of these being below 4 acres.^ A detailed enquiry conducted in 2,400 
villages of the Punjab, as shown in Table XX7II, reveals that 18 per 
cent ef the holdings were under one acre, 25.5 par cent between 1 and 3 
acres; 15 per cent between 3 and 5 acres; and only 3*3 cent over 50 
acres* For the province as a whole the average size of holdings is 8 
acres, but if holdings over 25 acres are omitted, the size is reduced to 
4*6 acres*
A later enquiry conducted by the Punjab Board of M  morale Inquiry 
after 15 years (in 1940) shoved that the size of the holdings of small
6gir T. Vilayaraghavacb&rya, lanft I ts Problems (Bombay 1
Oxford University Press, 1943), p. 25*
^Indian Studies (Delhit United Publications, 1946), p* 69*
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Table XK7II. Number of Owners1 Holdings According to Area of Cultivated 
Land Owned, 1923, Punjab
n il m i— fci.1 . m m     . . I  n m n ij . » M » » y i i i w n . n i .11, 11 ■     ■    I. . .  I.  ■  i i . a w . l m * * ............ w i» ii«MmnniuM








Under one acre 625,400 17.9 31.300 1.0
1 * 3  acres 908,**00 25.5 126,800 4,4
3 - 5  acres 520,000 14.9 1,935.000 6*6
5 -10 acres 630,000 18.0 **,400,000 15.1
10-16 acres 288,300 8 .2 3,353.000 11.5
15-20 acres 150,100 **.3 2,444,000 8*4
20-25 acres 94.000 2.7 1,967,000 6.8
25-50 acres 168,700 **.8 5,887,000 20.4
Over 50 acres 120,900 3 0 7,452,000 25.7
m— n—w— ——— ■ III Jim 11—M— — — «mmiiM«Mi.nwi<miiw».ai âimwmiiwhwhSource: Sir V. Roberta and S. B. S. Kartar Singh. 4 Text Book of
Publici Agriculture, p. 512.
holders had further decreased. The increase occurred mainly in large
Qfarms of ever 5$ acres*
•Cable XXVIII gives the number of acres per farm operator and the 
average size of holdings In various provinces. This shows the position 
of the permanent land holders, on the whole, but does not show the rela­
tive position of the small holders as to their size of holdings. leaving 
aside Bombay, Central Provinces, and Punjab, in other provinces the
®Sir Villi am Roberts and S. B. S. Kartar Singh, 4 Text. Boofe of 
Punjab fgflcnltiara. (Lahore: Civil and Military Gfeszette Press* 194?)»
pp. 512-51^*
Table XXVIII. Number of Acre# per Cultivator and Siae of Holdings in 
Various Provinces of India* I93I
Province Pumber of cultivated acre# per cultivator
Average else of 
holding# in acre#
Bombay 16.8 11.7




Assam 3> •'bout 2
Chi ted Provinces 3*3 6.0
Bihar 2.9 Between b and 5
Orissa 2.9 N I It R
Sindh - 38*7
Source: Iteai Lai B. N&nvati and J. J. Anjarla.The tndian R̂ ral
Problem. p. 152.
holdings are too small to give the farmer, Ms family, and works took 
entrap work in order to keep them busy throughout the year.
The comparative position of India in respect to the else of hold­
ings with some of the other countries Is shown in Table XXIX. The average 
else of holding in India of 5*5 acres is by far the smallest in comparison 
vlt3i countries such as Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Rumania, and the Netherlands, 
which have holdings about three times larger than those of India. The 
situation is further worsened by the small acreage going scattered about 
in narrow strips all over the cultivated area of the village. The small 
holdings are an indication of the extreme pressure of oopulatinn on land.
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There is too much dependence or agriculfeure due to the absence of alter­
native opportunities and the reluctance on the part of ear tain elaeeee 
of people to leave their ancestral occupation.
Table m  Average Slse In Acres of Holdings in Different Countries
Aii 1^. ™ Oountrv SI* a of ho1.dln.iir
United States ♦ 140 acres Denmark 38,5 acres
Panada Over 100 acres Germany 24.1 acres
Great Britain 64.1 acres Czechoslovakia 20.1 acres
fraoae 28.8 acres Italy 15*4 acres
Bulgaria I3.3 acres Rumania 14,1 acres
Yugoslavia 13*0 acres Motherlands 14,3 acres
India About 3.0 acres
Soares: Sir V. Roberts and 8. B. S. Kartar Singh* g&* elt., r. 5i3-
♦According to the 1945 Census, the average size of farm in the United 
States is 194.8 acres.
Methods of Cultivation
On the prevailing amaV farm units, little capital and equipment Is 
found* Most farms are too small for the use of large machines. Tractors, 
modern equipment and machinery are confined to plantations and large 
government farms* The main production factor Is cheap and plentiful - 
labor. There aresocio-eeonomle factors which stand in the way of employ­
ing intensive methods for increasing production per acre. In India, 
neither human labor nor animal power is used to Its full capacity.
Hand labor is still used for a number of operations both In inten­
sive and extensive type of farming. More hand labor Is employed In inten­
sive type of farming* such as fruit, truck and vegetable farming, than in
extensive farming practiced in raising grain and other commercial crops. 
There are various types of small hand tools used for preparing the seed 
feed, sowing and transplanting, weeding and harvesting, and finally for 
threshing and winnowing. The snail hand tools oost very little, because 
they are manufactured locally*
The indigenous wooden and metallic tools and implements workable 
by hand and animal power have been improved by the Agricultural Depart­
ments* Some improvements have been made in plows and these are being 
increasingly used. Some of the equipment, especially light hoes and 
harrows, is Imported from abroad; but heavy equipment and machinery 
workable with a team of bullocks or engine power is not to the liking 
of the average Indian cultivator and probably would not be accepted in 
the near future*
The main sources of power are the human and animal labor. The 
* most com only used for power is the bullock. In areas of high 
rainfall and for the cultivation of rice, sometime water buffaloes are 
also used* The mule and donkey, though not commonly used, may be em­
ployed in hilly and rugged terrain lands and in those of unlevel topo- 
grapfcy. Horses are not used for drawing implements* The construction 
of the implements is such that they are not suitable to be drawn by 
horses or even mules* Steam, electricity and tractors as sources of 
power on the farms are of no significant importance. Their use oh big 
farms is spreading, but as long as agriculture in India remains a small 
seals subsistence business, their extensive use is not anticipated.
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Xnperteat Crops of India
As Shaun in Table XXX, Bo per oent of about 2k0 million acres 
of dropped land is put under food crops! the staples being rice* millets, 
ant wheat, which occupy more than one-half (57 per cent) of the total 
cropped land, The next In importance are oil seeds* The cash crops, 
principally cotton, Jute, and tea, occupy only about 5 per oent of the 
total cultivated area. Cotton is the most important of these and occu­
pies little sore than h per cent* Cotton, which was a very important 
crop in the pro-partitioned India, has lost its importance* since the 
important regions for growing American cottons are now In Pakistan* 
However, efforts are being made to increase the area in cotton and to 
increase its yield by better methods of production*
Among the food and other crops, rice as a single crop has the 
largest acreage (59 59 million acres). It occupies about 25 per cent 
of the cultivated area and is the staple food for all the low-lying well, 
watered tropical areas In Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, and Madras. Wheat is 
the staple food crop in a great nart of Horthem India and occupies the 
third position with little more than 10 million acres. Millets are the 
staple food in dry areas and are of next irrmortanee to rice* being less 
by one oer cent only then the rice acreage.
Average Held of Inner tant Crops Compared
Although agriculture is the backbone of the Indian economic system, 
and the economic prosperity of India is Inextricably bound up with the 
prosperity of Indian agriculture, this important Industry is also the most 
backward Industry. Bln India, 11 says Dr. Clous ton, one time Agricultural
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Table XXX. Areae with Production ef I*$ertant Crept In India, 194?~4Q








sic# 59.590 18,760 24.6Millets 55,291 8,225 23.8Oilseeds 21,405 4,600 8,9
Wheat 20,20? 5.346 8.4Cotton io. m 2,116* 4.4Noise (eon) 7,755 2,111 3.2
Baxley 7,000 2,488 2.9Sugarcane 3,784 5.269 1.6#Kt6 646 1,654 0.3
Others (tea, coffee,
cereals and fallow) 54,013 ♦ 22.5
Total 2*K>,3$0' ’ m 100.0
Source: Beonomie Survey for Asia and Far Bast, United Nations, 1948$ and
Information Office, Embassy of India, Washington, D. 0# 
♦Bales of 400 pounds each.
Adviser to the Government of India, "We hare our depressed classes; we hare 
too oar depressed industries end agriculture is one of them. Th© degree 
of depression is testified hoth by the extreme poverty of ryot and very lev 
yields from the soil.
The yields obtained in India are the lowest among all the countries 
in respect to all the important crops for which the international compari­
sons are available* Even the eastern countries like China and Japan have 
yields than India* The average yield of rice is less than half of 
the United States, less than one-fifth of Spain, and about one~fifth of
9b, y. Karyaaewaogr and p. 8. Bar»lohan, gaottorAeg s£. Indian 
Afviareitare# (Madras* doehhouse and Sons, Ltd*, 1944), p* 17*
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Vheat yields are also aaoh leas tfcrn that of %ypt» Italy, snd 
Japan; and similarly, cotton yields are alec the lowest* (fable JOCH)*













India 939 779 15-29 0,32 803 987
Egypt 2,976 1,913 19-31 1.33 1,891 m-
United State* 2,181 816 19-26 0.70 1,579 882
Ita ly 9,599 1.383 - w* 2,079 1,169
Bulgaria 1,792 1.207 - m - m
Spain 5.592 676 «» m «*» -
J a m 1.366 m ho - m *•
O lM 2,933 9B9 m 1.90 1,289 1,288
Japan 3,937 1,706 19-15 0.50 1.392 1.665
Source! (1) Hatlonal Committee of India lepdrt. p. J*8.
(2) Statistical Xaar&sfc si I s s m  a£ £&&£&&• £ 2 3 3 ^  
fables 19-^7*
fable XXXII shows the comparison of yields of important crops within 
India* Some warlatlnn in yield is bound to occur from region to region on 
account of the soil and. climatic differences, but the very wide differences 
in the yields in the different regions for the same crop indicate that they 
are not only due to the soil end climatic differences, but also to the 
standards of cultivation or the efficiency of production. Bengal, one of 
the nost important rice producing regions, produces 652 pounds of rice in 
caagagison with 1,6?2 pounds in Coorg and 1*0?^ pounds per acre in Madras.
12$
Table XCai* Average Yields la Different Provinces of India




Biter 519 828 2,280 80
Bombay 912 385 5,782 80
6.P. end Barer A19 327 3.39^ 101
doerg 1,622 m * ee
Madras i,0?h m 67.6 88
Orissa 605 728 ^.352 50
Punjab 709 757 1.918 182
Average for 
Br. Indie m 635 2,767 113
Iranti Basvati and Aajaria, gB* ait-, p. 'a.
M a r »  an important cotton producing area, producer 80 pounds of cotton 
per acre a# compared vith 182 pounds per acre for Punjab, and an average 
ef 113 pounds for British India. The same situation may be observed in 
case 6£ wheat and sugar cane as well. It is very probable that the yield 
et crepe where the soil and climatic conditions are favorable can be con* 
si derail/ increased by adopting the improved methods of cultivation. 
Pimjah Is a very good illustration ef this . As the average farmer In 
Punjab is mere progressive than in other parts of India, the yield of 
almost all crops except sugarcane la hi#ier than the aver a/e for the 
country. The sugarcane outturn is not hl$i because the climatic condi­
tion a are not so favorable and the rainfall is low. Tims a good deal 
can be accomplished by educating the farmers to follow recommended prac­
tices.
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Reasons for law Crop Yields
The data on erop yields indicate that there is mush room for im­
provement in Indian agriculture. The causes of the lew yield of crops 
are aeay. She mala reasons wlqr production from land is low are# (1) 
deterioration of soil, (2) small units of cultivation of non-contlguous 
fragments, (3) uncertain and unequal distribution of rainfall and inade­
quate Irrigation facilities, (4) unsatisfactory system of cropping* (5) 
lade ef initiative and enterprise among farmers, and (6) losses through 
insectpests and disease.
(1) Deterioration ef sell
Share is difference of opinion as to whether or not India’s soil 
is being depleted with the passage of time. Seme authorities are of the 
opinion that the evidence of sell exhaustion is irrefutable. They strongly 
feel that as the Indian peasant le taking erop after erop from the same soil 
without ever seriously bothering about the maintenance of fertility by sys­
tematic fertilisation, the soil is being progressively depleted. In addi­
tion to this theoretical approach, this school of thought is of the opinion
that the increased production obtained by the generous application of ferti­
leUsers is also another indication of the same fact.
On the contrary, there are experts who believe that the Indian soils 
ere not pro^essively declining in fertility and the yields have reached a 
limit where they are constant. Dr* Bums, representing this school of
IGfta&halonal Kukerjee, The Rural Rconomy of India (London: Longmans,
Green and Company, Ltd., 1926), p. 120.
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though, Is of the opinion that "Indian soils are at a stags In which,
£h support of his eontention he bases M s  conclusions m  the results of 
over 5»O00 manorial experiments conducted all over the country. Judging 
from the variability of no-manure plots, he arrives at the conclusion 
that *in nest parte of India soil fertility is stabilised at a compara* 
lively low level.*18
She loyal Commission on Agriculture in India arrived at the same 
general conclusion on the basis of evidence produced before them, and 
the ooasdssloners expressed their opinion that "a balance has been 
reached and established and no further deteriorations are likely to take
plate under the existing conditions of cultivation* *̂ 3
In tlie face of contradictory opinions by competent authorities, It 
is very difficult to state a positive conclusion.on this issue. However, 
the majority opinion seems to agree that lack of artificial fertilisers, 
burning of eev&uag as fuel, removal of the wholesale crop from the fields,
without even returning the stubbles or stalks, and almost complete absence
ef burying under ef leguminous and other green crops, have been responsible 
for the valuable loss of soil properties at a rate greater than the replace* 
meat either by nature, or the eonservati a practices through cultivation*
Utf. Burns, Technological Possibilities g£ fiffigrirfMMft
(Uboret Superintendent, Government Printing, Punjab, 1<)M)«
on the whole, there &• neither increased nor diminished production.11
12n»ia.. p. ia.
UBnral Cwawleelon of Agriculture Report, p. 76.
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Sn u  decre*tee in yields «ve» a number of years, in ths ease of some lift* 
portant ©rope as no tided In fable XXXIII, l» proof of the lev productive 
power of the Indian soils*
fable XXXIII. Decrease In Yields of Important Crops in Some Province* 
ef India. 1931*32 to 19*K)*4l
— * I'   * J j a a w M WPeriod JBengal*Bihari<totri&sBo®-!Ben.*!GentraI* Boa** itJhite&i Delhi 
$ : iPro* they Jgtil 5Pro* s bay *Bro* 3





is 443 5,906 3.275 1,880
1938-37 to1990-41 837 676 590 394 s?? 430 5,387 2,739 1.522
Bm m m m 59 62 76 34 9? 13 319 536 356
Sources Betimates of Areas and Yields of Principal Crops in India. 
19*0*41. fable 2.
(2) Snail mdte of cultivation ef nun-contiguous fragments
The gjeda lav entitles all the male heirs to share the ancestral 
preperV equally, while in the ease of the Moslems, the daughters also 
receive an equal share of the ancestral property with their brothers*
VMle suih-division and the resultant small holdings are the results of 
the Hindu, and Moslem laws of inheritance, fragmentation, or the parcel 1* 
cation of the holding Into numerous small non-contiguous plots is the 
result sf the manner in which these laws are carried into effect* As an 
illustration, if a father having thre* sons dies with a holding of thres 
acres in three Isolated fields of one acre each, the heirs would, not he 
willing to receive eas of each of the fields, but one*third of each field 
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it it i» fragments too tiny to bo cultivated and one per cent is lost 
to cultivation in boundaries to demarcate individual holdings.1^
Uhder theciroumotances, with the progressive reduction of hold* 
inge» the far® business becomes smaller and the proportion of fixed 
costs to total soots of cultivation increases* Some of the fixed costs 
of the cultivator, such as family maintenance, bullock power, and equip­
ment, do not doorcase proportionately as M s  holdings get smaller* liven 
the variable eoets, such at transportation of barnyard manure and crops» 
and other costs of cultivation tend to go higher, when the cultivator 
operates a snail unit* Due to the increasing pressure of population and 
lack of alternative sources of employment, the process of further subdivi­
sion is continuing to operate
(3) Uncertain and unequal distribution of rainfall and inadequate irri­
gation facilities •
It has been exolai led in the first chapter that in most parts of 
India the rainfall is not only Insufficient in quantity but Is very un­
evenly distributed* Although the average rainfall over the whole of the 
country remains fairly constant from year to year, there are great local 
variations in rainfall in particular localities amounting to a half or 
even a quarter of the normal. It is a matter of common observation that 
in most parts of the country one in five years will be a year of serious 
deficiency and one year in ten of such serious Intensity that it may 
threaten a major famine. TO Insure successful raising of crops irrigation 
is, therefore, vital, especially in regi ns of uncertain rainfall. The
^^anvati and An J aria, op. cit., p* 377*
great irrigation works of the country provide fairly good protection to 
the areas which they serve* A few of the irrigation works were built 
in ancient times. $fee Orand Anieut in South India is the oldest, dating 
from the Cbola Kings of Tanjore. The M s  tern and the Western 3mm 
Canals were dug by the Ke^iwl rulers and most of the inundation canals 
on Indus and its tributaries were constructed by old Sikh and Moslem 
rulers* The Irrigation system installed by the British Is mostly ree~ 
peasible for the agricultural prosperity of the Punjab,
fable XX3CIY shows the extent to which irrigation has been, developed 
and crops Irrigated in India. Sugarcane is the largest single irrigated 
crop (57-83 per cent) followed by barley (J*l per cent) and wheat (**0 per 
cent). Only 23 per cent of the gross area and 22 per cent of the net 
cultivated area is irrigated, which means that more than three~fourths 
of the cropped area Is still uairrlgated and is subject to the vagaries 
of nature.
If the extent of irrigation be taken as an index of food security, 
the people of India are not well protected. Although the area under
irrigation has been on the increase from 290,000 acres in 1880 to AAO,OGG
acres In 1903 In British India to which another 100,000 was later added, 
"the irrigated area per capita has been more or less constant.
Crop yields all over the country have responded very well to 
artificial irrigation. Table XXXV shove the increase in yield of paddy*
and wheat in various provinces Of India. In the case of wheat in Bombay
l^Baljit Singh, clt>. p. 53*
* Paddy Is unhusked rice in its natural form without any treat­
ment after threshing.
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Peroeatag* of the 
irrigated are* to
ltt.ce 21,12?
---Kntawad « m » .
56.021 77,1.8 27.39Wheat 12,826 20,317 3.,1.3 W .50
Barley 2.931 .,203 7,13^ .1*09Jovar 1,63^ 33,000 3.,63. ..72
Bajra 1.109 17.625 18,73. 5.92
Kaise 1.679 6,2.0 7,919 21.21
Other cereals 
and pulses 8.236 6.578 3.,81. 23.66
Sugarcane 2,.33 1,73. .,207 57-83
Other food crops ..0 06 5..57 9 M S .2.35
Cotton 5..19 17 .M 6 22,865 23.70
Oth^|M»-focd
crepe 6,69. .1,31(6 .0 ,0.0 12.97
Crops (without 
details) 2. .55 1(79 5.02
Total 69,120 230,1(62 299,582 23.07
Sources Ifrb*rmâ  Planning Committee Report. p. $k.
fable XXXV. Increase Per Acre In Yields of Faddy and Wheat in Different
Province* of British India, Irrigated and TJnirrigated Ccnditions
Increase due to
Province tihirriaated Irr.i/sated.r
Paddy Wheat Paddy Wheat Paddy Wheat
Madras 1136
J ,e m b a lm  M m ,»+* 
169^ m 556 m
Central Provinces 
and Berar 900 1200 300 m
Chi ted Provinces 850 800 1100 1200 350 W o
Punjab 587 572 1269 967 682 395
Bombay - 510 1250 - 7 W
Sindh - 73^ 937 *» 203
Source: Baljit Singh, Poiml&tlon SB& Isfift gAflMAM la India, p. 5..
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Presidency the yield under the influence of irrigation mere than doubled, 
and in the others substantial 1 nor eases are noticeable* The data show 
the relative lev yields of rice on unirrigateft land, and indicate the 
possibilities of increasing the yields of rice through the esc ten si on of 
irrigation*
(b) Unsatisfactory systems of cropping
Agriculture is carried out in a traditional and primitive way on 
snail farms in a slipshod manner* These methods are anything but satis­
factory* The land already under cultivation suffers from several defects 
which if remedied, would result in the increase of yield per acre. Some 
arable land suffers from inability to retain the scarce rainfall, and land 
that is already under irrigation suffers from deficient drainage*
Some of the most important crops* namely, cotton and corn* are sown 
broadcast and than are hoed and in ter culture A by manual labor* They could 
without extra labor (in most cases with less labor) be sown with simple 
drills drawn by bullocks and then hoed, weeded and intercultivated by the 
bullock power* This has been found to increase the yield of cotton by 2 
ssunde,* besides reducing the cost of production considerably*
Excessive concentration on cash crops, such as sugarcane, jute, 
cotton, and wheat has changed the normal course of previous conaervational 
rotations to the detriment of soil fertility. These crop rotations in 
themselves* according to Boyal Commission on Agriculture, need improvement 
in the light of research and experiment.
♦One maund equals 82^ pounds.
an Agriculture. 122&. p. 107.
In Ifcdted Proviaces, Bihar, and some parts of Punjab, sugarcane 
la grown extensively la the neighborhood of factories and occupies 9 to 
12 months* This situation has altered the rotation which formerly in* 
eluded leguminous erop* of various kinds* such as pea, arhar. and other 
vlnter legumes. Similarly, In several parts of Bengal, Juts has replaced 
peas, g^ain and oilseeds, which ret>lenished the soil* Such departures 
from the system of alternate or sequential crops* tkou^i unnoticed, Inten­
sify the evil of soil depletion*
Growing of high-yielding* drought and disease resistant varieties 
evolved hy the Agricultural Departments In place of the Inferior low 
class mixtures would increase the yields of all crops. The use of tetter 
seeds would not require change in equipment or even change in the tradi­
tional way ef doing tilings by ihe Indian cultivators.
That there exists a wi'e opportunity in this line of action Is 
apparent from Table XXXVI. Only 8 per sent of the area is under improved 
varieties. The Indian States are in the worst position and have only 1,3 
per cent of the crops under improved varieties* The three main cash crops# 
namely, sugarcane, Jute, and cotton have the largest area under improved 
varieties* One of the main causes of the low yields in India is the Use 
of poor quality, mixed seed having weed seeds* and other foreign matter*
(5) Lack of initiative and enterprise
Lack of education is one of the major weaknesses of rural economy 
in India. ITlnety per cent of India's farmers cannot be reached by the 
printed word. There is also a religious philosophy which teaches the 
doctrine of Karma, which is based on the belief that the doings and deeds 
of the previous life determine the course of events In the present life,
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fable XJQC7I. Proportion of Aron under Improved Varieties of Principal 
Crops in British Indio and Indian States
8_____ ! Percentage of improved
t » Acreage ^Percentage I __ -------------------Crops : fotal s under tof improved s Indian ; India (in-
sAcreage J improved i area to * States * eluding: svarieties!total area £ only ___8 States
(million) (Per cent)
4,00 3,22 80.0 7.2 71*1Jute 2,18 1.12 50.0 m 62.5
Gotten 26.00 5-04 19*2 5*0 25*0Wheat 33.61 6.96 20.6 1-3 20.7
Biee 83.43 3*58 4.3 1*5 5*1Groundnut 5.86 0.22 3.4 10.0 5*0
Millets1/ 21 38.69 O.34 *•» 0.7 0.5
0ran2/ 16,90 0.33 • 0,1 0.4
fotal (includ­
ing other
crops m 10.3 1.3 8,1
Source: (1) Sir Joto Bus sol, heart oa the Working of the Imperial
Council of Agrimiltural Ronearch In Atrolarlng Sclen.ce &
Croc Production, p. 51.
(2) Hanratl and Anjsria, J&j& Indian iBESl to.W-flgl- P-
X/Klllets include Jowar, bajra, and ragi only.
jg/Pereentages for millets and gram not worked as figures are incomplete.
and nan is altogether helpless. fhis belief naturally discourages the 
masses from making an earnest effort for improving their lot* Instead, 
they blane their unchangeable klsaat (fate), to which they finally turn 
to find some peace of mind. This leaves no initiative in them and they 
resign to the "Will of God.*
Closely allied to this is another belief that the more one suffers 
in this life, the greater will be the reward in the next life.
fhe result of all this is that the masses are custom ridden and 
oppose any change, fhoy turn a deaf ear to the advice of agricultural 
extension workers who advocate new methods. Similarly they seldom
listen to the counsel ef the representative of ether rural development 
departments* Most of the uneducated tenaciously believe that “their 
ancestors were net feels" and fellow the traditional way of ©veryday- 
life in all spheres of activities*
Another weakness for making progress In agriculture has been the 
almost complete absence of educated classes In the villages* There is 
no "geatleaan class1 of farmers in India, who could guide the other less 
progressive farmers by themselves following the practices recommended by 
the agricultural experiment stations* The landlord class in India has 
no interest In land improvements or farming and are concerned with the 
rent collections only* They even think it below their dignity to move 
about in fields visiting crops* So, this link between the cultivators 
and the agricultural departments ie of little value*
(6) losses through insect pests and diseases:
Diseases and insect pests are responsible for a good deal of loss 
to farmers in India* These looses may be caused by fungi and viruses of 
various types, which eat away the food drawn by the plant for its use or 
by interruption in the proper piysical functioning of the plants* The 
insect pests, such as the locust, caterpillars, hoppers* bugs, et cetera, 
also cause heavy losses to cultivators by eating away the crops. A yearly 
loss of 10 erores of rupees1 is estimated In Madras alone* It has been 
estimated that 10 per cent of the crops of the world and 20 per cent of 
the crops in the tropics are consumed by Insects. The loss by insect
♦One crore equals 10 million. A rupee was equal to 30*15 cents 
before devaluation October, 19 9̂, and the present value of the rupee is 
21 cents.
pests of w op and forest trees in Indie was estimated at 136 million 
pound sterling in 1921*^ Control of pests and diseases* therefore* 
is an important aspect of Indian agriculture*
Humber and Importance of Live©tock
Cattle are the backbone of Indian agriculture* Besides providing 
milk and other animal products, cattle are used for the cultivation of 
land* lifting water from the wells* working the grinding mills, and for 
transportation of farm produce* It lias been estimated that there were 
178,200,000 head of cattle (cows and buffaloes only) in India in 19*$**® 
The contribution made by livestock to the national income is sub­
stantial* Sr. H.C. Wright has estimated this contribution as follows9
Cattle labor a* 000
Milk and milk products 3,000
Manure 2,700
Hides and skins hoc?
Total 10*100
This is a conservative estimate, as the value of transportation 
work, value of bones of dead carcasses, and the value of meat consumed 
has not been included* According to Wright's estimates, the livestock 
add little wore than 10 billion rupees or one-half the total value of 
agricultural products (20 billion rupees).
^Harayamsvssgr and Harsimham, fifi. fill*, p. 0̂2*
^In&ia, fifi* fiH* # p* 5-*
19h. C. Wrifcht, aaaaxl m  1&£ Development a£ J&S. Cattle SBlDt; 
Inftnstrlan i& In& i&  (Delhi! Manager of Pub! ications, 1937)* P* 8l*
Table XXXVXI shows that the number of cattle In India hag been 
steadily Increasing since 1920-21. S’or India as a whole the number of 
cove and "buffaloes in 19^1 was about million, and including goat# 
and sheep, the number was 253 alllion, 'She number of other kind# of 
livestock, namely, horses, mules, donkeys, camels, et cetera, are not 
available. The pigs and poultry have never been counted in the cattle 
census so far, as these enterprises have not so far developed to the 
extent to merit their Inclusion in the census.





1920*21 : 1924-25 | 1928-29 |1932*33 { 1936-37 \1940-41
.. Thousands
1, Bulls aad 
bullocks 57.053 39.122 59.754 63,312 62,848 63,928
















stock 119.38** 121,977 131,038 140,145 141,307 144,465
*K Sheep 34,514 35.325 37,443 43,385 41,991 49,061





184,186 206,186 216,219 232,866 234'394 252,895
Sources Compiled from S m m i  OL M l  ff.ftal.3l S M
Trends jn 191&-39. Washingtons Government o f Ind ia
Information Services, 19^5» p. 13*
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An estimate of the world cattle population in 1930 placed the 
world total at 690 million animals, ana the cattle population of India 
at the same time was estimated at 215 million# According to the data, 
the masher of livestock in India is one-third of that found in all the 
esuntrles* Two other countries having largo cattle population are Russia 
and the United States with 65 and $8 million, respectively. Great Britain 
had only seven alllion animals or one*third of the livestock population of 
Madras Province*1̂
Quality of Indian Livestock
On the whole, all Indian stock is of inferior quality. As work 
animals, most of the "bullocks and "buffaloes are too small and too weak 
to make a good job of tillage possible* The unconscious policy of the 
cultivator seems to have been to produce as many cattle as possible, re­
gardless of the feed available* This situation, coupled with prolonged 
Inbreeding, has resulted in deterioration in size and stamina. 3For 
example, "full grown European cattle may, on the average, weigh twice as 
much as Indian, and Butch cows may .give any thing from five to ten times 
as ouch silk as Indian cow s . T h e  United States with 58 million cattle 
produces more milk (10,300 million gallons) than India with 215 million 
cattle (6,Ho0 million gallons ) . T h e  low productivity and the large 
number of economically superfluous cattle is a striking feature of the 
Indian economic situation#1
19s. Y. Kriahan&ewany, J2IL* fijLlL* * p. lB6i
2QRoyal Commission Hcport, jg&. pit#, p. 100*
^Harayanswamy and Naraimhan, £&# cifr., p. 411#
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There are about million cows and she buffaloes, that is, a
ratio of ana Allah animal to five parsons* Cattle do not make their
fall ©on trihat ion to the quality of diet as, al though the religion per*
alts the use of milk, it prohibits the use of other animal product® and
neat* Bee to the lev production of milk the dally per capita consumption
of ailk in India Is 5*® ounces* In the Punjab it Is 15.2 ounces per head
22per day in comparison to 1*3 ounces in Assam,
hack of proper care of cattle is one of the main factors respon­
sible for the lee quality of cattle. The great neglect of the female calf 
of the eev and male calf of the buffalo, which are virtually starved from 
birth, has a very deleterious effect on the breed of the cattle* In the 
former case, the cultivator is mainly interested in producing male stock 
as he wants good draft eattle for cultivation, while In the latter case, 
he is mainly interested in the female calves as a milch animal, as male 
buffalo calves do not make good work animals.
Lack of good quality breeding stock is another important factor 
responsible for India's low quality cattle* The cattle owners do not 
realise the importance of scientific breeding and of using only certi­
fied end pedigreed bulls* In some parts of the country the divine or 
the "Brahamal* bulls are dedicated to gods Siva and Hand! and are let 
loose to roam and breed indiscriminately*
Mismanagement of the common village lands is a standing evil In 
the way of oat tie improvement. The village grassing land is open to and 
has the right of access to every animal of the right holder* Under such
2t1snlBL Sfflpriat. curant Auroral gal Sheet (India) Ho. 82, dated 
February 19» 19̂ *9 * foreign Agricultural Halations Office, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. 0*, p. 5*
XkQ
circumstances every right holder tries to take as much advantage of the
existing situation as possible, with the result that the gracing lands
are often overstocked and the animals are In poor condition.
Inadequacy of nutritious feeds is another important reason for
deterioration in the quality of the cattle. This is also the natural
result of toe many cattle. There has been a considerable diversion of
area previously under fodder crops to food and cash crops. The already
over*stocked common erasing lands at most of the places have been broken
and brought under the plough Thus, the fodder produced in the country
is inadequate for the proper feeding of millions of cattle. The Royal
Commission on Agriculture stated that Mno substantial improvement in the
way of breeding is possible until the cattle can be better fed.
Spldemio and contagious diseases are very common among cattle in
India, and sometimes wipe out heard after herd in the cattle breeding
areas* The survivors are left In a very poor condition and their breed*
lug capacities ere reduced. Although it is difficult to estimate total
number of deaths in India as a whole, due to the absence of any adequate
death reporting system for the cattle, the annual mortality is estimated
2kat 55 million in Madras province alone.
Types of Tenures
The relation of the agricultural operators to the land which they 
cultivate is the product of a long evolution and Is influenced by geogra* 
phieal, social and political factors. ®o quite a large extent, the old
23Ren>pri s t SBB. S&X&L Ssmi-asXm m. Ainimltvae In IMia. 22- £&!• •
p. 202.
isheaaBwamy, pp, eft., p. 223.
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system of land tenure in India was modified by the early British Adminie* 
tration. The administrators of the last India Company wore in tares tod in 
easy and affective collection of land revenue, which was their important 
source of income. They created a class of intermediaries between the 
state and the cultivators for the collection of the rent on land, and 
made other modifications in the tenure system prevalent at that time In 
the country* There are three types of ownership in land! (1) The aamln- 
darl or landlord tenure, (2) the mahalwari or Joint village tenure, and 
(3) the ryqtwarl or peasant proprietor tenure.
(1) Samlnd&ri or landlord tenure
This class of landlords is the creation entirely of the British 
Severnaent in India* They were appointed at the first Instance to collect 
land rents on behalf of the Bast India Company, from the owner cultivators* 
They were later recognised as the proprietors of the lands for which they 
collected the revenue, and the original owners were mode tenants* These 
landlords* known as talus dars. generally own vast tracts of areas extending 
over many villages* They are generally persons of means and have other 
sources of income beside rents and live in towns and cities* These absen­
tee landlords have no interest in land or improvements, hire managers to 
look after their estates, and seldom go to the villages. They my rent 
their land both on cash or kind basis to very poor ill-equipped cultiva- 
tors in small lots with the result that rack-renting is widely prevalent 
everywhere in these areas. Bengal, Bihar, fla&ras and United Provinces are 
mostly f fp indarl provinces.
W  mahalvari system
this system «»« adopted ̂  Xegulation IX of IB33, U  tge case 
the ownership of an ©atat® vested in the entire community of th® village 
«* IfiML* A ee-eharer of standing was generaXly selected to iinaertafc© 
th® primary liability of paying the land r&rmm* This collector of 
revenue was named kombar&ar or g&fchl* and the position later became in-* 
hertted. There are variations in detail only in different parts of th® 
Country hut th® liability of the payment of the revenue is joint ©ad 
several. This system is widely prevalent in Punjab and United Provinces.
(3) Th® ryobvarl system
Tfcder the ryotwari system the ryot or the landholder is recognised 
as holding the land directly from the Government without any kind of inter­
mediaries. Such tenures are inheritable, transferable, and otherwise alien­
able without the sanation of the Government hut are subject to forfeiture 
in ease ef failure to pay the land revenue. The implication of the ryot­
wari system la that the State owns the land* and that the landholder derives 
his title to it directly from the State. Table XXXV111 gives the three 
types of land tenure in different provinces of India. One-fourth of the 
land is held by zemindars, 39 per cent under the mahalwari system, and 36 
per eent by the peasant proprietors. Punjab is the most important mahal- 
wari province, where almost all the cultivated lend is owned direct from 
the state with responsibility to pay land revenue jointly and severally*
Status of Farm Operators
On the whole about 75 per cent of the cultivated area Is tilled by 
the tenants with varying degrees of rights and liabilities. In the Punjab
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Table X3OTIII. Area in Thousand Acre® Uhder Three Mala Type® of land 
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97*> 797 1.771Assaa 29,368 3.919 1.698 35,^549,258Bengal - 39.138 10,100
Bihar *• 39,69b ^,630 44,324Bombay J*,6i?6 m 3.977 68,653Central Provinces 
and Berar 11,192 <*■ 39 MS 50,657Georg 1,012 * m 1,012
Delhi mm 369 369
JMras 62,176 28,843 mm 91.019p.v.y.p. m 8,577 8.577
Orissa 3.930 9,861 6,315 20,606
Punjab - mm 60,155 6o,155
Sindh 30,180 mm mrn 30,180
Dal ted Provinces - 7,306 6,066 67,966
Total for British
India 183,034 129.753 197,2̂ 3 510,032
Percentage of Total In
Dr. India 3© 25 39 100
S e m e s  Agricultural Statistics of India. 1232-3&# P* viii* referred to lay 
lanvati end Anjaria, p. 56.
?«3 per cent of the area is farmed by occupancy tenants,* and 48.2 per 
eent by the tenants at-will• *^  It follow® that only 25 per cent of the 
cultivated area is farmed by the owner operators. The owner operated area
♦Occupancy tenants have Inherited rights of alienation of land and 
cannot he at will by the landlord* Tenants*aWwill can he dispossessed of 
the land at expiration of the term of agreement.
2%anvatl and Angaria, xffi,. clt., p. I37.
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la t w y  snail as compared with some other countries. The proportion 
ef land cultivated by owner* Is 35 per cent la Belgium, 06 per sent in 
Germany, 88 per coat in Denmark, .4?# 5 per eent in J’rano*. and only 12 
pear sent in England, The high proportion seems to ho prevalent in 
densely populated countries, where a highly intensire type of agricul- 
tare is practiced. In the United States 42 per cent of the farmers were 
tenants in 1935* 4i additional ten per cent were part owner®, which means 
that in all, mere than half of the farmers in the tint ted States rent all 
or part of their farms, or less than half (4? per cent) of the farmers in 
the United States own all the land they farm. ̂
Tenancy Systems
Tenants nay pay rent of land in two ways: (1) In kind or (2) in
cash. Cash rents are uncommon and the practice of crop sharing prevails 
over the greater part of the com try. Cash rents are met with only in 
Punjab and other parts, where the standard of cultivation Is high and 
tenants want to reap the full benefit of their labor and hard work. The 
poor and lll-equipped tenants always prefer to pay rents in kind# Tmy 
prefer this system because the rente are easy to pay in case of calamity 
or hazards of any kind even though the burden of kind rents is higher 
than that of cash rente. The cash rents vary widely and depend upon the 
business activity in general and the price of farm products, in particular,
2̂ K. Calvert, The Health and tfcjC Welfare of t3̂e Punjab# Second edi­
tion* (Lahore* Civil and Military Oagette, 193&)* P* ^̂ 7*
27$ational Besourees Gonadttee, ffarm Tenancy (Washington, D 0., 
1937). P- 35.
while the M a d  rent* are inelastic and are mostly determined lay custom.
About half of the gross produce le usually banded over to the landlord 
ra&« In kind* The landlord generally does not provide any kind of 
equipment or fertiliser* tut sometimes he may finance the cultivator 
at an amarbitant rate of interest* On the whole, the landlords seldom 
show any kind of interest in the matters of cultivation or in the welfare 
of the tenant* Under the circumstances, the tenants hare hardly any inoen- 
tive for hard work or effecting permanent improvements on land*
The Condition of Farm Laborers
Dae to the decay of indigenous industries* lack of other suitable 
openings for employment and passing of the land from the indebted cultiva­
tors to the creditors, the number of landless laborers or wage earners is 
increasing* The number of wage earners rose from 18*7 million in 1S91 to 
33 million in 1931* In other words, the number per thousand of cultivators 
tom fro* 254 to 417.
The cultivators generally employ outside labor during the busy seasons 
only. These busy seasons , are the sowing and harvesting times for the two 
mein crop seasons. Therefore, the agricultural labor remains unemployed 
for a considerable period of the year. It is difficult to calculate the ' 
overage wages paid to the agricultural laborers or their annual earnings 
because in most cases they are paid in kind or partly in kind and partly 
in cash, and in some cases are given one or two meals and some tobacco to 
smoke* In addition* the permanent labor may be given some privileges In
^Hanvati and Anjafia, clt.. u, 31.
m
board, lodging, and other amenities* During the early forties, the 
daily wage# ranged from 3 to 6 annas for men, 3 to h annas for women, 
and 1.5 annas to 2 annas for children. On "big farms the annua! remun­
eration varied from 60 to 100 rupees. During and after the war the 
wage# are estimated to have increased three to four times for India 
as a whole. On the "basis of the personal experience of the writer in 
regard to the wages paid for temporary and permanent labor on the govern­
ment farms and the countryside In general, the wages in the northwestern 
parts of India are approximately one rupee a day for the temporary labor 
sad about three hundred rupees a year for the permanent labor. In tJnlted 
States currency, a rupee is worth 21 cents*
Land Revenue System
The Indian land revenue system dates hack to the old Hindu kings. 
The land revenue was directly collected by the State through their offi­
cials. The British changed it considerably in their anxiety to get as 
much out of the land as possible. It is very difficult to say what are 
the bases of land revenue. Sometimes it Is said to be calculated on net 
assets, economic rent, rental value and animal value. In the original 
settlements it was based on a variety of factors such as crops grown, 
land values, and costs of cultivation, but most of these factors were 
replaced in later resettlements by prices and other general economic 
factors. This uncertainty as to both the basis of assessment and the 
rates of assessment are regarded as the most objectionable feature of 
the present land revenue settlement in India. It is a pondering quee* 
ti on to an economist to class the land revenue as a r̂ nfc or a tax* If
Ity?
it 'be a rent, there would he no question of its "burden, as by definition 
rent is surplus over all items of expenditure of cultivation and I f  I t  
were a tax, it should he assessed in accordance with the well-known can­
ons of fair and equitable taxation* It Is certainly not the rent as It 
is levied on sub-marginal lends as well and the owners have to pay the 
revenue* It is not a tax, as it has none of the features of taxation, 
and even those w o have uneconomic holdings and are not making any profits 
are not exempted of its payment* The provincial governments which collect 
this tax have always tried to evade this question, as this Involves exemp­
tion of uneconomic holdings from taxation.
The important point to hear in mind here is that it is a great 
burden to small holders and takes -way the incentive from the farmer for 
effecting aay permanent Improvements on land, as part of the Increased pro­
duction is shared by the State without contributing anything toward it. 
Moreover, the burden of land revenues becomes severe and painful during 
depressions, A great defect in the system is the inflexibility of the 
land revenue* The rate once fixed remains operative for a long period 
of time (usually 20 to 30 years), The rate Is revised only after the 
new settlement is undertaken. The incidence of burden is very heavy in 
time of falling prices and absorbs the small surpluses of the farmers.
Fot very infrequently, the farmers have to borrow solely for the payment 
of the land revenue.
Another serious defect is that the tenant !® taxed twice* that i®, 
by the landlord for rent, and by the State for the land revenue. This 
double taxation hits him hard, and is not justified, as he is least able 
to bear it. The small peasants and tenants are the persons who not only
need the relief most hat need It immediately* It is act a wise end far 
Sighted policy on the part of government first to tax the subsistence of 
the majority of the eons of the soil and then spend the tremendous sumo 
of money for their relief to save them from starvation, there Is nowhere 
am example o f such a tea based on the primitive Idea of public finance 
and soessr it goes the better*
Hie Stas Credit System
Because farming is a seasonal industry with a time lag between the 
isreetaeat and the return, financing is a subject of primary importance in 
farming#' As reserves are almost lacking in a country lilce India financing 
Is haaardous* The success of the entire agricultural industry to some 
astern* dependa upon the efficient working of the credit system#
Sources of credit secured by farm Heal Estate
In India ae a whole and In the provinces, such as Punjab, United 
Provinces, and the adjoining Indian states there is very little demand on 
the part of the farmers to ho tain a long or short* term loan secured hy 
their farm real estate. They have an instinctive prejudice against any 
type of secured loaa.^ This also applies in the case of scouring loans 
against jewelry. This prejudice against securing loans is weakening, hut 
still exists to a fairly large extent, for those who have shunned this 
prejudice the facilities for secured loans are not only adequate hut also 
meat 1 sf ae tory.
^Barling, SOL* clt.» p. 19** •
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There are no *ell«organi»ed eoureess of credit to supply ; the 
long tom ore&it nee&e of farmers* The cooperative societies do not 
provide for this typo of credit. The insurance ©onrp&aies have not come 
Into the field of agricultural credit at all, end the commercial hanks 
on the whole hove played a very Insignificant part in the eupply of long 
tens credit. The reason why commercial hanks and insurance companies 
have not made farm leans is largely due to the uncertainty of Indian 
agriculture and the risks involved. There are two sources of obtaining 
long term credit secured by farm real estate. These ares (1) the village 
moneylender and (2) the land mortgage banks.
(1) The moneylender supplies all types of credit to farmers and 
others In the rural areas. He generally advances on promissory notes, 
on personal or joint security end also on mortgage of land. He often 
advances unsecured loans as veil. He is accused of various types of 
fraudulent practices, such as precharging of one year^ or more of Inter­
est and other types of customary exactions, and services of semi-feudal 
n&ts&e. His rate of interest is not fixed and varies from man to man.
More important than anything else are the financial resources, character, 
and integrity of the borrower. Where these are first rate, the interest 
rate would be low, even if no security is offered. The rate would also 
depend upon the supply of money and the competition among the local money­
lenders and also upon the demand for loan from farmers. Generally, no 
difference is made between the long-term or short-term credit. Table 
XXXIX shows the rate of interest commonly obtained in various provinces 
of India. The interest rat© for the kind of grain loans is exorbitant 
and a rat© of 25 per cent (sawai) is very common throughout the country.
Table XXXIX* Common Bate# of Interest for Various Kinds of hems la 
British Provinces of Indio
Secured ___,r...
Provinces leone late
fra« a«aU (»» o«it)
__________________ Oraln loans

































37^/2 most common for 
agriculturists
for proprietors 
for occupancy tenants 25
for ryots with no right 
of transfer
18 common -
2k - not uncommon in
insecure tracts 20 to 5$
Sonre*: H. 1. Darling, ffcg Zaadak Peasant la Prosperity aai M & .  1222. 
p. 190.
It Bay to* as high aa 50 per cent (daodha) In perta of United Provinces 
and ’Madras* The high rate is facilitated by the invisibility of the pay­
ment of interest in commodity transactions* Moreover, kind loans do not 
fall under the purview of the debt legislati oa recently passed by tins 
various provincial governments* Secured loan® on the whole carry lower 
interest than the unsecured loans all over the country. At present in 
some of the provinces# for example, in Madras, the Interest rate is fixed 
by the government* On the whole the rate may be sold to vary from 6 to 9
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P®* een* for the eeeured loans, la the case of ft* provinces where the 
interest rate is act controlled the interest rate is still as high as 12 
pear ©eat for secured loans and 1 0 /k  per cent for unsecured loans.
(2) The land mortgage honks, The first lend mortgage "bank was 
OTgcaiied in 1920 at Jhang in the Punjab* a few more came into exis­
tence later* but none of these was successful. A real beginning was 
made in Madras, when the Central Land Mortgage Bank was organised in 
1929 tor centralising the issue of debentures mid for coordinating the 
work of the primary hanks. It attained a spectacular success as a result 
ef caution exercised la the sanctioning of leans* facility of repayment 
la the irrigated areas* and assistance given by the local government in 
the way of recovery of defaulted installments* The number of land mort­
gage hanks ill Madras in 19*H-A2 stood at 119 *
The rate of interest charged is high In almost all the provinces 
because the margin between the rate of borrowing and lending Is high, 
fable XL gives the difference between the borrowing and lending rates in 
different parts of the country* The rate was the highest in Assam at 9*3$ 
per cent* followed by Bengal at 8.3A per sent per annum* Madras alone had 
a reasonable rate of 6 per cent per annum. Daroda and Orissa had the high­
est (4 per cent) margin between the rate of borrowing by banks and lending 
to the farmers. In all other cases this margin was uniform at 3 Pel* cent.
Sources of operating credit
The demand for operating credit is greater than the mortgage credit 
In India* This Is primarily because there are vnry few occasions when the 
tenant farmers have chances to buy a farm. They, by and large, practice 
subsistence farming, without a strong desire for becoming owner operators.
Table Borrowing and landing Hates of Land Mortgage Banks in India, 
194B-43
Province
Percentage rate of 
interest at whieh 
n, _ borrowed
Percentage rate of 
interest at which 
. .. lent.......
Assam 6*00 9.38Madras 3.00 6*00
Bengal * 8,3**Punjab k.5 7*00
Baroda 2.5 6.00
Orissa 3*5 7*50
Source/ Sopited ftrw  3 ^  "
flavaaent 1ft India (Madras: Oxford University Brass, 19**7),
pp. 37-385 and Krishan&swamy, d t », p. 3?8.
♦Kate not available*
For this purpose they rent out land either frost the landlords or other 
ahem tee or retired land holders. Moreover, the small scale Indian 
farms do not hsve such of capital equipment attached to then and with 
their indigenous tools and implements they need only operating capital 
to b ^  seeds and fertilisers. The important sources of operating credit 
ares (1 ) the money lender, (2) cooperative societies* and (3) the com- 
nereis! hanks*
(1) The money leader, as already stated, is the most important 
among all the agencies* He generally advances loans not on the security 
of property behind the loan, hut on personal credit, because he intimately 
knows all of his clients. As he provides facile credit, his rate of inter* 
est is always higher than the m.rket rate. The common rate varies from 6 to 
12 per cent and laVfc i, common on all insecure loans where interest rate 
Is not fixed or regulated by the government.
(2) The cooperative credit societies are next ia importance. To 
w w  the cultivator from the clutches of the money lender and to provide 
him with coo* means of obtaining the capital other then at usurious rates 
of interest the Cooperative Societies Aot of 1904 was pasted* This dot 
came in to being as the result of the classical report on cooperation by 
Sir Frederick JUeholson ia Madras. The gist of his report was #fin& 
Raiffeisen and the situation will he saved. ”3° The Famine Commission of 
1904 also recommended the starting of cooperative credit societies. "The 
object was to organize small and simple credit societies for small and 
simple folle with simple needs and requiring small sums only, and that 
their most useful form of business would be small loans for short periods 
with prompt recoveries. "31
At the base of the cooperative credit structure are the primary 
societies based on Raiffeisen model, linked up with central cooperative 
basks end through those to the Provincial Cooperative Bank, the apex bank* 
The Provincial cooperative basking associations have a total membership of 
about 30,000 banks, societies and individuals and Involve a working capital 
of about 90 milling dollars. The agricultural and industrial loans handled 
by the cooperative movement totaled 153 million dollars in 1945**46 and 
about 150 million dollars in 1946.
The interest charged varies very widely from district to district 
and province to province* But the rate of interest has always been ob­
served as much lower than that charged by the money lenders* On the whole,
3°Barling, alt., p. 240.
31lrlshanasvamy, £&* frit*, p. 365*
32lttdlaU Bane Bulla tin, dated May 5, 1949 (Washington, B, G.i 
Bmb&ssy of India), p* 7*
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It variH fro® 6 to 10 per eent per annum.
(3) Bus to the uncertainty of a full harvest because of vagaries 
of the weather, the commercial banks are insignificant as sources of 
operating coital to farmers. The rotes or© reasonable and fluctuate 
according to the current market rates, She normal rote fluctuates 
around 5 to 7 per cent per annua.
Sources of Srodit for Orderly Marketing
Satisfactory sources for supplying credit in order to bring 
about orderly mark©ting do not exist in India. The cultivator gener­
ally aeets M s  financial requirements for production and marketing from 
the village money lender, This does not effect orderly marketing, as 
the farmer has to sell all of M s  produce to M s  creditor in the village* 
the terms being favorable to the creditor. Other important sources arei 
(1) cooperative credit societies, (2) commission agents, (3) commercial 
banks, and (**) the exporters and processors.
(1) Cooperative credit societies are permitted to make loan in 
connection with providing for orderly marketing, but very little use of 
this facility Is made by the farmers. The cultivators may obtain credit 
Just as for other agricultural purposes and under the ordinary terms and 
conditions of loan. .The interest rate is generally much less than that 
charged by the money lender or the aandl arhtl (market commission agent).
(2) Commission agents in the assembling and wholesale markets are 
sometimes directly approached by the producers and the country buyers 
for their financial needs, with the understanding that the produce will 
be sold through them. The commission agent at the time of sale deducts 
M s  dues with interest and passes on the balance to the cultivator# The
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Interest rate, though depending on personal credit, i$ on the whole 
reasonable.
(3) Oosasereial ‘banks or the joint stock banks do not loan to 
cultivators and village merchants or traders on personal security or 
security of the crops. Bat they extend credit to the commission agents 
and merchants on the security of pledged stocks of various kinds of agri­
cultural produce. The activities of the hanks are generally confined to 
the teens and large markets*
(4) The exporters and processors also sometimes finance their com­
mission agents commission agents for the sellers and the wholesale mer- 
xhants, through whom they get their requirements. They advene© as much
as 90 per coat of the value of the produce against clean* rallwayvr©e«lpt.33
Direct government Loans
The state, as a supplier of agricultural credit, has played hut 
a minor role. The state help came forward only during a famine or other 
time of distress, and was meant to tide over the difficult times* Such 
a state help was known as taecavl loans and was an ancient form of state 
help which the British decided to continue*
The real active help was rendered to the agriculturists after pass­
ing the Land Improvement Loans Act of 1883* This Act provided for the 
leans to land holders for effecting permanent improvements on their lands, 
such as the sinking of irrigation wells, construction of tanks for impound­
ing rain water, and similar other purposes* Those were long term loan©
* "Clean" means the produce Is securely packed sand not liable to 
damage during the transit*
33Marfcfiting ef hlnsaaft ip India (Simla! Government of India Press, 
193^)* P* l3l*
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ordinarily* to to repaid within a period of not exceeding 20 years* The 
Interest rate is fixed at the same rat© the public loans are floated that 
psartieelar year*
toder the Agriculturists * Loans Act of 1884, short and medium term 
loans are granted to owners end ©couplers of land for current agricultural 
purpose# such as purchase of seeds and manures, purchase of cattle and 
ettor purposes* The loans* as a rule, were to he paid at the time of the 
e«et harvest* or after too main harvests* The rate of interest is not 
fined sad every provincial government determines it m  the basis of aer* 
vloee rendered* Generally the rate of interest is a little lower toan the 
Mrfeet rate*
Defects In the Present Credit System
It has been seen that there Isa provision under the law for 
«*¥1ng direct government loans of long and intermediate term to the agri­
culturists, but in practice these facilities have been very little utilised* 
There Is no special organization for servicing these loans, and the revenue 
officers already burdened with multifarious duties discourage these loans 
directly and Indirectly. These loans ©re not granted as a matter of course 
for production purposes, but in distress only. They have been ©nootiraged 
only recently and advanced substantially under the ’’Grow More Food Cam- 
paiga* program. Normally these loans form but an insignificant part of 
total requirements of the farmers. The total amount under these loans 
is estimated at 3.5 million rupees per year for the whole of India* ̂
^Sanvati and Angaria, clt., p. 189*
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The cost ie *8 high ae 25 per cent as reported V  the United Provinces 
B«king Enquiry ©emmittec.3$ There is also a good deal of official red 
tope to undergo, and irksome enquiries follow an application resulting 
la considerable delay* This is naturally discouraging and these loams# 
therefore, are not very popular with the agriculturists*
It was noticed in the foregoing discussion that except for the 
village money lender end the cooperative societies others have complement 
tary rather than competitive systems* BVom all standpoints the system of 
the village money leader Is very defective, The shrewdness of the money 
lending claes is proverbial, The money lender exploits the ignorant and 
helpless cultivators to the maximum. He not only charges exorbitant rates 
of interest hat employs large numbers of fraudulent practices. Some of 
hie nefarious activities have been curbed by the recent legislative meas* 
are hut ouch acre needs to he done,
The cooperative credit system has to some extent Inculcated the 
▼irtne* of thrift and self-help among villagers. But on the whole it has 
failed to produce the results originally expected of it, The rate of 
pre&ass has also heen slew* Although the number of credit societies is 
fill to large (105,465 in 1942*43) and advanced loans in 1942-43 to the 
sac tent of 108*2 million rupees, they are inadequate and cannot satisfac­
torily eater to all the credit needs of the farmers. The various provin* 
cia! TUniriwg Bhquiry Committees that vent into the problem of agricultural 
credit reported that cooperative socle ties only supplied 6 per cent of the 
finance required for the current expenses of the agriculturists,^
35qpyechi, &S& £&£** P* 33• 
3^Qttreship clt., p. 21,
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There are certain defects in the working ©f the cooper&tive 
astern. The loans are made to cultivators without taking into consider­
ation vhsttffiF tbs loan is for productive or uap to duo t ive purposes, &ud 
whether the loan can ha paid hack from the earnings of the investment of 
the loan, the loans are not fallowed to the farm to see that the fends 
ora employed fa* the purpose for which they were obtained.
One of the greatest drawbacks has been the Insufficiency of fends 
with the primary or local cooperative societies* The fends of the members 
form a negligible part of the total requirements of the aooloty* She 
society eonslets of debtor members only, who are not only financially weak, 
but also possess intelligence below average* The well*-to-do farmers and 
the money lenders have not yet started making deposits In the local credit 
agencies.
There Is no provision for the supply of longterm and intermediate 
type of eredit by the cooperative credit system. The result is that the 
farmers do borrow long term funds from the cooperative societies, but 
have to repty over a short period* This goes against the general prin­
ciple that the loan should be paid out of the income realised from the 
investment of such a loan*
The land mortgage banks have not been quite a success in the 
country except in Madras and their number is small, They have no apprais­
ing department for estimating the long time earning capacity of the real 
farm estate mortgaged* The loans are sometimes advanced for unproductive 
purposes, which are difficult bd repay* The rate of interest charged 
from borrowers Is often very high during the present days of cheap money*
A« shown in Table XL, page \$ 2 t the average margin of borrowing and lending
is 3 per oeat, and the rata of interest charged from borrowers in Assam 
was 9*38 par oeat and ia Bengal 8*3^ per cent per annum* The only reae* 
enable rate of Interest at 6 per cent per annum was In Madras*
The Marketing System for farm Products
The marketing of farm products consists of the services involved in 
the movement of these products from the initial producer to the ultimate 
eonsiaer at an acceptable time and place and in a desirable form. The 
stage of development of the marketing system depends upon the economic 
organisation of the society. It developed from the single barter exchange, 
developed further with the introduction of a money economy and is at pro* 
seat a complex system of agencies, institutions, regulations, and customs* 
This change has been brought about by improvement* in communications, 
transportation, banking, standardisation and grading of products, and 
other improvements in the technique of buying, selling, and processing 
of produets.
Until the end of the last century, the problem of marketing in 
India was not so important, as the majority of the population lived on 
subs!stance farming* But the situation Is changing with the growing com­
mercialisation of agriculture and more and more is now being produced for 
the market* It was estimated by the Advisory Board of the Imperial Coun­
cil of Agricultural He search in 19^ that about 3° Per cent of the food 
grains and 80 per cent of the cash crops were marketed. They estimated 
an average of 35 million tone of agricultural produce is brought to the 
market each y e a r *37
37Memoranduia on the Development of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 
in India (Delhi! Manager of Publications, 19W *  P- 0̂*
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The marketing system is fist as complicated in India as It is in 
the United States* drafting, processing and packing are not dons on any 
extensive seals* The consumer in India demands fresh vegetables and 
fruits, fresh neat from slaughterhouse, and live chickens. Fruits and 
vegetables are marketed fresh In season and are not available out of 
season, The feed grains are sold in hulk and not In consumer $i«e pack* 
ages* The standardised marketing and grading is in its infancy, net in 
full vogue* The marketing system is simple, crude, and relatively few 
marketing services are provided*
ĵrpes of Markets in Which Farmers Sell Produce
There are only a few important markets where farmers may sell their 
produce* The markets in which farmers dispose of their products are the 
local and town markets (Table XL1)» In the case of the Punjab farmers, 
about 93 per cent of their produce is sold in local and city markets*
Sable XLI. Marketing of Farm Produce by Cultivators to Different 
Classes of Buyers in the Punjab,* 1936







1* Tillage bania (village shopkeeper) 580 28*6
2* City bania (itinerary buyer from city) ty l 2^.2
3* Agent of firm  or factory 102 5*0
II. lows market 710 35-1
in. Factory 2k 1*2
IT. Others 120 5.9
Total number Interrogated 2,027 100,0
Soarc.i V. B. tylee, aL KlfaMt 8B& KaMMMf ■ (lahorei The
Board of Economic Fh^uiry, Punjab, 1936), p* 8.
* Average of 10 districts in the Punjab*
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(1) Local Markets. Almost 58 per cent of the produo© in the 
Punjab is sold in the local nark©t thr ush the village shopkeeper, city 
Itinerary merchant or the agent of the firm or factory. The largest 
number of producers sell to the village shopkeeper (28.6 per cent) and 
tbs city itinerary merchant (2A,2  per cent) who visits the villages at 
the tine ©f important harvests. A farmer may sell his produce to these 
buyer? as an independent seller or in payment of old debts and advances 
taken by Mis for production purposes in the beginning of the season*
These local sales are by far the commonest among small producers through­
out the country.
(2) Town Markets. The large producers who are free from debt and 
are not under any other obligation usually dispose of their produce in 
the markets located in towns and cities. The results of the Punjab Eco­
nomic Enquiry referred to above show that about 35 per cent of the pro­
ducers in that province sell their produce in the raanflls or city markets.
(3) Direct Sales to factories and Processing Plants* Direct sales 
to factories referred to In Table XLI are for the sale of seed cotton only. 
In the sugarcane belt of United Provinces, Bihar, and in the can© areas of 
Madras and Punjab, large quantities of sugarcane are delivered directly to 
the sugar factories. Some fruits and vegetables may be sold to the process­
ing plants* As the number of such plants Is very small, such sales are not 
of such importance.
(A) Other Markets. There are weekly and monthly markets or b&s&ors 
held on particular days of the week or month in central places or villages 
of importance. There are also markets held at the time of animal religious 
fairs at some sacred places or shrines in a traditional way. There is
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usually brisk buying and sailing at these occasions, end a^ioultural 
produce and products of cottage Industries are exchanged* Some of the 
produce say change hands through her ter for obtaining the articles and 
goods of household need. The Individual transactions may he small* hut 
the overall turnover is by no means insignificant in these market places*
Marketing Services Provided
The marketing services provided may vary from province to province* 
market to market* and from commodity to commodity, hut on the whole the 
kind of marketing services provided are almost the same with little varia­
tion. They nay be considered fairly uniform for the purpose of this study*
(1) Facilities in the village market. In case the produce is sold 
to the village shopkeeper or the country buyer, there are no special mar* 
keting facilities provided. Ho storage facilities of any kind, except 
unsatisfactory arrangements on a limited scale are available for holding 
the produce for a better price*
(2) Facilities in the tovn market. The transportation facilities 
for the agricultural commodities from the producing areas to the tovn mar­
kets are not satisfactory* because of the very poor conditions of village 
reads* The common means of transport used are generally the bullock cart* 
donkeys, and camels, although motor trucks are becoming Increasingly popu­
lar where roads are good (Table XLI1). In the ease of wheat* a study 
made in Iyellpur district reveals that the bullock cart* which carries 
65#3 per cent cultivator's and ^2.8 per cent of the trader's wheat to the 
market is the most important and most suitable means of transport under 
the present unsatisfactory conditions of village roads, donkeys are the
next important and tinjr 44.® per cent of the trader's wheat. Camels 
asm of soma importance la the northwestern parts of India only* Other 
eevreyaaeea are of minor isqaortance and together make up a share of 2*4 
par cent.
Sable XLXI. Means of Transport Employed by Cultivators and Traders for 
Carrying Wheat to Market, lyallpur District, 1934
Means of transport By cultivators. .. . J^|4aya._.._Bumbex Percentage Number Percentage
dart 1,055 65*3 234 42.8
Donkey libit7 I ' l 27.5 242 44.2
Camel 78 4.8 58 10.6
Mqle e* so* 7 I O
tags (horse cart) 3 0.2 3 0.5
Trade - 1 0.2
Carrying on head 35 2.2 2 0,4
fetal 1,615 100,0 547 100,0
fanWt S. la*tar 81a£k, nt ChiHrtTOta.it JQM&,
The Beard of Economic Inquiry,Punjab, Publication Ho* 38, 1934*
P* 55*
Boss storage facilities for farmer sellers and traders are avail­
able in town markets* The bo facilities sure not satisfactory a® the 
charges *»d the lessee through storage are nigh. Both hulk and hag stor* 
sgs is common in these markets. Other facilities which are also very 
poorly provided for in the market are of the following nature*
(a) Parking place for carts, hut usually without any shad© for
animals.
m
(*> Water trough fs» watering animals,
(o) Market porters for unloading carts and for putting ike prof­
anes into a stack or a heap*
(4) Commission agents and brokers for facilitating the sale,
(a) Weighing and cleaning and other handling facilities for the 
produce.
The tardea of payment for all these facilities Is on the seller
and totals tap a fairly large sum on hulk sales*
Method of Sale of Produce
The produce is taken to one of the commission agents carrying on 
tallness In the market* These commission agents are locally known as 
arhatlaa* There are two types of arhafclagf in the market - the kacha 
arhatla and the pgfrfea arhatla. The former acts for the seller and the
latter for the buyer, There are kasha oakka arhatias. as well, who carry
on both kinds of business* The produce,which usually reaches the market 
in the morning, on arrival is unloaded from the cart In front of the comp 
mission agent's shop on the brick or concrete floor built for the purpose* 
Ike buyers move together In a body from one heap to another. The sale 
rates are settled either (&) openly, (b) under cover, or (c) by bids in 
amotion. The last, that is, by suction, is considered the best, being 
eompetitive, provided the number of buyers Is fairly large* Whatever 
the system prevalent in a particular market, the price Is Invariably 
eommaaieated to the owner of the produce before the bargain is closed, 
and he is entitled to accept or reject the offer. If he thinks the price 
too low, the produce is left with the commission agent who stores it for 
Ida until sold. Zn ease the offer is accepted, the arhatla's Welshmen
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will vsi£h the produce for delivery to the buyer, Some deductions are 
made fey impurities end foreign matter, which may he mw.tmlly decided 
or determined by cleaning a weighed quantity representing the produce* 
the labor Involved in handling, up to the stage of putting the produce 
in Hus scale, is generally provided for and paid V  the commission agent 
on behalf of the seller*
Weighings are done by a specialised class of market functionaries 
laowm as talas (weighmen). A welghman is usually assisted by two other 
laborers, one for keeping the sack In position and the other for filling 
the scale with the produce* The weighing is dene by hand scale with a 
five scar weight (approximately 10 pounds) and 20 such units fill the 
bag. The net weight in a sack or bag is r/a maunds (approximately 205 
pounds). This is a very inefficient service, as much time and labor Is 
spent in the slew process of weighing. This eeuld be easily and cheaply 
dene by the platform scales.
Market Charges
(1) Transportation charges. Transportation charges form a substan­
tial part of the marketing charges in India. The average cost of trans­
portation (by all means other than rail transport) of wheat in 1936 in 
lyallpnr district was 10.** pies* per m&und* for a distance of about 10 
miles. The corresponding rate by rail was h,8 pies per raamd or less 
than half of the cost by other means.38 The charges by rail are about 
•One pi© equals approximately 0,15 cents and one vaaund ©quale 82^/7
pounds.
3®Islw *r Sms JWiwnAru, Soma, factors Affecting Jfeft ZBLsa SL M i l
In the Prrnlab. Bulletin Ho. 49. (Lahore: The Board of Economic E n q u ir y t
Punjab, 1937). P. 25.
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half of what they are by ether modes of transport*
(2) Charges paid at the time of entering the market area* These 
Chargee are In the fora of octroi charges, tolls or other kinds of taxes* 
and at tins* they are *uite high* The octroi charges are specially high 
la the ease of fresh and dried fruits, peanuts, and vegetables* There 
are instances shea the markets were shifted out of the city limits to 
escape such taxes. Some of the markets fail because of these high charges, 
ft the marketing charges are high in one market relative to the other neigh­
boring «aTkeis, the produce Is diverted to the low cost markets, with the 
result that the high cost market may altogether fall In the course of time, 
la United Provinces the notified area commit toe tax on linseed Is as low
as la* */2/~ per cart at Sharva Sumerpur in Haairpur District and as high 
ae le* ~/2/3 per aaund in the form of octroi duty charged by Benares muni** 
cipality. Xn privately owned markets chargee are both payable in cash and 
kind* These charges vary considerably from market to market. In United 
Provinces the aasdndarl tax (levied by the landlords) is Be* ~/8/~ per 
eart at Gonda, end 3 seers* per cart at most of the places In Bharaieh 
dl.trlct.39
(3) Charges paid in the market* There are a number of charges 
payable by the seller after the transaction is completed. Some of these 
charges are paid in kind, while others are deducted in cash from the sale 
proceeds at the time of making the final payment*
♦One seer is l/bOth part of a mound.
39 R g p o r t  on the Marketing q& Linseed In (Delhi: Manager of
Publications, 1938)Tp* 1*3*
(*) OoBnal»gioii and brokerage* X& commercial language these Items 
are knows as and fldjftU - represent the remuneration of the com­
mission agent (aarhati) and the broker (d&lal), respectively. These 
chargee are for the services rendered by the ©onuflission agent and the 
broker in effecting or bringing about the transaction* The charges of 
wheat in the northwestern parts of India vary from Re,* ~/8/-He. 1/9/- 
ia ease of comission and about Be.l/3/~ for brokerage for every one 
hundred rupees worth of produce sold* In lorth India, both these charges 
are paid by seller in cash, while in some other parts of the country the 
commission is paid by the seller and brokerage by the buyer*
(b) Handling and weighing charges* These Charges include such 
payments in kind and/or cash as are made to the laborers whose services 
are utilised for unloading, cleaning and weighing the produce* The 
people nay be a s ^ t u ^  full or part time employees or working indepen- 
dently* She weighing and hand shifting charges together generally amount 
to Be*~/8 /9 per hundred rupees worth of the produce*
(e) Chargee for other services* Besides the foregoing charges* pay* 
nents In cash or kind may have to be made to other individuals who do not 
generally handle the produce but may render some service indirectly by 
catering for the comforts and conveniences of the buyers and sellers*
They are maintained by the commission agent for cooking and bringing water 
sad looking after the welfare of his clients. Charges may also have to be 
made toward the salary of the commission agent's clerk and apprentices,
♦He. is an abbreviation for rapes* A rupee is a monetary unit in 
India,Which at present equals 21 cents but before devaluation was worth 
30*15 cents. It is made up of 16 annas, arid one anna ia further sub* 
divided Into 12 pies*
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and also for walelng invoices and accounts. Sucla charge 3 usually amount 
to Sa,-/l/9 per hundred rupees worth of the produce
(4) Charities* These deductions are laad© for the purpo se of con­
tributing toward seme specifle charttable Institutions, such as ^owshalag 
(homes for maintaining old and invalid cows), temples and schools, ©t 
cetera*
(•) Hlseellaiieous chargee* There may he some chargee payable for 
some other Items or services depending Upon customs and local practices* 
Although the practice eame into being during World War XI, some deduo- 
tia&s are made for payment* made In silver coins instead of currency 
notes* if so desired by the seller*
The average selling charges at Lyallpur during the pre-war years 
were estimated at Be* 2/2/3 per hundred rupees worth of sale (or 2*1 per 
cent) in ease of sale throû jh the commission agent and Be. I/I0/3 (1,6  
per cent) if sold through tlie cooperative commission shop* The charges
. kftat Okaara Mamdl were 2*6 per cent and 1*2 per cent, respectively* if 
■ales were made through a commission agent or the cooperative commission 
l&sp.
Defects in Local Marketing System
The present system Is an antiquated one* which suited the conditions 
when the cultivators had very little surplus to dispose of for obtaining 
seme of their simple needs* This system is defective, inefficient, and 
does not fit the present conditions. The marketing costs are high
i*°Mahendru, ĉlft.. p. 33.
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relative to the sememe performed, aa the number of functionaries la 
large and production par man is low* Soma of the 1 aperient defects 
are discussed below*
Lack of Organisation among sailers
The number of agricultural producers la very largo smd 1« scat­
tered over a vast area* ©nsre is no agency to organise and bring them 
together* 2he state in the paat being wadded to the policy of leases 
fairs. the interests of the farmers were not safeguarded, and wore left 
to the free play of the economic forces* The buyers, being better placed* 
highly organised, shrewd, educated and well-informed, had certain clear 
advantages over the producers* The producers were, therefore, exploited 
by the merchants, traders, commission agents, and other middlemen* It 
has been only in recent years that the weak position of the cultivator 
has been realised by the public in general and the government in parti­
cular, and seme measures hare been taken to prevent undue exploitation 
of the agricultural producers*
Thread sales
Most of the farmers in India have no control over the time and 
tbs meaner of the disposal of their produce* By the fores of circumstances 
they sere compelled to sell their produce at the most unfavorable time (im­
mediately after harvest) and to the least desirable purchaser (village 
shopkeeper or money lender) who offers M m  the least favorable terms*
When the price Is relatively low, the moneylender «• cum - trader takes 
charge of the produce direct from the threshing floor* The chief reason 
for ouch a situation is the heavy indebtedness of the cultivator who is
thoroughly «»&«* the grips of the moneylender, In the absence of cay 
ether MiHttt agszMtif for advancing marketing ere Alt on the security of 
the produce* the oultivator does not vent to displease hi® creditor* 
which ie the only wafailing source of easy credit to him*
There eve alto sthsr reasons for the sale of hi® produce during 
the post-harvsst degression of prices period* The most Important of 
three ere h e  requirements ef sash for the payment of land revsime, 
teases* and ether obligations* fear of the early start of monsoons* had 
Venditions of Tillage roads connecting the markets* absence of suitable 
storage facilities far holding the produce, and exploitation In the mar* 
last. Consequently, the farmer in India has no other alternative hut to 
w a u f t  his srep into eash as seen as possible after the harvest is over* 
He Is net free to determine the place ef sale* or the agency through 
Vhleh the sale should be effected in order to be of meadnmm advantage 
to Ms.
tfv of Information by farmers About the Value of Their Products
One of the conditions of a perfect or competitive market in which 
both the bey ere and sellers would be equally at an advantage or Aisadvan^ 
tags is the close contact of buyers and seller®. This mean® that there 
most be complete knowledge on the part of each buyer and seller of the 
prevailing market prices in Important markets* stock® In hand* and the 
arrivals and the future trends of prices* tinder the existing conditions* 
the buyer has the upper hand, because he is fully aware of the market con­
ditions, While the seller is quite ignorant of the market price even the 
day on Which he brings his produce to the market for sale. The seller 
also does not know the prices prevailing in other adjoining market® in
1?X
erder ts avail himself ef the higher rates* this whole situation show® 
the* the seller is at a dleaMtrantage end is a loser in the bargain.
Conditions in India regarding market intelligence are extremely 
unsatisfactory* the cultivator has hut little contact with the outside 
world and has not the necessary means to ascertain the rates before 
taking his produce to the market, Generally the sources of market inferno 
ation in the Tillages are the country buyers and the cultivators returning 
free the town markets. Moreover, the producers in the upcountry have no 
source of information for obtaining current prices regularly from the 
central or cohort markets, while the buyers, on the other hand# are In 
hourly touch wilh their representatives at these places. All this goes 
against the prodneer, but in faror of the buyer#
fMe is net all - there are other obstacles In the way, Svca If a 
literate and interested farmer wants to study the quotations given in 
dailies and ether commercial papers, they are hardly comparable because 
of the absence of acceptable standard grades throughout the country#
Share is a good deal of confusion due to the multiplicity of trade names* 
Some of these trade names are open and others are used in secret codes# 
the same terms may mean something entirely different# She comparison is 
also made difficult by the non-mutual use of "refraction1** In different 
markets* Prices are, therefore, subject to wide variations due to the 
difference in quality of the produet.
*8on~mutual refraction is a mental estimate by the buyers of




































































site** at* wa r  advantage* in standardisation and grading of 
ton predaets* t o  producers receive the benefit for better quality 
*f their psetote* trader* and merchants cam enter into bargain with­
out actually Inspecting the product®* and the consumers receive assured 
fseliiy for the price paid. She disputes, if any, em be settled ami* 
cably and with ease. She marketing costs ere, therefore* naturally 
retoed* ft builds us eonfidenee regarding quality in the long ra* 
resulting in better marketing intelligence and better price* to prodes* 
ere. She graded eemmedlties are handled on narrow margins, a* the less 
from unsalable merchandise ie reduced to the minimum, the loan ext graded 
sensed!tie* entering storage in public warehouses Is greatly faeili bated*
Xn India there are no duality standards or grades for all agyleul# 
tural products, the result is that quality producers do not receive 
man&L for t o trouble and expenses taken by them for improving to qual­
ity of their produce, fhis is on* of to vital defects In to agrlsSl* 
teal marketing in India. A good system of marketing should ensure an 
adequate premium for good quality over to inferior quality produce by 
giving am iig*tas for further improvement in quality. Poor quality can* 
sat compete with better quality products in t o  foreign market® and brings 
a bad to the country concerned. It eventually result® not only in 
lev returns to the cultivators* but the exports also drop down, adversely 
affecting the national econoay.
This t o  been realised by almost all the advanced countries of the 
world, especially t o  United States. In to United States statutory stand* 
er&s have been set up fer ell to commodities exported and for those son* 
costed within the country. Whole time Inspection Service Is available
17*
under telmtaryaftd mamteafr '&*&*»**. The reei&t 1* that the tmllty 
tf products It ii*Hi£ta%«rt!y tsaiatained and the commercial product*
W m  cotton tuft tehaaeo hare earned 4 good reputation abroad*
th Indt* It* taperianee of duality grade* oaune to be recognised 
It tit late m**U* end the Agricultural S*Qdtwo (Grading mi meM%«
J M  if 1997 i M  pateed* "The team ^igrlcultural produce* include*' 
ill famtet it agriculture or horticulture, til article* of food mi 
feftfe vlfllly «* P***ly mauttctxared fromany such produce, and fleeces 
% m  ot ttuait**^
feist prorieion® of this Act, grade designation* srepnesevibai for 
aptwal agrtagttural commodities, fourteen it number, such a* wheat, atta 
(fleur), flea, jaggery, tobacco, potatoes, fruits, mi al*p fe* liwitftdfc 
ftafesdiit Mil at £aas (clarified Gutter), tetter, eggs, hldo*, and skin a.
M t t 1 lets hem deeigaated a* t mark of <£uality (sad illustr**- 
tl*n m  page 1?5>* which it etanked an the labels, container* andotfey 
paimflWi Sfeie ashen* of grading and narking was actually started It 
end it welmttsry# fee guaranteed quality "JMmM? |* maintained by $y**r» 
ing fregoent randon saa^lee for analysis at the Oentral Control latamtory 
at Kanpur, The scheme has done aoa* good to the country as a whole «o$ to 
the pmSnssrs, manufacturer®, and consumers in particular. But the produce 
coning under the influence of such mrielng end grading wee 81,3 nillltth 
rfeses la 19** and 73*1 Million rap*©* la 19̂ 5. Seventy per sent of the 
whole prodnee was made up only by ghe*.*1̂
^̂ fcgricultural Produce (Stn&Ing and Marketing) Act, 19^ (BslMl 
Manager of PUblicaUone, l937),p< 1*
♦@m» le elarified hatter m »  which trace® of hattemlih ar* 
renewed after heating, tgr a process of deeantatlcn*
^ a t le a a l  toiw llflaai I s w l i  m*  • P* IB ,
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The work ie being speeded up through approximately kOO grading 
stations in the country, but still this is infiniteeimally small, being 
half of one per cent of the total value of agricultural products sold 
or marketed through various channels.
Tfanseessary Chargee
A reference to the heavy and unnecessary charges levied In the 
fora of toll taxes and octroi charges on entry and selling charges of 
the produce have already been referred to. The toll tax and the octroi 
chargee are not only high, but the deplorable foot is that they are 
neither paid for any specific service performed nor are they used for 
providing any facility in the markets or for the improvement of village 
reads, vhleh remain as unsatisfactory as ever, These funds either go 
to the pockets of private owners or to the coffers of the municipalities 
for providing more and more facilities to the townsmen at the cost of the 
poverty stricken rural peasantry,
Za the sale of produce there are numerous customary charges in 
kind and cash toward the maintenance of unnecessary labor and in the 
form of charities for the maintenance of different institutions* There 
is no marketing service performed for some of these charges. There seems 
to be absolutely no justification for making such arbitrary charges from 
the cultivator* for such an uneconomic purpose as the maintenance of old 
and inefficient animals, or toward the upkeep and maintenance of temples 
and accountancy schools* These Institution® are run for the benefit of 
the city people, but are supported by a poorer class of persons who have 
no access to these facilities# This is not all, sometimes the funds are 
not disbursed for the purpose for which they were earmarked and stand in
IT?
balance In the books of the ©ommiasion agents for a pretty long time*
These funds arm frequently used in business without allowing any interest 
to the credit of this aoeeuni.
®«e to numerous high char gee and inefficient service in weighing 
and ether services, the cost of marketing is as high as 2.1 per sent ad 
valorem at lyallpur. In the country as a whole it would he expected to 
he higher then tide, The fact that the marketing charges through the
JkJtcooperative commission shops are about half or even less clearly shews 
that the marketing chargee are excessive and can be considerably reduced.
Inacequate Storage Facilities
The present facilities for storage and warehousing are quite inade* 
quate in India* She storage facilities at all stages from the farms or 
the producing areas down to the consuming centers are all unsatisfactory. 
The or Raised storage or warehousing facilities of the type commonly met 
with in the United States and other western countries in the producing 
areas ere unknown In India. The present methods of storage are very 
primitive, and the losses, therefore, are enormous. In the marketing 
survey ef wheat, the study showed that the loss of this commodity alone 
was at 300,000 tons a year. The loss of Jag ery is estimated to be from 
2 to 10 per cent. The annual loss due to deterioration and wastage was 
placed at 5.**0̂ .000 tens for cereals, 9,000,000 tons for pulses, 500,000
hfKtons for sugar and 800,000 tons for tuber crops and vegetables. ^ This
^Stehendru, Ice, cit.
^Baljifc Singh, cl|,. p. 87.
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is a huge losi and in money value would amount to millions of rupees*
® »  eeld storage facilities as a whole are lacking in India* It 
is available on a very small seale ia big towns and cities, but the east 
la tee prohibitive to be of any use to the farmers* She inevitable re* 
salt Is that enormous losses occur in the case of fruits, vegetables, 
milk, rad other dairy products. Sue to the absence of potato seed pro** 
serving facilities, the simply of potato seed in the plains of northwes­
tern India is a big problem with the potato farmers* The price of seed 
In the major item in the east of production, and farmers of ordinary 
means cannot afford to rater into the field of production of potatoes 
and ciadlcr.enterprises*
Inadequate transportation I'aoillties
Tran:per nation absorbs a considerable part of the distribution 
costs of agricultural products* In India, these eosts are estimated at 
about 20 per erat of the price even where the wholesale market is within 
a radius of 15 miles
Costs of transportation are lover if the rural producing centers 
are conneeted to the markets by means of good roads* When transport 
facilities arc meager, poor and unsatisfactory, the costs of transporta­
tion are >*gh- Obviously, the farmer in a country like the United State* 
finds It easier to take his produce direct to the wholesale market than 
the farmer ia India, where the difficulties of transporting his produce 
to the town for sale induces him to sell in the village itself at a
**%anvati and AnJaria, $2* oit., p. 3̂ »
relatively Ia v the high oest of transportation is Aaa Index of
peer transport facilities of all kinds,
ia the eons true Won of railways the strategic and the adrainiefcrâ  
Ut« needs in the past had more weight than the provision of marketing 
faeillties to the farmer or the merchant# freight rates are ordinarily 
the heaviest single addition to the prime east of produce exported hy 
rail tm m the area of production, Even a small difference in freight 
rate would mesa a ltm$ sum calculated on a hulk of product transported 
and would seriously affect the margin of profit of the trader concerned# 
The Royal Osasdeeion ea agriculture pointed out that na comparatively 
nail difference in the rates may mean the closing of important markets 
to a crop grower ia any particular area and a consequent loss to the 
cultivators sad the railways. The freight rate policies on the whole 
eve highly detrimental to the interests of the producers# Boring the 
period of depression when the rates fell off 50 per cent the rates were 
not reduced, while when there was a slight tendency for the prices to 
increase during World War II, the rates were raised by 12.5 per cent#
Other facilities of transport, especially for x>®riah&ble products, 
are far from satisfactory. There are no refrigerated oars or alternative 
satisfactory cooling arrangements# In fact, perishable goods are carried 
on owners1 risk and no claim can he filed in case of spoilage of such 
products# Very few special fast trains are run between the important 
producing areas end the Important consuming centers or terminal markets*
Onmla.lny ££ Agriculture la M i&  SfiESJEl- P* 37<5.
The position of roads is even more unsatisfactory than the rail* 
says* The roads do not serve a good link as a feeder to the railways of 
the produce from distent areas for shipping to the wholesale ©r terminal 
markets* The condition of village roads is so had that ffifoi, (summer) 
©reps hove to he rushed to the already glutted market, otherwise during 
three or four souths of monsoon the whole countryside would he one morass 
iŝ &ssahle to wheeled traffic* Fared roads In the rural areas are few 
end far between and all oeammisations with railhead markets ere closed 
fear this period*
The Inland river and canal navigation and coastal transport have 
not yet been fully developed to meet the needs of the nation, Inadequate 
transport facilities lead to vide variations in the price of some commodi­
ties at different centers even in the ease of organised markets* Thus, In 
June 1931, the wheat rate at Kanpur was Re* 3/1/7» while at Karachi it was 
R*. 1/13/3^. * *
back ©f Marketing Credit
The almost complete absence of satisfactory and adequate marketing 
credit te the producers has already been pointed out in the section under 
the *aarm Credit System. The only source from which the farmer can obtain 
marketing credit is from the village moneylender* The cooperative credit 
societies do not generally provide such credit. Commercial banks provide 
seme credit to the traders and merchants on the security of the produce 
pledged to them*
^®Hanvati and An j aria, gp. ait., p. 52.
tJnregulated Markets
la most of the provinces and stated no action ha* so far been 
taken to enact any legislation for the organisation of Eiarkets on sound 
lines, or to regulate and standardise the marketing practices* The re** 
Shit as pointed out by the BftPOfit Market fop ̂  Ll^yaad is that
"there Is plenty' of evidence of wasteful practices, for example, In pay* 
lag freight on dirt and unnecessary cleaning and roc leaning of linseed* 
Farther, market charges ere altogether too numerous and excessive. Octroi 
sad terminal taxes hamper the trade in all dir sot ion a end adulteration of 
both linseed said linseed oil is ranqp&ni*^
Assembly Problem
The above conditions create a serious problem for assembling the 
produce in the rural markets. The almost virtual absence of adequate 
storage and warehousing facilities, inadequate supply of marketing credit, 
poor conditions of roads, absence of standardisation and quality grades, 
no practice of pooling, and unnecessary charges all create conditions 
which make it difficult to assemble agricultural produce in order to take 
advantage of the bulk handling. The result is that even small producers 
have to waste their time and effort in disposing of their small produce 
almost through the same channels and sources as a big producer. This 
increases overall expenses of marketing of the agricultural products and 
reduces the share of consumer's rupee to the producer*
^UmtorA £21 the Marketing of Linseed, op* clt», p* xiii*
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Beacons for Fost-h&rvest Price Depression
A« has already boon pointod out, the cultivator due to various 
reasons is forced to «oll his produce immediately after it in ready after 
harvest. The remit ie that the market le glutted with the produce during 
the pest-harvest period, which bring* down the price. After this period 
the priee recovers gradually and by the time the farmer need* the earn* for 
aeed or household purposes, the priee generally Is highest. The farmer 
Buffers tviee in this double deal, by getting low prices at the time of 
sale and psyifeg high easts at the time of sewing. Seme Idea of the losses 
sustained by the farmers may be formulated by obearring that the wheat rate 
at harvest tins in May 1*31 was Be. 2/8/- against the sowing time rate 
Be.a/8/- in October 1931. The oerrespending quotations for rice were 
Be* 1/4/- in December and fis. 3-0-0 la April.® The seasonal depression in 
the ease of linseed In seme parts is as high as 38 per cent.
Zt is not the producer only who suffers on account of this peculiar 
position. The consumer Is also the loser because agricultural product ion 
Is seasonal* bat demand from consumers is almost evenly distributed through­
out the year. The perishable products such as fruits and vegetables present 
special difficulties of their own. Due to the absence of cold storage and 
{nick transport facilities from the areas of production to areas of consump­
tion the prlees of these commodities at the time of harvest peak fall very 
low. The writer observed such a situation in the ease of the mango drop in
®Saavatl and Anjaria, g&, pit., p. 83.
BA m. EMfclttM! Cf m w w i  0£, £ii., p.366,
dagadhrl and Sahsraapur areas and of tomatoes at Ambala* If there Is 
even ft little disturbance in the railway transport system - with local 
demand so inadequate *. the tomatoes may have to he sold at « ridiou- 
tosly lew pries er the mongo crop left unharvested at isolated places
Farm Cooperative Marketing Organisations
the average Indian farmer has a very small surplus over and above 
his family needs far sale in the market* On the average he is simple* 
ignorant and uneducated. If he takes his small produce to the market 
far sale* he finds himself in a very weak position with respect to the 
well~orgaziiR»d and well-informed buyers In the market* The unequal 
bargaining power not only destroys the good features of the competitive 
system, but else creates opportunities for his exploitation. The hand- 
tops ef a small farmer were very well described by David Franklin 
Hens ten, Secretary ef Agriculture a quarter-and-a-half century ago, 
writing on agricultural problems:
"Another thing which threatens the prosperity and 
even to existence ef small toners is the handicap under 
which he finds himself in buying and selling* The big 
farmer can buy and sell In large quantities and alee cm* 
ploy an expert talent in buying and selling and in secur­
ing credit and has t o  advantage over to small farmer 
who most buy and sell in small quantities and give M s  
tine sod attention mainly to the growing of crops rather 
ton to selling them. . . •
There has also been a widespread feeling that to producer gets 
very little of what is paid by the consumer and the consumer pays much
52l2S££2Ck 8i  H e. HeaurtmezLi s i AflttilMdJatft. 1S&L (WaahingtoiL, D.C, t 
Superintendent ef Documents), p. 96.
m
mere than the priee for which the farmer sells M s  produce. The studios 
mode tgr the Madras Provincial Marketing Staff show that the cultivator 
receives 75*^ cent of the price of rice paid by the consumer and 51 per 
ee&t ef the tobacco priee paid by the importer in England In the 
ease of fruits, as shown in Table XLIXI, there exists a wide margin 
between the priee paid by the consumer end that received by the producer*
Sable XLIII. Price Spreads Between Producer and Consumer for Some Bruits 
in Some of the Important fruit Markets of India
Place Bruit
Percentage of con* 





Peso* Guavas 33.6 66.*
Poona Oranges 53.* *6.6
Bagpwr Kosambl 28.6 71.*
Baeik P a w * * 36.9 63.1
Seme* B. B. Makerjee, Agrjgultural Marketing in India, quoted by 
Qpreshl f pp* cit*. t>. 8q .
from the fact that a large share of what the consumer pays is 
absorbed by the marketing agencies there Is a general feeling that middle* 
aea are ■aMwg too much money and performing the services inefficiently*
Be data are available to subs tan t late this feeling, but the faet remains 
that there is always room for in^rcvement and certainly the efficiency 
ef the marketing services can be increased and improvements effected 
which would reduce the marketing expenses both to the interest of the 
producer and the consumer. The marketing problem of India can be partly
53Kriashaaas*rasy, pp. cit.. pp. 315-16.
m
solved V  providing for the economies of "bulk bailing and reducing 
the marketing expenses, m% necessarily %  eliminating the middlemen 
bat by performing the services more efficiently, m e  farmer*s lend 
and capital cannot be concentrated or centralised in large unite to 
such m  extent as in indue try. mare ean only be the aesoetation of 
peraoas ae high eeale preduo tion&l organisation of indue trial type i« 
neither possible nor desirable in agriculture* fhe solution lies in 
organisation net on Joint stock lines hut on what are known as oocpefft* 
tire principles* In most of the progressive Gauntries of the world* 
cooperative credit, cooperative purohase* and cooperative sale organic 
nations have and are spreading rapidly*
ty faming associations with his fellows, and through cooperation, 
the farmer would he able to secure expert guidance and control over the 
oommereial side of his work and give more time to his special calling of 
farming.
Humber and types of Cooperative Marketing Organisations
fhe cooperative marketing societies were established in India as
early as 1917, but very little progress was made until the early thirties.
The loyal Commission on Agriculture in India also recommended some form
of organisation to enable the cultivator to so euro a full premium for
superior Quality and suggested that group marketings would be more effi-
54eient than Individual marketing under Indian conditions.
5kS anL Sfflali.lnn on Agriculture la India. Isaac*. 2a- sU-» P • ^3-
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Cooperative narketiilg in India la general, and In the Punjab la 
particular, tank the fora ef tan disposal of fee formers* produce os close 
to fee farm as passible consistent wife fee economy in handling the volume 
ef produce. These cooperatives were organised ae tale societies bofe on 
single «o«mdity aad on multi-commodity feels* la India there are cotton 
sale societies meetly in Bombay, and sugarcane sale societies la premier 
sugar producing provinces of Bihar and United Province, and milk supply 
societies near Big el ties and industrial suburbs* All of these are or­
ganised on one commodity feels* She aon-speeialised, nraltl-oommodity 
sale societies selling all fans products are found in the Punjab and are 
organised ae Cooperative Ceamlssion shops for fee direct disposal of fee 
■embers* produce*
(1) Cotton sale societies* The a* societies are costly located 
la Bombay presidency cotton felt* ©specially in Kfendesh, Btoarwar, and 
0«jrat« Thee* soeletles hare been very suooessful at those places* Some 
of fee gjwttitig factories are cooperatively owned by these cooperatives in 
this area* the narked advantages of cooperative marketing to the cotton 
growers have been in fee form of better weights, accurate accounts, and 
presduss for fumllty produce.
(2) Sugar cooperative sale societies* these are for fee most part 
situated in the sugarcane growing regions supplying cane to the sugar fac­
tories* The United Province has shown striking success in the organization 
of can* unions. The number of primary cane soeletles in the province dur­
ing 1948-49 was over 1,000 and handled 3*5 million tons of cane. There 
were also 100 ease union* covering nearly 20,000 villages.^
5h m &  Sect m . 1. lgta* M m s a y  of India, Washington,
D»0*, p« 7*
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These societies esm into existence as a result of the email ap­
propriation of Ha* 100,000 by the Government of India in 1935* for the 
Improvement of quantity and quality of can© in the factory zones with 
a view to cooperative marketing, A cooperative society was organized 
In each factory sons,* and it was obligatory on the part of the factory 
management to enter Into agreement with the society for the supply of 
on* and pay earn lesion to the society at 3 pie? per maimd. She scheme 
io agrieultwral-eum-eooper&tive, as it covers both the phases* The actl- 
Titles of the societies are not confined to the sale of sugarcane of the 
Motors only, hut to the supply of Improved sugarcane seed and fertiliser 
as wall* Seas of the societies here even taken up the improvement of vil­
lage reads to facilitate transportation of cane to the factories by moans 
of bullock carts* She success achieved within such a short time as shown 
in fable XLIV is marvelous. The reasons for its success are not far to 
seek* It is a state organisation and works like any other Government 
Department, but there is very little spontaneous growth which is essential 
for a cooperative movement.
(3) Cooperative milk supply societies. These societies have devel­
oped mostly in the neighborhood of hlg cities such ae Bombay, Madras, and 
Delhi, and have been quite successful. Their number is not very large at 
present and needs further expansion.
(4) Cooperative commission shops. These are multi-commodity socie­
ties for the sale of members* produce on commission basis. They were begun,
♦A factory sons is an area from which a factory is legally entitled 
to draw its supply of sens*
18®
with the intention of reducing the eaceessive end unjust marketing charges 
in the aandift. Such cooperative shops were acre successful in the canal
colony districts of Punjab than anywhere else. It was not the Intention
fable XLIY. Progress of Cooperative Cane Growers* Societies In India* 
193&-3? to 1939-40
Particulars s 1 9 ^ 7  : JL93M& 1. 1^4-40
Dumber of cane fac­
tory sense 22 86 11k 136
Developed area (la 
seres) 26*500 74,600 190,000 474,000
tabs? of villages under 
development 1,000 2,000 9,5*19 13,800
VsAtr of cooperative cane 
•apply unions 23 48 42 81
Dumber of factories to 
which earns was ssgtplled 23 30 49 61
Dumber of earns cooperative 
societies 25,000 63,000 371,000 461,000
Quantity of cans supplied 
(in maunds) 12,,700,000 13,400,000 47,600,000 127,700,000
Cane seed distributed 
(mounds) 600,000 1,900,000 3,500,000 3,200,000
Fertiliser distributed 
(stands) 48,000 61,000 15M00 203,000
Source: ££& Indian Co operative BavlaW-* October-December, 1941, quoted 
by I* 1*4 Govil, Marteetlng jn IfiSlBi P* 213»
ee mneh to eliminate any of the middleman or his functions, hut this attempt 
vac directed to lever the cost of marketing by performing those functions 
tetter and in an effieient manner• The ultimate object vae to encourage 
the farmer to sell hie produce In the market at a better price rather than
la tbe village* She attempt to reduce marketing expenses was 
successful to a large extent. fable 30$ give© a comparison of tine charges 
payable by seller to the arhatl (professional eexaraissioa agent) and 
the cooperative commission shop for two Important colony markets, namely, 
lyallpur and Hontgoasry. Some of the unjust excessive charges payable 
^  t«r» keen altogether dona away with in the case of coopera*
tive it«|i while others have been reduced* It has been thus possible to 
reduce to a aatksd degree the marketing expenses through cooperation.
Ia lyallpur, Nandi these charges are 40 per cent less and at Montgomery 
they are only half that ef the commission agent* This shows that some 
needless services can be dispensed with send unnecessary charges altogether 
eliminated. Besides this, all the sellers are supplied with clear state- 
ae&t ef eeCemts as to the weight, sale rate, marketing expenses * and the 
net aasuat paid.
Degree ef Success Achieved
fairly good sueeess has been achieved by the cotton sale societies 
and the cooperative milk simply societies* An expansion of the activities 
ef cooperative milk and cotton societies would be desirable.
The sueeess achieved by the cooperative cane societies has already 
boon noted as a remarkable one, because there was an economic need for 
such organizations and the cans growers gave their support. Another reason 
for their success is the governmental supervision and guidance* these 
soeletles were a success as the scope of the cane associations covers the 
credit and production needs of the producers which are at least ae impor­
tant as narketlng Itself, These societies are expanding their field of
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faftU XLY* Comparison Between the Marketing Charges of Wheat Sold 
Through Commission. Agent and Cooperative Commission 
at Lyallpur end Montgomery Markets
Gal* deduction and otter
i flhawtaa oor 100 ramt. worth af srodac* .- -
Arhtia (commission
Sd8lt&B9&Ahrit - commiesion 
M a i  - valgM&g chargee 
Palladarl - payment to 
portere 
Chtmgl * payment to 
taitt1! porters 
Balall - brokerage 
Shagirdl - establishment 
Bharmao * charier 
tanahala - old cows' home 
Salad * hand sifting ?
1.2 pies per maund 
Changer - menial 8 chatafc 
per maood 
Berio ta, ehnfcra, m&shki, 
laagri (adsoellaneous 
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90 coamiselon agent includ­
ing veigfenen end porters 1 9 0
s«
J 0 10 0
Salai - hand sifting 0 a k 4 0 5 0Bharaao - charity 0 i 3 1 0 0 0Chaagar - menials 0 2 6 1 0 3Changl 0 2 6 S 0 1 6
Mashki and chura (misc*) 0 0 10 s J _____ £L.. ----£L
Total
Source t Mehendro* pp.. elt*. pp* 33*3^
•Computed at Be* 3-0-0 per maund of wheat*
Bote: One rupee equals 16 annas and one anna equals 12 pies*
One rupee before devaluation was equal to 30,15 cents and after 
devaluation equals 21 cents*
m
activities asA Uri taken %  Village welfare work in a wtotom of centers 
end have made improvements In village rondo*
Although the people on the whole have been satisfied with the 
working of the cooperative commission shops, yet these commission shops 
have net achieved the eeeeess expected of them. Hot only Is the business 
these ehepe at treat very email In preportion to the total produce marketed 
in the province hut the volume of business transacted is a very smell pert 
of the total volume of business in the same markets*
An enquiry conducted by S. K&rt&r Singh reveals Interesting facts 
regarding the weak and strong points of cooperative Institutions (fable 
XLYI )« One important point is that per cent of the sellers sell 
through the commission shops, because they stand to gain through low mar* 
ketlng expenses* However, per cent of those questioned did not sell 
through the cooperative commission shop because they did not even know of 
its existence* The lack of information and thrusting of the marketing 
programs from above without educating the people as to their value, are 
the main causes of the failure of many excellent marketing and other 
schemes in India- Two other obstacles In the way of effecting further 
improvements through cooperation, are the stronghold that the commission 
agents and the moneylenders have on their farmer clients* The commission 
agents moneyleaders advance leans for production purposes to the form* 
crs with the explicit understanding that the produce will be sold through 
them* As the cooperative commission simps do not supply credit to the 
producers, these undesirable middlemen cannot he eliminated. On the 
whole, all of the sellers in cooperatives are satisfied with the correct- 
ness of the weighing end feel that the cooperative shops are almost free 
from any fraud or cheating*
m








1. Commissions and other deductions are 
lighter **3.92. Communal and el&ts considerations 22 2fe,2
3* Members of the cooperative commission shop Ik 15***b. Ixpeet more Just dealings 12 13*25* 2b test the truth of statements in favor of 
sales through cooperative commission shop - J _______Total 91 100.0
Against Sale:
1* Iterance of the existence of cooperative 
commission shop 323 39***2. Long established connections with arhiia 232 28.3
3* Loans In advance not available 127 15.5
k* Tbok advance from artla with the under­
standing that sale will be made through 
him 26 3.2
5. Pind no special advantage in selling 
through cooperative commission shop 1? 2.1
6m Prices lover at cooperative shop 3 0.3?• Weight of produce declared less than his 
own estimate 1 0.1
8. Mo special reason _£L~ _________ ...JUUL _________Total 820 100.0
Sources S. Tartar Singh, finance m & M & & U M  Q l lDttSfti
SB* S&£'. P* 58.
The cooperative commission shops have served and are serving a very 
useful TTurpoee ae was reflected In the form of opposition which they had to 
face in the beginning from the commission agents, agents of "buyers* and 
buyers themselves. In spite of official hacking the progress has been very 
slow* and most of the markets In central districts of the Punjab are with*
iout any cooperative commission shop, anti those already organised have 
plodded sluggishly and continued their existence In the face of some diffi­
culties.
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She chief reasons for slew progress hare 'been the lack ©f inter­
est er leadership among farmers, laefc ef reliable and qualified business 
managers, absence of provision for advancing marketing or production credit, 
sad leeal apposition* These are not insurmountable difficulties and can be 
removed very easily*
mt&Tm vi
IHPIOVIHO SHB AGRICULTURAL BOflJOHT UJDJA
The |imllias eeonomie condition among rural people la India 
is on* of low tnooaoo pen sopite and pen farm. In too many eases the 
level of living approaches the poverty level* The central eeonomio 
preview io clearly one of raising real incomes, including incomes In 
kind* to a level that will asks possible a higher level of living fee 
the ness ef people*
In the previous chapters many of the factors that are associated 
vita lew Incomes have Veen indicated* 3n this chapter the primary pruv 
pose will Ve to suggest the nature of remedial measures that would help 
to Vetter conditions in the rural areas and indirectly the country ae a 
whole. The methods to Ve followed should Ve evolutionary and not revolu­
tionary if solid progress Is to Ve made* To obtain a higher level ef 
consumption there vast Ve greater production of economic goods and ear* 
vices per wertoer and new opportunities made available to produce a 
greater variety of products needed for a comfortable end healthful liv­
ing* It is realised that it will take a long time to arrive at the goal 
desired.
Economic welfare cannot Ve improved Vy the devaluation of the 
currency or the printing of more paper money* Economic progress must 
rest on the use of human and natural resources in a manner that will in­
crease efficiency and capacity in the production of capital and consumer 
goods* The present unsatisfactory situation In India is the result of
19^
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team actions. It can be improved with intelligent human effort, and 
the rate of improvement will depend largely upon the willingness of the 
people to cooperate end plan thoughtfully for the future* While progress 
In say oouatry must ooate from the effort® of the eitiren* themselves, 
there ere many things fte which the peoole must look; to their government 
to proride lender ship end coordination.
The reaedtel measures that require intelligent leadership on the 
pert of established government in India include matters related to rural 
education, eonserratioa and development of natural resources, the encour­
agement ef domes tie manufacture, sound fiscal policies, sad aid in the 
creation ef better credit and market facilities. Who remainder of this 
chapter will he concerned with specific remedial measures that need 
governmental direction and assistance. The remedial measures to he con* 
sldered are ae fellovei
1. Improvement of the rural education system
2. Development of alternative opportunities for employment
3. Setter Health facilities and ideals
b. Consolidation of holdings and increased sise of farms
5* Improvements In the tenure system
6' A better system of levying and collecting taaces on farm 
real estate
7. An erosion control program
8* The development of irrigation system
9* Provision of efficient credit system
10. The development of forests end forest products
11. Cattle Improvement
12. Changes needed to Increase farm production
13. Improvements in the marketing system of farm products
Xsprovements in the Rural Mucatlon System
Although there are many factors which have to do with the raising 
of levels of living in a country* an adequate system of education would 
provide the basic foundation necessary in India for the functioning of
the other factors* In order that the massoc may at least he able to read 
end writs, free and coaqpulaory education should he provided for all per­
sons between the ogee of six to fourteen* Free hooks and writing material 
should he provided for these children whose parents are too poor to pro*- 
ride them.
One primary seheol for about four villages Is too small a number 
far achieving universal education, Bach average sised village should have 
a primary school se that no child would have to walk move than two miles 
to attend school* In places where this may not he feasible, seme form of 
conveyance should he provided in order to make possible regular attendance 
at all times of the year.
fhe number of middle and high schools should be increased to enable 
mere pupils who have completed the primary school to continue their studies* 
It would be desirable to have at least one high school within a radius of 
four to five miles from each village so that the students could live at 
home* For persons living more than five miles from a high school, pro­
vision should be made for transportation. In the absence of these faci­
lities, most of the farmers and others in the countryside do not have the 
mesne for sending their children to high school as they are unable to pay 
tuition fees, board and lodging expenses.
A great emphasis needs to be given to the female education, as 
whatever may be the social status of women in India, they do determine 
the mode of living to a significant degree. Lord Linlithgow, the former 
viceroy of India in giving his considered opinion on the education of 
girls, renarked, firm conviction after two years of work In India is 
that no more potent instrument lies to hsaid for promoting rural development
thrna a Void, determined, sad persistent drive toward* the goal of a 
l®#A primary education for the girlhood of the countryside.
There la a great naed to permit the hoy® and girls to go to the 
same school at least at the primary level. At present the number of 
girls1 schools in the rural areas la few and far between* It is beyond 
the means of the country to provide two sets ef schools. Co-education 
in the secondary schools will come in due course, as it has come already 
in some of the colleges.
Besides the general education at the urinary and secondary level, 
there is a need for providing facilities for training in agrietatare, 
commerce and industry# Vocational training w uld meet the increasing 
demand for trained personnel, and help to neve some of the young people 
from the farm to the non-farm jobs.
Agricultural Research and Teaching
Research consists in discovering new facts, or revising the already 
known conclusions in the light of newly discovered facts. The primary 
purpose of agricultural research is the acquisition of exact knowledge, 
while the ultimate purpose is the translation of this information into 
concrete improvements for the benefit of the producers and consumer®.
The B^yal Commission on Agriculture in India in discussing the position 
of research in the develonment of agriculture said, "The basis of all
Voha Karines of Linlithgow, The Indian Peag&nt (Londoni faber 
and Faber, 193&), p. 21#
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agricultural research la essperimeat. However efficient the organisation 
which is built up for demonstration and propagandas unless that organisation 
Is based on research, It is merely a house 'built on iud. ̂
Agricultural research in India is In its infancy. It 'began with the 
opening of the Agricultural Research Institute at Pusa in 1905* In addi­
tion to the Central Research Institute located at Hew Delhi, research on 
special problems is carried on in the provinces.
Agriculture, by the constitution of 1919* was made a transferred 
subject.* fho Government of India divested itself from the direction and 
administration of agricultural education and research in the provinces#
As a result, there is little cooperation and coordination among the research 
setters la the different provinces of India. There is a great need for 
bringing the agricultural research workers of different provinces closer 
together by means of Central Government supervision and encouragement* 
Research in agricultural economics and rural sociology does not 
occupy the position It deserves* Work in these subjects needs to be ini­
tiated end developed* The facilities for agricultural education are meager 
in relation t the importance of agriculture in the nation's economy. Only 
about half of the provinces and states have agricultural colleges. Agri­
cultural subjects In middle end high schools are taught to a limited ex­
tent, but the facilities for such training are generally inadequate. The
^toyal 0«a»l*«lon on Apiculture In India. Ka^ort. P- 33-
♦Agriculture as a transferred subject falls under the jurisdiction 
of the Provincial Governments for education research and administration, 
over which the Central Government has no right of Interference. This may 
be changed under the eons tl tut ion of Independent India.
i n
importance of training for those hoys and girls In rural areas who will 
ho the farmers of tomorrow should te rooognisod* ftere 1® need for a 
comprehensive scheme of education for the rural hoys and girls to he 
worked out jointly hy the Provincial Departments of Agriculture and 
Education.
Agrloultwrel Sxtension
Indian agriculture has not mad© full use of the better practice* 
that ter© hcea discovered through research, largely because the farmers 
ds met know about them or at least do not know how to use them* Sir John 
teasel, Director of the Eothamsted Agricultural Sxperiraent Station said* 
"the great need now is for the fuller use of existing knowledge, ratter 
than the accumulation of more knowledge; for work on the cultivator's 
field ratter Item in the laboratory. *3 The seme fact is also ©a$hasi»sd 
by B* I* Ultra, a pioneer worker (now retired) in the Bengal Agricultural 
Department, "Ste recommendations of the experts and scientist® are to be 
found in their volume of memoirs and bulletins than in the actual fields 
of tee sons of the soil. She gulf existing between the tiller of the 
soli said the scientist needs to be bridged by the establishment of a more 
•rapetent sad tetter organised agricultural extension service. Besides, 
the inadequacy ef provision for adult extension work, there has teen little 
cooperation and coordination between the extension and research workers in 
individual provinces and at the national level. Provision for coordination
3Sir John Bgport 22. t£& Worklnr. a£ teagri&l SasaSliL at Agffi*.
cultural Research ip Jtawalving Science to Crop Production in$4A (Delhi: 
Manager of Publications, 1939), p. 222.
D. Mitra, "Agricultural Education and Propaganda In the Villages," 
Developing M 1 & .  P* 7*»*
mo
is needed and alee the development of local leadership for reaching the 
average cultivator. In addition to technical agriculture* the Indian 
eat tension service in agriculture should he expanded to Include nutrition, 
housing, recreation, ehlld«e&re and home management. These phases of 
farm life ere characterised by a high degree of integration in which 
religion, recreation, tradition, community structure, and organisation 
are closely tied with ayrieiiltural activity.**
It is easier to mould and create interest among bops and gifle in 
becoming good citiseng and efficient form workers and homekeepers than it 
Is among adults* Youth urograms like the 4*-H clubs ©r ̂ ulure farmers of 
America as carried on In the United States are not known in India* It is 
reeom-ended that this type of activity he Incorporated In the extension 
work, as It would help greatly in bettaring Indian agriculture. It is of 
interest to note that the food and Agri culture Organisation of United 
Nations has sent a representative to India to advise the Government of 
India in the organisation of Its extension service. There is undoubtedly 
a ̂ reat need for expanding this service, but care needs to be exercised 
in not expanding the work more rapidly than properly trained personnel 
becomes available. Ill-planned projects directed by persons who do not 
possess th‘ necessary skills and an understanding of the problems in­
volved, often result in the public not continuing to support what would 
otherwise be an excellent program.
Report st &£L halted States-Syria Agricultural, Efljato (Washing­
tons Tilted states Department of Agriculture, Office of foreign Agricul­
tural P̂ elations, 19̂ 7), pp. 30-31.
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Developiseat of Alternative Opportunities 
for Jbrployaeaat
There is a pressing need in India for the develepment of alter** 
native opportunities for earning a living in occupations other than 
faming. There ere sore people on farms than axe needed to utilise ef* 
flelexttly the present a^ooltural resources or that which will become 
available later# l&less alternative opportunities for profitable employ* 
asnt are made available, the adoption of labor saving devices and the 
substitution of capital equipment for hand labor in agricultural pro&ue- 
tion will be retarded, if not stopped* Opportunities should be provided 
for thousands of the younger men and women to engage in useful occupations 
other than agriculture. This program should be supplemented by the develop­
ment of local industries to the extent that they are feasible, to provide 
part-time and some full-time employment for many of the people who will 
continue to live in rural areas*
fhe problem of balancing agriculture with industry in India is 
obviously important and difficult• It is beyond the scope of this study 
to suggest particular Industries the Government of India might encourage 
In the interest of the public welfare* It is suggested that the government 
provide for a research group composed of well qualified persons to study the 
problem and make specific reeo-r&aendations from time to time* The effort to 
guide the establishment of new industries needs to be continuous as any 
attempt to solve the entire problem quickly would likely result in costly 
mistakes and. retard progress towards the desired goal. Patience will be 
amply rewarded by the gradual Improvement of the conditions on a sound 
basis*
-20ft
2fce development of alternative opportunities for «%IeyHient will 
not greatly raise levels of living, if population increase is not re­
tarded. What would happen if every decade there are h© million addi­
tional persons to he ah sorted in productive employmentf The population 
oan grow without sioral restraints beyond the capacity of the resources 
of the country to support a reasonable living standard* A country east- 
not support an unlimited population at a reasonable standard of living#
The people should he educated to understand the necessity for smaller 
families, if they want to derive the benefits that would come from 
greater production of goods and services per person employed*
Better Health Facilities and Ideals
There is a great need for improving the sanitary and living con- 
ditiona of the people as sickness arid disease are important factors affec­
ting rural prosperity and welfare. f£he low standard of nutrition should 
he raised at least to the mini mum standards required for the maintenance 
of satisfactory health. Better incomes would alone considerably improve
the conditions among the rural workers, but there is also a need for ad­
vising the people with regard to preventive measures against common 
diseases sod seasonal fevers. It is suggested that work along the fol­
lowing lines would help to improve the health of the people®
1. Baiee the purchasing power of the average Indian and plan 
a balanced diet within the reach of his ours©.
2* Plan an educational program on nutrition am- ng the rela­
tively well-to-do, who can afford to have, but do not
have a well-balanced diet due to the ignorance of the
importance of protective foods.
3. Plan educational programs to overcome dietary prejudices 
and encourage the the consumption of 0 • gs and meats.
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XseVe&S* the production of protective food© including 
fruits so ©• to stake them available At a reasonable cost*
5. Sstend medical and matsrnity aid in rural areas*
6, Adopt on an extensive scale measures to control th© 
spread ef contagious diseases.
Ibr or eating tetter living condition® it is important that the 
average Indian should he made to realise that Ids future is In hie own 
hands and he can improve it a sreat deal* To obtain higher standards 
of living he needs to increase his efficiency in production and to limit 
the else of M s  family* A higher level of living cannot be achieved by 
following the animal instinct and bringing into the world any number of 
children as a matter of course t irrespective of whether they can he 
properly eared for or not. Planned parenthood is important in India 
from whatever viewpoint it may he perceived. There are thro© important 
conditions vMoh require tactful handling in order to acid eve some meas** 
nre of success*
fhe first important task consists in the removing of the misunder­
standing and misinterpretation of the religions die turns disseminated 
among the people by the poorly educated priests. They should be made to 
understand that there is nothing sacrilegious In the control of birth 
rates to the number that can be properly reared and educated* They 
should be shown the advantages of small families ever the larger ones*
The second step should be to make available to the rural people cheap and 
suitable contraceptives through the maternity and child welfare centers. 
The third measure should be to provide rural recreation for the people 
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Table XLTII. Progress Kade by the Punjab Goopemtive Consolidation of 
Holding Societies from 1921 to 1939
Particulars J 1921 !ft 1925 \ 1930 * 1935 ! 1939
Iftmber of societies 60 659 1,16? 1.977
3baj>ber of members 1.698 8,912 35.778 89, 929 160,782
Annual consolida­
tion in acres’ 7,571 11,707 50,105 63,559 157,211
Scarce! Kanv&ti and Anjaria, Bnial M2&0&, P* 158.
She writer has observed In his home village and in the adjoining areas 
how consolidation Improved the methods of farming, raised standards of 
cultivation and Increased fans earning®* The great improvement can be 
seen in the condition of crops and In the quality of farm homes In a 
village in which all the farm land Is consolidated as compared with one 
in which there are cultivated parcels scattered around the village, tfnder 
the circumstances, consolidation which has achieved such a good measure 
of success in the Punjab needs to he extended to other parts of India in 
order to accomplish the same benefits*
Two important limitations of consolidation are generally pointed 
out by those who recommend radical changes and drastic legislative meas^ 
uros for consolidation. The first is that the consolidation does not 
provide an economic holding to a small land holder and, secondly, the 
consolidated economic holdings are again subdivided and fragmented and 
made uneconomic through the laws of inheritance and custom.
In some eases former uneconomic holdings are transformed Into 
economic ones, while the petty holders though In a better position than 
before may still be left with uneconomic holding®. The fact is that both
m
the large the small lend ovmers ore benefitted and non© of them will 
1«W anything from the leal*
Another grant goad that emerges from the process of consolidation 
is an wader s tending by the cultivators of the importance of an economic 
holding in order to oh tain an income largo enough to support a reason­
able standard of living* With the spread of education and an apprccia*- 
tioa of this feet, the small farmers will try either to increase their 
far* business or leave farming In order to 'obtain a better living else­
where* This would, indirectly, over a period of time lead to an increase 
in ths else of forms.
The State can play en Important role In encouraging an increase in 
the site ef ferns by providing some alternative sources of employment to 
the snail holders or by granting them larger farms in new areas where 
reclamation projects have been completed. Credit should also be provided 
on reasonable terms to enable farmers to settle in the new places*
There is und oubtedly a need for changing the laws of inheritance, 
in order to cheek the subdivision and fragmentation of the peasants* con­
solidated holdings again into the inevitable result of uneconomic units. 
Consolidation would indirectly help achieve this objective, by making 
the people appreciate the fact that good results attained are liable to 
bs neutralised by subdivision. The people wo ild themselves feel the need 
for a change in the laws of inheritance whereby the lended property, after 
a certain else Is reached would pass on undivided to a single heir only.
The Government would then be in a better position to pass a suitable legis­
lation compatible with the general public welfare* The Government is in a 
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levied. collective faming of the Russian type, which is M@hl.9r 
Stats controlled is against the Indian tradition of free living sad free 
thinking. Both the people and the Sovemment have rejected this type of 
faming w  running any other type of business on ssmbiIsMs linos* Ool* 
lective foaming at presant has no place in Indian economy.
(2) Cooperative farming. The success achieved hr cooperation in 
other fields lad to its adoption in the field of farm production* $e oper­
ative groan fame exist in Palestine, Mexico, and Canada. In the Jewish 
national Hone In Palestine there sere at the end of IfbQ, 79 oonnannal 
villages and 55 villages of cooperating family type farmers out of 25? 
agricultural settlement s. fhsy famed one-fourth of Jewish owned land 
and supported even larger proportions of the Jewish rural population*?
The apparent success at sons places and the real sweets at others it 
seas of these ventures, hare inspired seise Indians to pin high hopes in 
the cooperative methods, fhe anthers of the Bombay pirn (Sir furshotan 
Bag ftotir Bats and others) have suggested cooperative faming and ees$e*» 
atlve marketing as an integral part of their scheme for agricultural de­
velopment. da cooperative farming is voluntary* end one is at liberty 
to withdraw at any Hue from true organisation, it is ranch superior to 
the collective faming.
fhe vtole land end the farm equipment Is peeled for working coops* 
ratively. The value of the resources of individual owners become their 
paid vcd share on which they receive their dividends. In tM« system of
^Arthur Btqjpin Hooted hy Joseph W. Eaton, forelorlng 'ftmorrw'a 
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te tflilM In f w w  *f th* ownership of land hy cultivsitorg has 
•1*0 Vm& eapressed hy lead eeonomlsta la the flatted States: "....Che 
oatlca ha* now, and ha* been froa the hennaing, definitely and fully 
•oaaltto* te the Idea that ownership of land should he in the hands of 
those who till the sell.*10
n *  committees and commission appointed from time to time in 
various province® ail ©am® to the final eoncs*! usion that absentee and 
paraiitic landlordism should be abolished* The Bengal Revenue Oommt®** 
si on appointed on ffovember 5, 1959 under the char l&nn ship of Sir Francis 
Fiend popularly teamm a® "Floud Comnisnion" recommended the abolition of 
landlordism with ecBpensatioa based on the land revenue of the estate con­
cerned, The baited Provinces Government has already passed the Zamln&ari
Abolition Bill. She dispossession of about two million aamintfars vrotild
11benefit about 50 Billion cultivators. Similar measures are under the 
aetive eenel deration by the various provincial Government a, end the details 
are being worked upon, fhe only matter left for further consideration Is 
the baeie on vWeh the landlords should be paid* Bo final decision has 
bean nade because the popular opinion is that no eomens&tion, or only 
token pays*9fit should be uaid to the landlords* The full payment of the 
market orlee *4 the land Is beyond the present means and resources of any 
provincial government.
It is suggested that a Provincial Land Authority or Commission be 
c sstituted for every province and state of the union. This commission
^Joseph Ackerman and fershall Harris, Family farm Policy (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Free®, W ) ,  p. 107*
11India g«v* Bullatln. dated July l<h 19^.
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wild Vfriw each dan on its merit* Th© landlords who lire on their 
lands and depend on farming for their livelihood should not he deprived 
of their lands* Beside condensation for their land rights, the dispos- 
ceased landlords could he given rehabilitation grants to help them to 
change ever to some other occupation. The present tenant® who are cul­
tivating the lands and went to continue a® farmers should be helped to 
ellnb the "agricultural ladder ” to become the owner operators through 
an improved fans credit system.
This policy is consistent with the experience of some other 
countries. The purchase of land from landlordg and resale to tenants 
in Ireland, adapted by the British Government as a definite policy has 
resulted in the reduction of tenancy from 98 per cent to 3 per cent since 
1870.^ Similarly by state action and. governmental program, the Danish 
tenancy was reduced to 5 per cent. ̂3
There will be zu> serious difficulties in putting the above pro­
posals into practice for the abolition of the zamindari system, as most 
of the landlords themselves have realised that the system Is not in keep­
ing with the democratic principles and cannot stand the scrutiny of present 
enlightened world opinion* It is suggested that the change should be 
brought about slowly so that those affected would have time to adjust 
. themselves to the new conditions. It should be carefully watched in an 
effort to solve one problem that numerous other problem® regarding the
* Holland Jt* Henna, Land Ijconomle® (Hew York: Harper and Brothers,
19**?)* P-
13ism  Zam>ez Snaa! s£ Jte £r.«»lte!i,',a SaaaAfetea. an- sii- v- n-
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reh&Billtatiaa ©f the displaced persons are not created, the tenants 
who are reallQttsd the lead purchased By the government should Be r©*> 
•uired to pay tbs normal value of land and not the present inflated 
land value*
A Better System of Levying and Collecting Taxes 
on Bam Beal Batata
As has Been explained in Chapter V, tb® land revenue is not paid 
By the cultivators direst to the State Ty©asury But through the collectors 
who say Be landlords under the Permanent Settlement or g&mindari System, 
and Laaharflara (Tillage headmen) in the ease of Meh&lvari and Ryotwari 
System of land tenure. The general reform of the present system would 
lie In the direction of providing a uniform assessment system so as to 
secure equality in the incidence of revenue all over the country. A ceav 
tain degree of elasticity should Be provided to let the assessment vary 
In accordance with the trend of prices.
The second reform would center around lightening the Burden on 
small cultivators. The general trend outside India is to treat agrlon!* 
Cural income the same vay as other Income and tax It under the income tax 
lavs* which provide for a progressive scale of taxation. As land revenue 
forms a very substantial part of provincial revenues* alternative sources 
of revenue shall have to Be found to make good the loss for exemption© on 
small incomes. Although the present exigency of public finance offers 
little hope for the assessment of land revenue on income tax Basis, the 
principle of income tax could Be easily applied to the high agricultural 
incomes which at present are free from taxation of any kind. The income 
so accrued may Be used in affording some relief to the small peasants
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and tenant farmers.
AaCtiwr alternative Is to treat the land taxation as m tax on 
the revenue doriwed from the land or a tax on the capital value of land 
Ce in Other countries* Under this system, the former measure nay leave 
untamed the load which yields no current returns, or taxing it insuffi­
ciently in tines of rapid appreciation of land values* In the latter 
ease, nanely, the tax on the capital value of land, the tax may he levied 
on capitalised value of average annual yield or the current market value 
of land. In the long run, the capitalised value of average yield seems 
to he a better index of taxable capacity of the property, as the current 
values say fluctuate violently over a short period of time#
She final selection shall have to he made after giving a thorough 
consider*ti n to the merits and demerits of each system and the one most 
sol table should he adopted* But whatever system is adopted it seems 
highly desirable and necessary to provide exemptions below a certain level 
of income. It would naturally put a on si derail e strain on the financial 
resources of the State. Other suitable ways and means of relieving this 
strain shall have to be explored.
An Broeion Control Program
She damage by erosion is most serious in sub-montane districts of 
northern India, Bombay Presidency and in Chota Kogpur by the heavy mon­
soon rains on the sloping hillsides. ?he flood water of Hivers Jumna and 
Chastal is another cause of serious damage to cultivated lands vithin the 
grip of fluvial action of these rivers. Such damage is extensively met 
with in the plains of United Provinces and Bengal.
M i a  r w i r  ** Salted. Province* sad fcunjab to save the culti­
vated fields from the has been the afforestation of tho ravine
tracts, Ineldently* toll measure also s^liii sitni wood for ftwl and 
agri&atural purposes* In  Bombay Presidency and in southern parte of 
India where land to not so level * terracing of land, construction. of 
•earth and stone embankments have proved a great success, In the Siwalk 
Bangs of the Punjab and in the catchment areas of rivers and streams the 
regolati n of gracing let sons sort of vegetative growth cover the lend* 
fide 'aeasure has not only prevented erosion in the hills hut also reduced 
floods in saall streams and rivulets and saved the soil of the plains- 
These measures* though proved very successful! are not carried on any 
extensive scale, with the result that erosion is progressively going on* 
There is a need for organising the soil conservation program on a national 
seals for vide adoption as a permanent measure.
The latiesal Soil Conservation Program
Seonosic .stability of both city and rural areas depends on how 
farmers use their lands. It grows from good soil used intelligently.
It is* therefore* imperative that the government should take the lead for 
such work.
The purpose of a national policy should be to restrict in the lap* 
gest possible manner the erosive forces that are now depleting the soil 
resources of the country and encourage by all practical means the adop** 
tie® of all measures directed toward the conservation of the productivity 
of land at a high level*
The soil conservation program is not an individual's task. The 
damage is on * country-wide scale and is a continuous process* The efforts
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Gf tta Individual farmer or a single agency will amount to naught and 
the money and material spent will go to waste. Bven the technique in­
volves the cooperation of the forester* agronomist, chemist, engineer 
and the economist. She group action is, therefore, of fundamental impor­
tance. She planned action by the government at a national level can only 
save the situation and step further deterioration and get the situation 
into hand.
Genlar&l Government9e Responsibility
The river training and navigation work has been taken over by the 
center under a central organisation to provide Irrigation, flood control, 
•oil conservation and electric power* A sub-committee of this organisa­
tion eould isaediately take active steps to coordinate the work of all 
Provincial Governments on a systematically planned sound basis* In view 
of the enormous costs involed, the Federal Government should subsidise 
the Provincial Governments with funds consistent with the amount of work 
a particular province will have to undertake in the catchment areas of 
the sources of important rivers in the hills as well as river training 
work down in the plains.
Provincial Government*9 Responsibility
The provincial governments other than Punjab and Bombay have done 
very little anti-erosion work. The provinces and states have authorities 
over the lands, a d possess power of taxation under the constitution. The 
Provincial Governments should, therefore, be primarily made responsible 
for work in their jurisdiction on cultivated and forest pasture lands.







































































































































































this way it may be passible to bring under irrigation considerably large 
additional area® end thus make the production of the crops secure. This 
tti»ae would help indirectly the waterlogged area* and Improve the health 
•f the population which at present suffers from malaria*
In the nen»alluvial central table lands of the arid region, only 
10*3* per cent of the cropped land is Irrigated*1** Because of the absence 
e€ any M a d  of control at the sources a large proportion of the rain water 
scour?lag during the monsoon season flews directly into the sea. One way 
In which this enormous volume of water could he used would he to construct 
dams and build tanks or reservoirs* The stored up water could later he 
used for irrigations! purposes during the dry season* In this way the 
areas under irrigation in the dry regions can he considerably extended*
It is understood that the various Provincial Governments in such areas 
have in view soae schemes of this nature, and the sooner they are under* 
taken, the tetter it would he in the Interest of the areas concerned*
Better Distribution of Irrigation Water
In India a good deal of irrigation water is wasted because the 
cultivator is assessed not on the amount of water used, but on the area 
Irrigated* It as been estimated that the amount of excess water applied 
to wheat only varies from 30 to 50 per cast* This Is one reason for the 
exhaustion of the fertility of soil by the use of excess water as a substl* 
tuts for good cultivation. Hlce or other crops are grown year after year 
without the use of any fertiliser or turning under of any green manure
1%atianai fimaing Pm b M h m  S m z l .  m - ail' • p* 35*
0JP03?‘ ft® P®*»Xb is that the soil is depleted and the soluble suits and 
ft® jl®*b nutrients are washed down. This also adversely affects the ©oil 
aeration and even changes the nature and properties of soil resulting; in 
tad tilth, deni tr if loot ion, and waterlogged conditions* Diseases U)os 
met become common and lower the duality and the yield of crops. It is* 
therefor*, desirable to effect a revision in the system by which canal 
enter is distributed* The sale of water by volume will create desirable 
nenditiens*
Che present system of supplying water direct to cultivators should 
be replaced by applying water to village communities or better to coopera­
tive societies, actual enterprises or irrigation companies. Such irriga* 
tion stock eoapanles in the United States are formed under the general 
corporation lea of the state and shares and stocks are owned by the users 
of water and represent the proportionate amount of available water as well 
as the proportionate ownership of the enterprise facilities* The sale of 
irrigation water to the village communities and the cooperative irrigation 
societies would fit in very well with the tradition of Indian rural self 
management* It is believed that by such cooperative enterprises in the 
use of Irrigation water economy would be effected.
Provision of an. Efficient Credit System
The HoyaX Commission on Agriculture in India stressed the impor­
tance of agricultural credit in these words!
In a cotaa try in which holdings are so small as in 
India, the question of providing the cultivator with the 
capital he requires end with the gtxldance as to the manner 
In which It should be spent* if he is to utilise his land 
to the best advantage and to maintain an adequate standard 
of living, becomes one of crucial Importance. ^
Spiral gpjffiAa&tffift Ssas£i> an- sU? . ?• '+16-
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Tfc* m D D M M H  of the credit system in India tew© been observed.
The only kind of foam credit of significance is the short-term loan ad* 
m o o d  tear lb© cooperative credit societies* Intermediate type© of credit 
to farmer© io not available, and source© for long term loons secured by 
fara real oetato are meager end oasati©feetory, The individual a© money*, 
leader dominates the credit field and supplies 92 per cent of the credit 
©steaded to the farmer©* She credit extended by the individuals does not 
meet the need© of the farmer© and the term© of loan© are not suited to the 
rotalreaeate of agriculture*
lational System of Agricultural Credit
There is an Imperative need for providing a dependable credit agency 
which would meet the requirements of the farmers and provide sound credit 
an term© suited to the farm business and at reasonable rate© of Interest* 
This could be done through a cooperative credit system administered by 
the national government* The credit organization should provide produce 
tion credit, credit secured by the farm real estate, and credit for coop** 
er&tive marketing. The attraction of funds from the money center© could 
be facilitated by guaranteeing the bond© and debenture© and by making 
ttem free from Federal, state and local taxes. In the development of this 
system attention should be given to keeping the cost of servicing the loan© 
reasonable and the loan© sound. In order to keep the system simple, It 
would be better if the three kinds of credit were extended through one 
office in each farming area.
Under the new plan all of the country should be covered under a well 
coordinated plan with the Agricultural Department of the fteserv® Bank of 
India coordinating and integrating the different credit agencies* The
er^ni Ration should be developed to supply farmers neceseary eredit 
through local cooperative associations. The local cooperative hank© 
and associations should also have a cooperative education and training 
program for their members* Brery central honk should hare on its staff 
*•11 trained appraisers and agricultural advisers* the former for ap- 
praising the value of the farm and the other collateral* offered as 
security for a loan, end the latter to advise a* to the host method 
for using the credit to maximise production and thus reduce the rid* 
of inability to repay when the loan matures*
Private agencies like the commercial hanks and the insurance ooa* 
panics milling to extend agricultural credit should else he encouraged. 
They might he assisted hy providing a loan insurance program similar to 
the one in effect in the United States and administered through the Barm 
Home Administration*
The Development of forests and forest Produets
Policy In Relation to Timer and Wood Production
Before the last war the yield of timber was 1.5 million tons a 
year. Seme teak wood was imported from Burma hut otherwise the country 
was self-sufficient* The indiscriminate exploitation during the war 
for military purposes has upset the normal situation and wood products 
are not imported In greater quantities than formerly* There is m  In­
creased Internal demand Because of a large building program. It is 
therefore important to conserve the existing timber resources and increase 
the future supply through scientific management. The present area of 20 
oer cent under forests needs to he expanded to at least 25 per cent as
this is considered to he optimum hy forestry specialists*
m
She to*1 wood supply imm the Indian forest* U  estimated a t  4*5 
Killies tone a yea** Is the absence of any other suitable source of fuel 
for cooking thle supply it * fraction of the total demand of the nation 
of 340 million people. If *v e* the average, five persons are considered 
to compose a family, a population of jkO million would have around ?0 
million families. At a conservative estimate of a ton per family* the 
country needs 70 million tons of fuel wood per year. Some of this demand 
may he met by the better management of the existing sources, hut a greater 
portion of it cam he met only from the extension of the existing forests* 
India’s forests are in the hills or lov mountainous ranges, far removed 
from the larger consuming center a which are in the plains. Therefore, 
the cost of transportation adds considerably to the cost of the fuel and 
only those living close to the forests cam afford to hoy wood* The fol* 
loving reeeamem&atl^ns are made for the purpose of making wood available 
in the densely populated areas:
(1) The planting of voodlots on the erown waste lands and gracing 
areas under the control and management of the forestry department.
(2) The planting of *uick growing trees for fuel by ear-marking 
seme for the purpose in the village common lands, These may he 
ran&gea by an elected committee of the right holders under the guidance
of the forestry deportment.
(3) Growing of millions of trees along the sides of the roads, and 
canal hanks and other public thoroughfares.
♦It has been presumed that the supply of one ton would continue to 
he supplemented as at present from sources other then forest wood, such a$ 
stalks of crops and waste of timber sawing industry, and coal.
W  Holding of .Arber Bays on suitable area* for the pleating of 
*% least one tree by eaeh individual.
As Hie Increased supply of wood becomes available, It should be 
used In plane of dry eow manure. This would conserve the manure for nee 
es fertiliser. the farmer knows of its value bat bm m  It because he does 
not have my eaitable and oheap substitute for fuel;
Protected forests
the economic value of pro too ted forests to the nation *s economy 
is real lied by most of the people in India. The forests supply the timber 
and wood required by the nation, help to prevent flood and soil erosion 
and moderate the climate, The undergrowth acts as a sponge in the soaking 
up ef the rainfall around the headwaters of the rivers, and by reducing 
the rate of run-off it prevents the erosion of soil and floods. The policy 
should be to expand the protected forest areas In an amount consistent 
with the needs ef the people. There are vast catchment areas of rivers 
and streams which, need reforestation for saving the rTOod land from wash­
ing away said increasing the subsoil water*
Pasture Poreete
Both the government and private forests are invariably over-stocked 
and overgrased. This has resulted in great loss to both pasture owners and 
tteek owners, further, this praetlee has also aggravated the erosion and 
the flood situation. The pasture lands need to be protected from over eras­
ing which tends to reduce, if not to destroy, the productivity of the grass­
ing la. d. These pasture lands are never fertilised and the productivity 
ef these lands can be substantially increased by the scientific management
of these pasture leads# A forest policy based mainly on an educational 
program with sens legislative measure* for enforcing the programs sod plans 
weald meat the present requirements*
fhe pro tasted forests at the Bourses of the rivers and the pasture 
forests at the lower altitudes need to to reforested so that the load Is 
continuously leapt under ©over and erosion is reduced to the minimum. So 
far as pesettle, the public for whose benefit these measures ere to he 
adapted should he associated with the various forest resources conserve* 
tie* pragmas* the test course seems to he to administer all measures 
through an Sleeted representative committee of the area or the region Son* 
earned*
fhe developments of forest produots has been neglected in the past* 
the forests are leased to the contractors for felling the trees# for tap* 
ping resinsv or for other kinds of exploitation# fhe methods of harvest* 
lag and eelleetlskg ef products used by these contractors generally are not 
satisfactory# It ie desirable that only sound and scientific methods should 
be allowed In the harvesting of the forest products* and the operations of 
the contractors should be carefully watched by the forest staff#
Cattle Improvement
India at present is overburdened with too many Inferior cattle# 
ffc© country would be better off with a smaller livestock population of 
better quality* Religious sentiments and social customs have stood in the 
way of the disposal of the cattle, particularly cows and buffaloes# the 
•adless and decrepit animals are maintained at the cost of other good 
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months by skilled naaagemsn* adene* $he age of first calving of Indian 
e**tle le * - 5 years, «H tt* *wa««, in contract to 3 to h years of 
*W8f«n cattle. She age of first calving can also to reduced by sys* 
tcttatf* management.
(h) teberinsary aid and disease control* Contagions diseases 
libs fact and mouth and parasitic infections affect milk production and 
leave the draft cattle in exhausted condition, diseases like rinder 
pest and black fuarter result in high mortality* Although the mftcr 
ef hospitals and dispensaries le on the increase and their number in 
19*0-*1 was 1 ,0*9 , this mooter is too small for 250 million of India1* 
cattla population. At present the dispensaries are located at district* 
tahail. or other important places and there is & great need for outlying 
dispensaries in the rural areas to control the diseases* At places where 
this maj not he possible, the cooperative livestock breeding societies ; ̂  
should he liberally subsidised to act as outlying rural dispensaries.
Reorganisation of Oaushalafl
Doe to sentimental reasons and religious sanctions there exist 
all over the country organisations and Institutions for the protection 
and housing of old, invalid and emaciated cattle. It Is estimated that 
there are about 3,000 "(kmshalas" in the whole of India with a population 
of 600,000 out of which 20 per cent are classified as good, while another 
20 per cent are classified as good for breeding but net highly productive*3*̂ 
Most of these institutions are at present maintaining quite a large number
I93ir Datar Singh* "Improving ViUage Cattle," Tillage
IndiS ~ SMber,Indian Farming (Hew Delhi* Imperial Council of





































































































soils of &igland.^ Phosphorous sad potash are generally prosent in suf­
ficient quantities, hut some crops and soils give fairly good response to 
tieir application where these elements are not present in sufficient quan­
tities or in right proportions. Dr. X  P. Parr1 a experiments have shown 
the advantages ef the explication of phosphatic fertilisers to leguminous 
crops for Increasing the nitrogen fixation activities of the nodule hao- 
teria*
Dr. Burns lias recorded a mass of data in his notes on technologi­
cal possibilities of agricultural development in India showing the vast 
possibilities ef increasing yields of various crops by fertilisation, 
these results show that various soils all over the country respond vigor­
ously to fertilisation under most of the crops. (I1 able >17/111). Ur. Bums 
has concluded that at a conservative estimate the yield of rice* the most 
important food crop of India, can he increased by 20 per cent By manuring 
only. ̂  Through the use of fertilisers production in general can he in­
creased from 25 to 75 par cent de <ending upon different conditions and
21in case of different crops# ^
The cattle mrnure is the most important of a ll the organic manures. 
The ftaimal production for British India was estimated at 83*95 orore tons 
5 million tons)* out of which two-thirds is  need as fuel leaving a 
Balance of 27.98 crore tons Which Is applied to land, and represents about 
10 per cent of the requirement. hVen if the whole of the dung manure were
^Bal^it Singh# £&. frit., p. 5;h
22rt>i&.. p. v.
23l)nited State* Consulate General, Bombay, Minis, Report.
March 1 7» 19**9»
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20 lbs. Bene meal 
50 lbs. Sulphate 515 
of samenia
110 lbs. Bone meal
with green manure 970
Kcera oaks
Sulphate of ammonia l,b8l
40 lb. castoreafce 1,250
Oovdtmg (100 lbs. 
nitrogen)




Green manuring with 
irrigation
Green Manuring wi ta- 
out irrigation



































Source! Baljlt Singh. Pmmlatlon S22& UaM&Hi la IB&l&> P* 55*
returned to to* sell* it «***&& smpply nitrogen In the neighborhood of 
8̂ 0*000 tens which la about too*-thirds of the amount needed,*̂  It Is 
highly desirable that the jnasdaraa of dung manure ho saved for returning 
to the land*
She vetoing o f tempest from tho town and farm wastes as demised by 
dr. 9. 0* detour?* has a greet future. Dr. Mharye has estimated tho $00* 
sibllities ef wiAag 10 million tons of congest annually.^ dampest 
wttojmg in India as far hat teen started In 656 municipal 1 ties out o f 
about *,000 sad the estimated production of 705*500 tons Is only 7 per 
seat ef toe Indian compost production capacity.^ fhis source meeds to 
he developed extensively. further, the use of green manures (turning 
seder ef leg— iiwroe crops) is set common and needs extension where con- 
dittoes are tooratle.
011 seeds and hones are mostly exported and Is a great less to 
toe emmtry as toay are hadly needed as fertilisers* ffeeir export should 
he discouraged sad their double use as glue and manure should be exploited*
Artificial fertilisers in India are mostly used on M g  plantations 
sod government farms. In contrast to other western countries they haw© net 
found feror vito the average cultivator* ”An Important factor that has 
contributed to the increase in agricultural production in the tin!ted States
^Sin^i, 2j> clt., p. 56.
^toms# gib dll* vp* 121-22.
^foreign Seemmeiit Apparieal Sheet (India), dated August 10, 19^9, 
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$he country-wide esaparative trials show that the improved strains 
evolved by the agricultural experiment stations ©an Increase yields by 10 
t© 25 per cent. Ear. Burns considers that at a conservative element for 
the whole "f India, an increase in the yield of rice by growing improved 
strains only can he Increased by 5 per cent very easily.^ The growing of 
the he tier seed Is one of the easiest methods of increasing production as 
it dees sot require *ny drastic changes in the farm machinery or equip* 
meet or other techniques of production. If the improvement is effected 
la the direction of quality, no additional nutrients might he taken up by 
the iqpffoved strains, hut the high yielding strain will certainly leave 
tbs sell poorer after the crop is harvested. If not reinforced by ade­
quate manuring or other conservations! practices, the soil fertility 
already stabilised at a low level may he depressed further# The problem 
of the extension of improved varieties should he viewed from the stand* 
point of triangular adjustment between soil fertility farm practices and 
crop yields* It has been estimated that by using improved varieties 
production m i  he increased as mush a* 25 per cent, hut on the average 
would he about 12 per cent above what the cultivator would obtain#^
The nee of improved seed is limited besides other reasons chiefly 
doe to the inadequate supply of improved and better seed* In India, for 
various reasons private firms have not entered this business and the work 
of seed supply for various reason# has# therefore, fallen on the shoulders 
of provincial agricultural departments# This work 1® not only being done
29Bome, as, Ati* > ?■ 53-
3®lfnit#4 Stats# Consular General, Bombay, tete&U IfiBfiflft. toted 
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India, the method of sowing, best Urn© for transplanting, appropriate 
manure and method of application at the right time* the space from row 
to row and plant to plant are all very important. As the conditions 
and practices vary from place to plooe there is m  wtfttt need to e*®®-
lne all these practices, and the test ones hare to he selected and popu- 
lari»ed.
Bty *araing Methods
If the introduction of improved seed and application of better 
manures should increase agricultural production adequately, they must 
ha accompanied by efficient cultural practices* flood cultivation and 
proper agronomic management are essential for maximum crop production.
Science has met yet devised any way of curing the monsoon of its 
caprices or for finding any substitute for rain. Over three-quarters of 
the cultivated land of India which wholly depends upon rainfall, crop 
failures will* therefore, continue to occur* But their evil effects can 
largely he mitigated V  careful methods of crop and soil husbandry in 
the form of what may he called as the methods of dry farming* Bry farm* 
lag consists in the scientific treatment of soil* It also can he sue- 
easefully practiced as a drive for saving irrigation water for further 
extending the advantage of irrigation over greater areas. It helps in 
bringing more of arid land under irrigation and increasing yield of 
crops from the sane area and the m m amount of water. She Bombay and
Bohtak dry farming stations have done remarkable work. The Bombay dry 
farming system of cultivation has given better yields and more profit 
per acre and more certainty of a fair crop even in a bod rainfall year.
5he average results on Jowaar for seven years with an average rainfall of 
23*? inches are shown in Table XLIX. As shown in the seme table the Bohtak
Dry farming Station results are also highly satisfactory*
m
The table siiowe that the yields of crops m  he increased at least 
ttw» time* by following the recommended dry farming methods. Th® fearners 
la tbs uairrigated area® m i  materially raise their production if they 
follow the recomen&ed practice®.
?atit X&IX. Comparison of Yields V  Gorsrou and Improved Methods of 
Raising Grope Under Untr rioted Conditions
-* Atbombav wltkL.̂ mier. AtRohtate with Ti».1rarwiwwwv __ IffisiA . ____
ffcmon dry faming method 7*H
«oan&8 
2,Wt 320 1,230
Improved dry farming method 1,260 2,3*3 617 2,*70
smrMi »■ ftg»8, i M M g n g U m i  at B m m S i mhr*
laleete. ?• ®5-
Seope of Intensification of Agriculture
Hie snail scale farming in India la carried on tty following the 
entendre method® of faming. The raising of small grain crops such as 
cereals, sor^mt, and millets by ‘broadcasting methods* without feriili* 
gallon, irrigation, weeding or interculture is the rule in almost the 
whole of the country. The etaa1! scale faming could very well suit the 
Intensive methods of farming by the use of more capital and labor per 
unit ef area for increasing the volume of 'business. Some of the grain 
crops could he replaced by truck and vegetable crops requiring more 
capital labor and intensive methods could also be followed on other 
field crop* as well. The possibilities of Increasing yields by follow 
lag Intensive methods of cropping is shown In Table 1* The yields are 
more than double in the case of all three crops* India can learn a good
2h0
Seble 1>» Comparison ef Helds Obtained by Intensive farming with the 
Average field of United Fro vine® a* India
Grep
S W&ird oul turns of
United Provinces (in 
JttWmda)*
Out tens received by' relics* 
lag intensive methods at 
.... Sh^laMuour (in m u M s  )* ...
Sugarcane 3*#.* m * o
Wheat 15*2 30,3
Grain U.6 S*hl
8y»«*» k^3«k*»i' il&MrW. few j»»l Bcg'namr af. W '"90.
♦One maend is equal to 82 2/7 pounds.
Aeal fttm  Its neighbors, China and Japan, which follow intensive Methods 
even In the case of grain crops with the result that their yields are 
far higher than that of India* Extensive Methods of forming as long as 
there is a large supply of labor on farms, must give way to intensive 
faming In order to make idle labor productive.
Scope of Use of Machines to Save labor
The Tndl*r» cultivator struggles against the hostile envlornment 
of nature almost without capital and inakes a poor living* Antiquated 
implements are used to prepare the soil and this adds to the labor of 
the cultivator and reduces his income, therefore, there is a need for 
improvement in iBrolements, which will nudes the cultivator *s labor more 
productive* In modernising these implements due consideration should 
be given to cost In relation to the cultivator1® buying capacity.
A good deal of labor can be saved by improving the indigenous 
tools and implements in use at present and import only those adapted 
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about $0 per ©ant of the British India, these figures have been only 
rough estimates* These estimate® are available only in part for Indian 
states and far India as a whole* Taking the whole country into consider* 
atloa only 65 par cent of the geographical area and 90 per sent of the 
total outturn of feed crops, are covered by these statistics*
Yield forecasts become available long after the crops concerned 
are harvested and do net cover all the Important crops* As such, these 
forecasts are aet In the hands of the persons concerned and do not help 
producers and traders to make arrangements for the coming crop year* 
ffeeee forecasts are issued by the Director of Commercial Intelligence 
and Statistics, who has no agency of M s  own to report* He bases his 
Information on the reports received from agricultural and revenue offi­
cers of the provinces and states. The forecasts are In no way compre­
hensive and leave out much which is desirable*
*h# Ooranwent of India puhlishae fcaMMAffi*, S£. &£M fi0& IltiA Sit 
Principal Crons based on crop catting experiments conducted in different 
provinces. The provincial governments also publish "normal yields" for 
five years based on these experiments. There are also annual estimates 
of the actual yield in different districts made by revenue officers and 
expressed as a percentage of the provincial normal yield for tine quln- 
quszmlua. Then there are government reports which refer to yield of 
crops in particular years. Another source of yield Information Is settle­
ment reports. The Agricultural Departments have their estimates of crop 
cutting experiments. These estimates* official or non-official, seldom 
agree with each other and create confusion and tangle which is difficult 
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necessary. the earliest attempt to control marketing operations began 
i& India i the passing o f the Barer Cotton and Crain Market dot in 
109? to purge marketing of many of its abuses* 'Phis measure was 00 
imieostfal that' the Royal Commission in reviewing the work of the lerar 
regulated market* recoinmended their extension all over the country. 2̂ 
®» next attempt was made In Bombay IftrovlnCe V  passing the 
Bombay Gotten Markets Aet of 1$2?» This act was basically the m m  as 
the Barer Act* hut certain defects noticed in the working of the latter 
were either corrected or avoided. Hie good feature of the Act was that 
at least half of the members of the Market Committee must he growers* 
fhe Central Provinces Market Act of 1952 was passed mostly on the Bombay 
nodal, fhe Madam Commercial Grope Market Act of 1953 provides for the 
rspgftatloa of haying cad celling of commercial crops like cotton* ground- 
cuts, cat tobacco.
hast of all came the Punjab Agricultural Produce Markets Act of 
I938. fhe object wac the establishment of regulated markets In order 
to be able to overcome some of the evils of the marketing practices 
and enable the agriculturists to get a fair price for their produce, 
fhe Provincial Government by notification may apply the law to any mar­
ket area with the intention of exercising control over the purchase and 
■ale of agricultural produce as may be specified in the notification.
The Act provides for the establishment of a market committee consisting 
of not less than 8 or not more than 16 members with a majority of grower 
members. The committee has wide power to frame rules and by-laws, issue
3%oval Ooraml salon Report, £&• clt.. p. 396.
to various market MtttUAwl** sad Iw #  foot* t o «  m i  ««$»*» 
*»€ cargos for various «®pimltoral commodities* $h© eommittee m®y eol~ 
U * t  «r»$ sMltUet, disseminate market nows, m i  may w r y  on 
pfagrsawi M r  agricultural its&*wrmmtiU and thrift among farmers* 33
M l  Bamjifll dot is considered to ho the most progressive of its kind 
la the whole of India* tt aims at removing the dishonest praetioes mA 
orbitawry unjustifiable essetloas to which the peasant was subjected at 
Ms tine of Me sale of hie produce. It has served its purpose to a fairly 
lsffi sorbent, ant has created an awakening among the farmers* fhe traders 
at the t&ae of the enforcement of the Act put a stiff opposition and even 
teyeetteft and courted imprisonment by violating its provisions* It is 
M l t H e  that M s  seepe of the Act should he extended to all the markets 
and leg!elation on Similar lines he passed by all other provinces, where 
so far Mere is no provision for regulating the markets*
Setter Preparation for Market
Tory little attention, if any, is paid for preparing the produce 
for M e  market* ihis is so because in the absence of standardisation 
the price is paid on the basis of weight, and the premium for good $aal~ 
lly is so smell that it is not worth taking any special pains for it. 
Disputes arise In the market at the time of weighing in determining the 
dirt and other foreign matter in the produce* A good deal of labor is 
spent for cleaning and recleaning the produce at every stag®, ihe freight 
is paid not for the produce, hut for the dirt, as well* T̂h® amount lost
33th* Pmt-tek Agricultural. gyp,to, M - S M isk M i  8ft* % S t 1339*
Commentaries on Punjab Acts, Vol. 1 A - P ,  (Î tkvre* !Fh© University 
Book Agency, 1939)* PP* 72&-Z7*
m
la paorkg ffcqighb cm &i#t •»& oost of extra, cleaning in the area# aerv* 
lag Calcutta market alone fw* linseed ha* been estimated at 300,000 
rupees. Shis figure for the country as a whole fo r all commodities 
would Indeed be very high* %  careful handling these losses can aer- 
taialy he reduced.
Table XtX gives the percentage of foreign mat ter in wheat and re­
flects how poor the preparation for marketing the produce in the country 
is* la the produce markets impurities up to 5 per cent are permissible 
and every producer tries to adulterate it to the maximum extent to take 
advantage ef the increased weight. "It is a sad commentary on our mar­
keting methods in India that many people firmly hell eve dirt and diubon- 
estgr te he paying prepositions. It is still more unfortunate that as 
natters stand at present* so many of these people are right. ̂
la the long run# these wasteful ractices bring low returns to 
faraers. The producing areas earn bad names, and Individual producers 
who exercise great care do not receive any premiums for their better 
quality and no incentive is left to them for better preparation of their 
produce. There Is great room for effecting Improvements in quality right 
from the sowing time till it is marketed. The use of better seed, weed­
ing, care in harvesting, threshing and winnowing, would result in much 
better quality clean produce, and would go a long way ia reducing the 
marketing expenses.
^H e a e ii. fift JJ& Meeting S t IX&amX. Jffi» flit-. P. 1?5- 
3*lbld., p. 138.
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Stibl* £S. Pereentega o f foraign Matter in Whea.1i in Biffefent Parte 
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Source: ian ar ijtel qpreahl. 3 a  gate* flt faai®F&%lTS.Mmsm£
Madras: Oxford University Press* 1 W ,  > 81*
Increased Warehousing and Gold-Storage faolliiles
She facilities for warehousing and cold storage are far from satis* 
factory. It is high time that storage accommodation he improved and the 
problem of minimising losses and wastes be fully investigated* The estab­
lishment of good warehouses, where agricultural produce may be safely 
stored in the producing areas and the marketing centers Is a much needed
# 0
aarteetiag facility. nm w%& storage facilities in India at present are 
almost absent #e» agricultural products. Cold storage would considerably 
**&m* waste *f perishable products and kelp in developing export markets 
for fruiti like aaagoea* Warehousing and cold storage should* as they 
kasre in other countries, play a remarkable part in the marketing of goods 
hath f«» ©apart and Internal, oonsumption.
Independent private agencies hitherto have not dome forward in 
Indie to construct warehousing and cold storage facilities and let out 
storing space. Private agencies may he encouraged by providing facili­
ties for obtaining the land sites and the building material at reasonable 
prices* But the best course would be to encourage the cooperative market­
ing societies taking up such work, both for their members and the non-mem* 
bers* Sheas cooperatives may be provided with funds, free of interest or 
at a reasonably low rate, recoverable over a period of years in small in­
stallments. The railways, which are state owned, can provide these facili­
ties without any difficulty in central markets served by railroads*
The improved storage facilities would encourage regular end orderly 
marketing and eliminate enormous wastes and losses at present being in­
curred in the face of acute shortage of foodstuffs*
Better Marketing finance
At present there Is no regular organisation in India for the supply 
of marketing finance especially to the producers* The cooperative market­
ing societies even do not supply marketing credit and that, is one reason 
for their unsatisfactory progress. The controlled credit system in co­
operative marketing is very important* This should preferably be on the 
Banish model, which suits well the set up of the [Present Indian cooperative
system. TJnder this system torn* will lie given to member# %  fch© coopera* 
Hve credit society e» the condition that the produce will ho marketed 
through the cooperative marketing society to which the credit society will 
be affiliated. The aucsese of cooperative credit and cooperative market*- 
ing to to teal. Sidle arrangement will assure a definite volume of produce 
m &  loyalty of ite members* It will also he possible to save the peasant 
fron the dutches of his two adversaries, namely, the moneylender and the 
sssdssicfi agent*
Improved Tillage Hoads and Better Communication
Transportation is an integral part of marketing. She lack of cheep 
sad quick transport i* a v*<ry serious obstacle in the way of successful 
and efficient marketing. The benefits of the high prices in the city 
markets can be enjoyed only by those who have means of access to such 
Baskets* while snail producers of limited means who need help the most 
are excluded from deriving any benefit from the markets*
The country needs opening tap of the rural areas by suitable roads 
metalled and tame tailed to link the producing areas with the markets*
There is also a great need for providing fast freight service by rail­
ways with tic facilities for the safe transportation for perishable 
agricultural products. This wCuld considerably increase mark®ting effi­
ciency.
Introduction of Standardisation and Quality Grades
The results of standardization and grading in the internal as well 
as external trade have been very encouraging. A small consignment of 
^aded hides shipped to Syria brought 2*5 per cent more over the ungraded
m
outs* In the country Itself e^gs brought 3 per cent, peaches secured 
6fc*l per cent, and grapes increased return by SI.**- pep cent over the 
ungraded material .3** These figures are rather startling end point out 
the vast scope end possibilities of taking up the work immediately for 
improving the present unsatisfactory conditions of agricultural market- 
lag*
Ispsaeian of Utilisation and Processing Industrie a
Most of the farm commodities are generally in the form in which 
they are not acceptable to the consumers* The utilisation and process** 
tag Industries are required to fill this gap. These industries through 
canning, dehydration or any other type of processing render possible a 
better utilisation of agricultural produce, which helps to widen the 
aarket for a number of commodities* The price during the peak of the 
harvesting season of some fruits end vegetables may be too low to cover 
even the eost of production, and tide situation does not leave any incen­
tive for increasing their production. In India the sale to processing 
plants is insignificant* In the United States the sales to canneries 
and other processing plants constitute the most Important outlet of 
fruit and vegetable enterprise of the farmers*
She y— t situation as described above is found In the case of milk 
and dairy products. The milk supply is at its maximum during and after 
the monsoon season when grazing is extensive and green fodder easily
3^8etlgnnl Piftnnl rtfl Commit tee Report. on* cit*, p* X0h«
T^eavarA A. Buddy *nA Dttrld *• >w««. Marketing - A& Iastltatlonal 
Aamroach (STew York# McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19^7)* P# 33̂ *
available* Similarly the egg production is also seasonal and the i|^$ 
prodded during the wmmv taring hut little income to the poultryman 
aad very large number* epoll because of the look of ©old etorag© end 
processing facilities.
The 9»MltlliU«« for the establishment of processing plants In 
the producing areas fop the utilisation of the surplus left after meet** 
lag the dotted for fresh product* should he worked out* After couplet* 
lag eueh otodies, steps should he taken to contact the interested firms, 
who Mgr ha supplied with facta and figures regarding the building of such 
plants.
Market Information
A vell-organized market news service emanating from stock exchanges, 
central or terminal markets reaching down to the cultivators residing even 
in isolated villages is an urgent need. It would help to correct maladjust­
ments, gluts In markets and orderly movement of agricultural commodities*
The seller will he in an equal bargaining position with the buyer and this 
would help M a  to realise a fair price for his produce.
There should he departmental reporters In all the important markets 
to supply the information to the central office where these reports should 
be consolidated, published, or better, broadcasted all over the country.
At least one radio receiving set should be subsidized by the government 
for each village* With the spread of rural broadcasting, the All India 
Radio can be developed Into one of the best services for the dissemina­
tion of market information. The press service also needs to be developed 
on a uniform basis. The posting of daily market prices at prominent places 
should be Immediately undertaken.
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®&deu*agi»enb of Cooperative Marketing
India is a m i  nation of small farmers and the marketing mach­
inery should ho increased, improved and developed to “benefit this group 
adequately. Cooperative marketing, therefore, has a definite place in 
the agricultural marketing system. The produce marketed cooperatively 
at present is a very small fraction of the production. The time seems 
to he ripe for the expansion of cooperative activities in the field of 
marketing. The cultivator at present is much more enlightened than he 
vas hie decades ago, and there is a tendency toward the performing of 
some of the marketing functions hy him near the farm. These coopera- 
tives should he organised only where the agricultural producers 
elate the economic need for them. The cooperative marketing societies 
instead of “being merely commission agencies* should undertake the work 
of providing storage and processing facilities as well* The marketing 
societies should look also into the possibilities of supplying the needs 
of consumer cooperatives in the consuming areas* There is also a need 
for these cooperative societies to sot as both “buying and selling socie­
ties for their members. Besides selling the produce of their members* 
these societies should supply the needs of their members for farm and 
household requirements. The member farmers will obtain the fullest 
advantage in this manner from their organization. There is no doubt 
that the organization of cooperative sale societies would bring great 
benefit to the farming community as a whole.
The importance of marketing and the part it plays in the economic 
betterment of the cultivator has now been realized and it is highly
desirable that research a&d easttaaioa work in marfceti&g should he pur* 

























































































































Seventy per cent of tee people of Indio are classed as agriculturists, 
and 87 par cent of them live la rural villages, The people do not 
generally live on the land they operate, ae in the m i  tod States, "but 
in Tillages surrounded by the farm lands* ®his form of living in 
groups was established long ago for purposes of protection, t o  prln* 
eipal food crops raised are ties, wheat* millets, oilseeds, 00m  
(anise), and eagaieana* Other important crops are cotton, tebaec©* 
tea and coffee.
the aaoe&t of farm land per farmer is 5.5 acres) seventy-five per 
eeat of the holdings are under h acres* The farms are not only very 
smell, Vet consist of strips of land that are fragments of the whole* 
One acre may ha north of the village and the other fragments scat* 
tered in various directions from the village residence* Strip farm* 
lag was originated for the purpose of giving each family Its share 
of the various grades of land for cultivation. The pasture land was 
usually in the village commons. Inheritance customs have resulted In 
further division of the strips of lend used for cultivated crops* 
farming methods practiced in India are, for the most part, about the 
same as they were in 1850. Hand labor is supplemented by simple home-* 
made tools often crudely fashioned. Mechanised power is almost unknown 
and the chief sources of animal power are the oxen and water buffalo. 
Crop yields are low per acre and per man hour, The lew yields in crops 
are associated with a number of factors, the more important of which 
ares (1) poor seed and tillage, (2) failure to adopt improved a^rloul* 
tural practices, (3 ) shortage of animal and mineral fe rtilis e rs , (h) 
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geata* b©gs* poultry but there are & large of people
»1» «9« vegetarian* sad do aot oat any kind of meat*
8. Soso of ooll fertility through erosion is a serious problem in India* 
Conditions vhioh contribute to soil erosion include deforestation* 
crorgfustng* and the cultivation of hilly land. Erosion losses are 
caused V  washiag «*y the fertile top soil and 01 so by floods which 
oat deep gullies into the cultivated Mil side® and deposit the poor 
silt « w  the rick soils in the tot tom lands*
9* B o w  is a nssd for a larger production of wood and wood produett in 
India* Wood is the sain source of heat for farm families since gas 
sad elestrloity are net available in roost parts of India* Wood Is m 
tearee and eeetly la many farming areas that cow dung is dried and 
used for fuel* If voodlsts ware developed on the areas not well suited 
to cmltivetion In the farming sections, the manure could then he used 
to increase the fertility of the soil*
About 20 per cent of the land area of India is classed as 
forest land* out of whioh only 12 per sent is under commercial forests* 
Because weed is needed for feel, building purposes* and in manufactured 
prodssts* these forest lands should he managed in such manner that 
their productivity would be increased to a maximum. While small wood- 
lets saa be developed all over the country« the main forest lands will 
continue to be in the hills and mountains where rainfall is abundant.
10* India seeds to increase the opportunities for productive employment 
through an expansion of manufacturing and processing for home needs 
especially* fhe country produces fiber for making clothing* farm 
products for feed processing and has deposits of the mineral needs
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for the immwfaoture ©f machine and bousehold appliances* U?h© main 
limiting fa©tor for industry le the absence of ©hoop sour©© of power» 
such &© gas sad coal* ISfeoro seems to he an opport unity to build dome 
on tibo many rivers to produce hydro electric power which could he traas* 
ferred to the places where meehsnical power Is needed* $bur projects 
resembling the f.V*A* in the United States ere now operating end the 
first water power wait will be coapleted in 1951,
11* 5h© means of transportation end ©omnimication need to be iarprcved and
extended in India* Bailroads now connect the main centers of popsls* 
tioa and soma extension is needed to area© that are not served at 
present* The public road system needs extensive improvement. With 
the exception ©f the main highways, roads are Impassable for wheel 
traffic daring three ot four months of the year. Telephone service 
is available to lees than one per cent of the population* telephones 
acre unknown in rural villages*
12. The local markets for farm produce In India are highly defective and 
the farmer usually does not receive a fair pries for his produce, 
frequently the producer Is forced to sell his produce in the village 
Immediately after the harvest at a price far below the seasonal m m * 
age price, Shis he does doe to the Immediate need for money to pay 
the land revenue, debts to the Lioneylen&er♦ and for meeting other 
obligation*. If he Is able and willing to take his produce to the 
ci^r market, his first difficulty is that there are no good roads In 
rural areas. Also, the city markets are unregulated and the eterges 
of traders and commission agents are exorbitant* Various fraudulent 
practices such as imderveighing are common, tfhe dealers fully exploit
aft
tlie helplessness of Ike seller. Inefficient finance systems* inade­
quate transport, warehousing, refrigeration and processing facilities* 
the abeoaee of standardised and quality grades, all result in the 
waste ©f food and high costs in the marketing process* A1 though. the 
development of cooperative marketing is not extensive in India, some 
cooperative organisations are found in Puajah, United Provinces, Sikar, 
Bombay, sod Madras*
Conclusions
the problem of raising the level of living among rural people 
aad of iswroving efficiency in the art of farming In India is complex 
and Involved* Consolidation of farms into economic units and the in­
troduction of capital equipment of the kinds used on farms in the 
United States will he limited until alternative opportunities for 
employment are made available and the rural population is trained in 
modem farm techniques and improved practices in farming. In relation 
to volume of production, the country is over-populated and the popula­
tion is still increasing. Along with plans for increasing production 
per « «  mast eose a more impelling desire for a higher level of living 
than for large families, Moral restraint and intelligent living is 
needed*
Ko thirl the landing the fact tiiat numerous factors militate against 
reaching a satisfactory goal la agricultural income within a few .rears, 
there is the hopeful and invigorating aspect that with sound planning 
and willingness to work, the Indian people can slowly and steadily 
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(t) Ifce seep© ftfcd plication of quality grades should W  
extended to cover all agricultural commodities m& federal 
grading and inspection service Toe provided under voluntary 
and mandatory pro-ams- 
(•) The establishment of utilisation and processing Indus tries 
should he encouraged to help the utilisation of seasonal 
surpluses for reducing the loss to the minimum by extend-* 
ing the consumption period of various products and for 
developing the export of some of the products like mangoes*
(f) The marketing information services need to be established 
for disseminating correct information on current and future 
supplies and demands for various agricultural products. The 
radio and press should be used for supplying market informa­
tion even to isolated villages.
(g) Cooperative marketing should be encouraged to provide alter* 
native efficient and competitive channels for the disposal 
of the fara produce.
The foregoing recommendations and suggestions are presented as tenta­
tive ideas for the consideration of those who are in position end are charged 
with the responsibility of improving the national economy of India in general 
and agrarian eeonosgr in particular.
▲ most 1 amor taut prerequisite for the success of a plan for agricul­
tural improvements is the cooperation of the people in Its development and 
execution. The people should be associated with all such plans and program* 
by giving than opportunities to serve on committees, boards and commissions 
and by recognising publicly the work of local leaders. The people should
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